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Clot4tO a quSiter_Century.after the Brown -deCision and more than,a

decade, after initiatibn of desegregati4msuits.all over the country,

deSegregation of,achoola 1 now seenaa a process initiated primariiy,bY

courts, federal or state agenties.i Clearly, decisions.conCerning

Yr dgation:are not niadefin a political;and social vacUum.
,

Lo'ca'l and

national conflicts and consensus help,determine the particutar direction

Judicial, and governing bodies will_take.whenthey decide that schOol

'

Systems will:be desegregated.' But as far as school peraonnel go, the

desegregationprocess begins-in.a legal.context with some judicial or
' C.)

'governmental action Once judicial or governmental action occurs school

districts respond with propoSed desegregation plans.

The central office level of a school district is the first'paint to

be impacted by a court'or governmental decision. Central office person=

nel'begin to plan ways of moving students and/or faculty fram'ciMpus to

campus-in order to establish or maintain quotas and goals whichaatiafy
4

.court requirements. This planning results in organizational strategies:

Throughout these planning stages and especially at the time of

mentation, central office personnel must increase communication with the

Various parties affected by desegregation.

When school districts implement their organizational strategies,

certain problems arise and needsapre documented. Then, central office

personnel choose or develop programmatic strategies to eliminatethese

.needs or to address these problems., For Instance, programmatic strategies



l it
for teachers are, cuied on Staff development programs and CurriCUluM.

changes. In rega d to students, these strategies are directed toward'.

I

curriculum changes in the areas of 'basic skills and human relations.

Additionally, there are extracurricular programs developed to meets,

student needi.

j,

The sec 'rid level of the district to' be impacted by the court or

governmental decision is at the:school'building or principal level.

PrinCipals, like central offiqe4personner, are involved with Organiza-

tional strategies designed to reorganize students and faculty. They are

calld upon to communicate their strategies 'problems to parents of

,their students, Futthermore, these building administrators are involved

in programMitic strategies which are eitheradaptations -of central office.

strategies or are initiated at the building level. tG:enerally, these

programmatic strategies can be grouped in the same categories as those in

the-central 'office except that the area of instructional management/is

added to address behavior needs.

The third level impacted by desegregation orders is that of the

classroom teachers. While the'central office decisions (strategies) flow

down to the principal level, the ftasaronm teachers often act indepen-

dently, so that 'there are both teacher-initiatedand principal-initiated

programs, The teachers' reactions follow the general classifications of

organization strategies, i.e., instructional strategies.

'Once desegregation plans have been developed by the district,. they

are submitted to the source of action for approval. When.the district'

receives approval of the desegregation plans,_disttict personnel (central

office, principals, And teachers)'begininitiating the implementation

the 'approved plans.,
. .rr

of



implementatiOn, assessment activities 'are conducted

internally'and externally to determine the success of the desegregation

...
,

yplans. Assessment also:--serves-to identify and 'describe:the effects of

-desegregation on the community,, the students and the school staff.

, -

is the last ite 1.1 the WIEDS model of the desegrgatiOn process.-
C

.

. . e .
. .

. r
The judioi /legal action, ,federal/state/lotal action, and theeffecta

of-desegregation have been well.docfAmented in previons research efforts.*-

The reader is referred .to Weinberg (1977). and the U. S: Commission on

Civil Rights (1969 and 1977) for a diacussion of the legal history, and

s

to Weinberg (197.7),St: John (1975 Pettigrew,.et al. (1973), Armor (1972),

aid Coleman (1966) for discusslona/Ofdesegregationfects 'However,

li le literature exists in regard to sucdessful strategies used by centsal

offic ersonn principals, and classrOom teachers to ensure that the

desegregation process will'be'effective. urthermore;-what literature .

exists is primarily at the central office and principal levels, since

these levels are the most apt to be writing :bout themselves. The voice

of the classroom teacher is very faint.

The WIEDS literature' review has co fined itself to the documentation

of the organization, and prOgramma strategies\ at three levels: central

'441 office persOnnel,'principels, and classroom teachers....MITIOS has not con -

rued itself with the effect of desegregation On eila community, although

thiais a very real'and important aspect of desegregation: See Figure 1

for the WIEDS conceptual model of the desegregation pfocess in education,

which present's the above, narrative in outline. form.

The remainder of this document presents the findings-of the WIEDS

literature review. .Topics. are sequenced as follows:

Administrative/Governance Considerations?



Appendix

followed

.

. Staff-Development Considerations

Teaching/Learriing Considerations

A Contains a brief, outline of the proces that ,the vroject-qtaff.

in regard tp completing the literature review. Appenclii B con-

tains the bibliography of the literature covered during his phase of .the(

project.

0
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A

FIGURE 1

WIE128 MODEL' OF THE DESEGREGATION PROCESS *'

Judicial/Legal
Action,

Federal/State/Local
Action

A
Developm nt of -

Desegregation Plans'
by District

V.
Submisdion of

'Desegregation Plans

Approval of
District's Desegregation

Plans-

Implementation of
District's Ddsegregation

Plans

Externdl
AssessMent.of

Desegregation Plans

Internal
' Assessment of

,Desegregation Plans

Effects of
Desegregation

unity, Students School Staff

* This conceptual mo el is based on the synthesis of finding resulting

from WIEDS review f literature and on-site interviews in aseDne

.(November 1, 1577 o May 31, 1978).
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mAdinkEurAtiagySsaiernsdevmgezALtEusag

The U. S:.,Commission-on Civil Rights 11977) conlucted a.national
, , . . " ..; ,

:-. 1

survey of, 1292 schootsuperintendentai.representing 7%* of sii...:schodl ',. ...-,

the,

.
, , .4

.

districts in
1

country: having at least 5% minority enrollment and totaj.
.

,;.,?

40
.

.

i

..._. .

.

Student enrollmept.df,1509 9r more. They diatilguiehed three typet.of
-!"-...... . ...

. , .. ...0,

.--N, I . ear 4.1'cl / b. , t:.

'interventions aspressures for. school districts 'to initiate*steps toward.

,

desegregation. The first category, "3ocal 'Oressure, toActivi-,

--, , , .'

ties by:local ikellool Officials, state board's Of education, local civil

rights 'groups, or:other,locally InitiAtedactivities.urging desegregation..
.

,

, ' l; 7 :

'APprolsimitely 20% of the"superintendenta "surveyed reported that ttetr
.; ,

.

districts' desegregation effOrtswere respoaies to local pressures.

,

t
.

. Fourteen pet
,

tent of the 'Superintendents reported thag,their school dis-
.

9 iVicts desegregation efforts had-been prompted. by HEW investigations

.------
..

1
(second,4tatgory) a d the resulting threat,pf fund withdrawa3s.uper-

intendents in 20% of the districts surveyed reported that desegregation

was aleault-ok court orders (third category) brought about by suits

initiated by,local citizen groups. The!remaining 46%.oftheidistricts

'Surveyed had either already desegregated-before 1966 or had taken:no

, .substantial steps to desegregate durini the ten yeak period following

the*CivilRights At of 1964 which was the .focus of this, report.

Given the social significance of thiaproblem and the implications

it bears for the future of educatidn,pn analysis of the different types

of strategies utilized by school districts -and communities .can be useful

a.Sah,:'-aide for school districts to,develOp4lidelines in their deaegre-
,

.,,'

gation efforts. .However,.desegregation doe6 not occur in a vacuum.
4

Just
,

.

as there exist different types of pressures to which school distridta
i, <

respond,with,desevegation efforts, the manystrategies utilized by diS-7

1

1 0



trIcts are also a result 9

The ippropriaeneei-of any
;

be determined,by the

many community and schOolldistriot variables.
. -

g n` strategy for a particular distIctwill
A

cal and organizational constraints existing

within'a schodl district and Ohe'community. With this in dindwthe 4'

J011Owingevieve, will Preseptme of the more viable strategi'ei

have beenemployed to. eueeedifully desegregate public schools and:stiggest

o .

ti

demographic characteristics which are related to success ofthe aerategies.

,Succeds or failure of the desegregation process in Er school district

dependent on three intervals of events: 'ly events occurring before

..-

presdpre is recei ed, 2) events while negotiations.are occurring, aftd

3) events after d strict and community ecquiesce(to local,.state, or '

V
federal pressures to desegregate. A numbei.of factors tend io determine

what is done and what .is attempted, during each of,these ,rte
01,

community involvement, parental- support,:ithool board composition; and
, -

,

commitment of superintendent and administrators. \_Totaloparticipatio4-
!..,

of these groups in the planning phade inceases the'chantes fot opera-

tion in the desegregation process.' Research indicates that court Man-

dates are- received most favordbly'ip dltuatAans where some events'have
- I

occurred beforehand to establish

among_ the, ethnic groups in atly community (Crain, 1977;-,U. a. Commiseicm

on Civil Rights,1976). Ala°, once a qourt order-faslaeen received, the

's'chool board and schOol administration have the most influential effect:

on community reactiOn nd cooperation relative to-compliance with the

law (Crain, 1968; U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1976).. Strategies

for complianCe with the .law (racial balance, Adoption of maticultUrai

bore than'auperficial relationships

curriculum materials,, -human relations training, etc.) are dependent.on

these school communiti relationships.



)

. Jtesistince to'desegregatipn bave a different rationale depending'

upon the section of the country. In the South, culturtil 4a141# founded

t

in discriminatory beliefs'historically have had legal support and con-

fireStloh',- In the North, resistUnte to dese1gregttion 'may be founded in

r

'beliefs that because "'...he law newer requir61 segregatiOn, existing
:

sria;ation is not illegal. Believing that their segregation (s legally

Acceptable, northern officials may be` quite rd uctent to,desp gate"

(Bullock 'ancl Rogers, 1975, pp.'65676.57)\...
.,

Once a school diltrict
I
and community receive prestures to desegre-

gate, differehtdistrict reactions may occur depending on prio CtiY17

ties and "commitments. If the district has beewactively attenipting to

desegregate prior to governmental_pteesufe, the community. and the district

I
filtyregard desegregation pressure as.unfair. the otber:hand4:if

educational inequities have been` acknowledged and commitments made to

reciifr.thet, some' districts are lest resistant,' to pressured and4iew them

as adthonishments toindrease their effOrts. If the diattiCt has:not been

*actively involved in activities, to desegregate before outside pressure is

applied, the, reaction of-the "district and tommunity, is usually hostile

and resentful:

Once,a decision is made.to comply with the AeMands of desegregation

pressures, the first district 'actions are usually l)' to establish a ,

committee or committee (comprised of school and community personriel)

outline' the most feasible method(s) for complying with the order, and

2) to establish and.artiCUlate a formal'. district policy statement.

regatdingheprder and-desegregationrain, 1977 and 1968, 'S.,

Commission oft Civil Rights, 1976). vNost-ofien*the district's statement
.

,..::.

.

is a refleOtion.of the school_board's attitude toward pressureS to



desegregate which in turn 1s representative of the community's attitude

as a whole.. The establishment of school and/or community committees

represents' an effort, by the school.board and the district to acquire

input from groups to be most affected by desegregation activities and,

'responsible for ensuring the successful implementation of any developed

.Plan. This is an importan first step since several case studies have

indicated that, those districts which'adopted a formal policy supporting

desegregatio risand whose superintendents voca'ly supported federal pres-

sures to dese gArgate were more' successful irPtheir desegregation effortsia

than those who did not (Crain, 1968). Furthermore, it appears that dis-

tracts heeding the results of planning committees desegregated with

. greater ease and legs community and- staff r9entment than districts

which establish an arbitrary method of\desegregation (U. S. COmmission

on Civil Rights, 1976). The end result of this planning interval 1.6

the adoption of a desegregation plan for complying with fedel and local

demands.

Th7/ahnicand class composition of school boards is an important

factor'that contributes to the success or failure of the desegregation

process (Crain, 1968 and 1977). Homogeneous school'Coards seem to facil-

itate desegregation while heterogeneous boards tend to inhibit the pro-

cess. Apparently, heterogeneously composed boards are unable to reach

consensus on, a consistent basis. In addition, school, boards composed of

"civic elite" or "founding father" types tend to desegregate More easily

than boards composed of a "political elite." It appears that the politi,

cal elite are more vulnerable to the emotional whims of their constituency

qnd tend to polarize quickly on controversial issues.



Organization Strategies
u...

Once the desegregatidn plan has%een developed and adopted, the

desegregation process moves'into the interval of plan implementation.

The following organizational strategies have been identified by Foster

(1973)*aarbeing the most widely adopted:?

Redrawing of zone lines

'Skip-zoning

Site-selection and construction

Pairing and grouping of schools

Modified feeder plans

Optional zones,

Open enrollment

e. Majority to minority transfers

Magnet schools

Special programs

Metro Coop (urban-suburban exchange)

Open housing

Each of these organizational strategies makes different demands on the

community and the school disrict. Accordingly, each strategy has its

e own advantages and disadvantages. The similarities of these corganiza-

tional strategies deal directly withhe affeCtive processes concerned

with genuine acceptance and support for the desegregation plan and the

broader humanitarian issues on which the court orders are based. The

differences the strategies exist mainly in, the procedures to achieve

1

4r

racial balance in the school district.

In the following paragraphs, citations related to specifiCNotrategies

wil be identified by school district. The U. S2)Cpmmission on Civil

10
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Rights conducted, via regional office personnel, case studies of several

different school districts 'around the U. S. and these districts'rePre-

sent thesources for specific strategies identified. A complete citation

for each case study is preSented In Appendix B of this document.

To ease the reassignment of teachers and pupils, some districts

allow teachers to transfer with their pupils to their new schoolh in the

desegregation process (Kalamazoo, Mithigan). Another strategy to ease

.

.

teacher resenment'over reassignment is to encourage voluntary partici-

pation as much as possible (Williamsburg County, South Carolina). Some

districts developed and maintain an on-going communication process with

teachers before, during, andgafter reassignints in the form of written

communications (Erie, Pennsylvania).

Strategies for staff integration and for preparing staff.for inte-.

grated classrooms include:

Teacher human relations training (rie, P4nnsylvania; Racine,

Wisconsin; Nashville, Tennessee; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Wichita, Kansas;

Ogden, Utah; Waterloo, Iowa; Santa Barbara, California; and

:Minneapolis, Minnesota.)

Providing forums for teachers (Williamsburg County, South Carolina)

Giving teachers nniversity credis,for obtaining multi-cultural

X,--
t ainin, (Ogden, Utah, 11

Staff training in the development of multi- ethnic curriculum

materials (Waterloo, Iowa. .Kalamazoo, Michigan; and Santa (

}Barbara, California)
4

Increasing efforts to hire minorities (Peoria, Illinois; Ber6ley,

California)

Giving courses in multi- racial and multi-ethnic history and



Culture (NashVilles Tennessee)

Creating bi-racialaaministraeive)adv sory teams in.each school

(Principal and vice - principal of different raCes)'.(Little Rock,

Arkansas)

:EstablishinJ dialogue for teachersj)eing transfe;ile w teachers

previously transferried (Tulsa, Oklhoma)

Communication Strategies

The initial effort of a districts following the adoption of a plan;

is to gain parental and community support and cooperation with the
.

e of the illaprp. A number of strategies have been designed and .

employed to accomplish this goal.

Using the medilto convince. parents and the communiry of the

npcessity for AesegregatiOn and to demonstrate the values'of

desegregation (U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1976). This

is best accomplished by favorable repofting of desegregation,

by the local'news media, publication and distribution of pro-

desegregation brochures by the school distr,ict and concerned

organizations (Wichita, Kansas) and by busineases buying
,

advertising time in support of desegregation (Waterloo, Iowa).

2. Making direct contacts with representatives of the community.

The following strategies were specified:

Using community liaison workers to serve as links between

the schools and the community ((Ogden, Utah; Wichita, Kansas)

Encouraging business, 'religious, and political leaders to

appeal to their clientele and constituencies (Waterloo,

Iowa; Kalamazoo,, Michigan)

'dreating citizen advisory committees to assist, in plan

12



implementation (Wichita, Kansas;. 0gdOn, Utah; Waterloo,

Iowa; Peoria, Illinoifi; Kalamazoo, Michigan; and Santa 7

Barbara, California) I
/

[

Converting schools (Closed-as result of desegreuxiOn)

into 1Zommunity centers to-minimize cOmMunity'S feeling

OSS (Erie, Pennsylvania)

Conducting public forums with parents and other commur4ty

Vmembers,to eOlain the procedures of plan implementation
,

(Qgden, Utah; Williamsburg County, South Carolina; Kala-

mazoo, Michigan),

3. Easing-parental concerns and encouraging parents to par-

ticipate,in the actual implementation ofthe desegregation

plan (U. S.'Commission oil Civil Rights,' 1976). e Several'

methods for attaining this involvement are:

Using written communication to, explain reastrignment of

children (Erie, Pennsylvania)

Creating parental complaint centers to establish lines of
-

califilunication with parental groups and the school board it

.4)

(0g den, Utah; Kalamazoo, Michigan; Erie, Pennsylvania)

Creating hotline systems. staffed by parent volunteers to '

provide information r arding plan and transportation

procedures (Tempe, A izona; Kalamazoo, Michigan)

Providing human relatiol training to parents (NiashviIle,

Tennessee)

Hiring parents as aides to work in the schools (Tempe,

Arizona)
A

,

Allowing parents tow ride busa as monitors (when busing

13
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is employed) (Tempe, Arizona).

,Usi4,parent Volunteers to establish information centers,

along-bus:routks iKalamszoo, Michigan),

'4) Using PTA groups to monitor anctaupervise the initial.'

implamentation'of new bus schedules and -playground actiy-

ities (S nta Barbara, CalifornA

TA 'groups coordinate bus "dry runs' tofamiliarizeruns':'

parentswith the busing process (Santa Parbara, Calif id) °

1

to Using PTA groups 'to cOdrdinate school open ho se activities

. .prior:''Cosp4to dpOning (Santa Batbara, rnia):

d,6:Deyeloping, e,((walkingroutea and hiring add tiona:1

guards,,('WiOhita* Kansas).

/
Proidding human relations training for bus dr iNrs (Nash-

.

Ville,,Tennessee)

t.
'

.

Other-fdctors'germane to sliccsafnl Plan,,impiementation are the stfpport

and use of lax./ enfoicement agencis,and'the establishmen
- -

of communication amahg parents,Schools,and law enforce7ent

of openJihes

agencies

(U. S. Commissign on Civil, Rights, 1976):

Programmatic Strategies

Although the minimization

toward desegregation is ctiti0.1
4

1 ,

.,I

parental and:community esentment,
j.

tn s uC. c e S sful plan i plei ehtation,
.

i

reorganization of the schools:themservesTiS the major .task .facing

- ,
/ H

administrators. Program strategieandopted by school systemqtomeet

the needs of, a desegregated student body include:'
,

4 Creting huMan relations councils in each schO11-4u1sa,
, ,

Oklahoma

14



° Incl'dkng multi- cultural classroom materials in the cureculum

(Tulsa, Oklahoma;.0gden,..Utah; Peoria, Illinois; Wichita,

Kansas; Williamsburg: county,- South Carolina;, Minneapolis,

(/ Minnesota)

N.
Instituting,new teaching aye

,

fo cuse d'IWSndiyidual achieve-
,.

mene(thus minimizing,cultural differences in achievement levels).

(Williamsburg County, South Carolina;Santa Barbara, California;

ce,

Tulsa, Oklahoma)

Developing 'remedial prOgrams (in basic skill areas) (Ogden,

Utah; Waterloo, Iowa;Kalamezoo-, Michigan)

-to Del/61000g a set of priorities, at the district level, which

, CoiMit tachers and schools to.increasing student achievement

_,

)4 and interethniprelationg (Kalamazoo, Michigan) .

'.-
6

Ye' Instituting compensatory education programs (V,

1
.

.aivifj2ights, 1974)

Reldcating-special edUcatiOn programs to best serve newly

. Commission on

°

;acquired- pdPulation of integrated schools (Wichita, KansaS)

vo Creating, special ,eadilitiZs and' policies to address di iplinir
4 .P

ary probleMs (Wichita,; Kansas)

Training.of teacheis and administrators is accomplished

FS,) . .

°of encouraging personnel to participate in workshops, inservi eactivi-
..

, ,

ties, and.universily classes concerned with interethniC relation

y requiring

minority issues in education, the value and, use multi-cultural.

materials in the classroom, ad the history and pi\ocesses involved in

desegregation.

To facilitate rapport among parents, administrators and students of

'newly desegregated schools, some districts initiated prOcedures for

15



parental: Consultation with:printipals-land teachers (Erie, Pennsylvania)-0-

Conductecra'series of open house tectik.Aties (Kalamazoo, Michigan); and

Provided intensive training for counseling and other support per onnel.

lorCemMunicating.with.mnority group Populations (Wichita, Kansa

To enhante-intereoup relations among Students and to increase the
3.

ease with'whicft student transfers were conducted, the follwing strata-.

gies were utiliked:.
1 .

Assigning special countialing staff to each sChs ool, (TIklea,

Oklahoma; Wichita, Kansas)

Using student volunteers in_theadesegregation process ichita,

Kansas)

Establishing racially- balanced claaskodml.tissignments (Kalamazoo,

0 Increasing minority participation in extracurricular activities

' (kalamozoo,:Michigan)

bevelpping social, activities for parents, students and teachers

.-(Kalamazoo, Michigan)' .

Recruiting minority students for accelerated classes'
r,

Michigan)

Michigan)

Informing

Kalamazoo,

students of desegreg)ittion via meetings and discussions

with teachers, paredta,-and school officLls (Williamsburg

%%

County, South Carolina; Wichita, Kansas; Ogden,' Utah)

Providing human relations training for students (Wichita, Kansas;

Nashville, Tennessee)
a'

Creating volunteer student tutorial corps "(Tulsa, Oklahoma)

,Relative eo faculty, student and administrator conflicts, schOol

districts frequently create some type of huMan relations team which

16



a.*

operates *from the central office (Wichita, Kansas and Santa Barbara,

California). ,Also,' a desegregation expert may be employed td monitor

AP r

and Twist with organizational adjustments within,the district once the
. .

, .

plan has been implemented (Santa Barbara, Califo a and Waterloo,\

Iowa).

Conclusion

Several issues relating to,the process of desegregation in any

.

school district May be highlighted: The initial concerns' of.a-dommunity

And-school district in the desegregation process.are politically

motivated. Educational issues are considered only in the context of

their feasibility or acceptability given a certain community attitude

toward desegregation. Educational efficiency is scimetimes sacrificed

during the early stages of desegregation in o initiate the process

itself. 'Once the process has been initiated and resistance diminishes,

educational issues assume a priority over political concerns. At this

point, issues related to the education of different populations of

childre may be addressed in more constructive ways. The critical issue

q6Pin de gregation becomes how to meet the educational needs of individual
,..

children in a multi-ethnic setting rather than finding the most effective

and least disagreeable method of eliminating segregated/educational

institutions.

Staff pevelopment Considerations

In regard to WIEDS Model of the Desegregation Process (see Figure

1), staff development efforts can be initiated-either At thetdevelopment'

step or the implementation step. Inservice or preserviceworkshops

and training programs are the usual forms taken by staff development
4

efforts. Freq4ently, resource personnel from outside the sehool_syatem
0
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are called upon "to- design or contribute to staf development programs.

Robinson and Pieston (1976) indicated .that insery ce training institutes,

for school teachers have been used ell'over the United'States As means

for promoting desegregation, qspecially'in thee South. Such institutes

are planned at least on tacit of 41e contact hypothesis, i.e.,

contact foster:4 positive nttitude change'.

The review of staff development literature .indicated three purposes'

or reasons for conducting staff'development efforts:

1. Ta improve stuff relations bi prolding equal satus.'donr

tacts(Robinson an'. .!!! , 1976).

2. To imprpve 'organizational characteristics of a recoastituted ,

school by training. staff in communication and problem - solving

'skills (Gentry and Watkiis, 1974).

. To improve instruction in interracial class4 (Chester,

1971);

Workshop Design Model:

`Based on results generated from a study by Mosley and Flaxman (1972

a general model for workshop design can be abstracted. This general (

Model consists of seven steps: 1) participants, 2) goals, 3) objectives,

4) content, 5> program, 6) evaluation, and 7) outcomes.

The first step \n designing staff development workshops is to %

p

'identify dhe target population. The workshop goals are defined based,

on the needs assessment 'of the' participants. These goals are then

nialverated by Specifying workshop objectives (King, 1977; Grand Valley
/ , ..r,

State.College, 1973). One ,spedific workshop report. conducted st Ohio

University recommended that a needs assessmenthe conducted nt three

levels: contact& directly with teachers, contacts with "instructional

18
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leaders in the.sch of district, and classroom observation (Mangieri and

. w

1976)` Mosley and' Flaxman have foUnd that in planning a

workshop, the most critical factor is the specification of realistic

objectives that ate;achievable within the time and circumstances decreed
.

for the workshop. ,Workshop planners must ascertain what outcordes ,are

desired, then base the workshopg on those desired outcoMes-
,

Aftet defining the objectives to be attained at workshops, the

content areas of eaChession are then identified. Mosley and Flaxman

have concluded thatA.n deciding what objectives and content areas are to

be address4d, card ,should be taken that they reflect the needs of th#1

participants, not lust be plannecyn the minds of the organizers and

"benevolent15) imptised" on Oheparticipants, as was most often done. Also,

.there should be a clear and appropriate program design, in terms of time,

ciarticipants, and strategies, tpe evureetainment of the objectives.

-N11.4SheUld be kept.in mAd- here i e flOw of the workshop development:

the participants'are,identified,. then goals and objectives' are defined,

then the program (tj116, strategies, participants) is determined. Too

often the mechanics of a worksho are formed, then the objectives are

fitted around them. ,This wall' lead to workshpps that are not meaningful

to the participants.

The next step ,l'Af the development of a general: mOdel.fer workshop

design is evaluation. Afull-eValuation should, include participant

reactions, progress toward achieving objectives,'utrehgths and weaknesses
. --: lib

of workshop procedure and -fesi. gn,, and evaluation of workshop staff.

The final step in the design is outcomes; where a decision point- is

located. If it is determined that the workshop has.heen successful in

achieving the goals that were stated in the beginning, then the planners
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retri to the second step, defining goals, and have the

''the process over with new goals to address other 4eds.

c

option to, start

If it is deter-

Mined that.the oals have not been attained,.thefi a feedback loop is

deplementedwhich return to the program stage for modification, revisions

etc. The design model is schematically repreSented in Figure 2:

. ti

1(7iFIGURE 2

WORKSHOP DESIGN MODEL

rParticipants

.Teacher and Administrator Models.

Ille.components (minus "participants") of the general model' forWk-

shop design may'verve as headings for the more specific teacher and

adm nistrator workshop models: These components (Goals,'Obje,ttivesN, Con-

tent, Program, ';valuatlon, and Outcomes) are represented in Figure 3

.(TeaCher Workshop. Model) and Figure 4(AdmIstrtitor Workshop Model):

The goals of theSe types o :watkshopa are sired teacher and adMinistra-'.

for changes: These changes are represeed in the objective component:

as,cog itive ,change and affective change., Content areas, for the teacher

model, fall under the categorie1 of racial-chltural curriculum innova-

tjon, upgrading of eachlug racial - cultural understanding, and

-improved interpersonal relationships. In regard to thea4ministrator

moni, categories of content are raclaIrcultural curriculum-,innovation,

organizationatIatterun, community InvolveMent, racial- cultural, under-

`zo
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FIGURE 3

TEACHER WORKSHOP MODEL
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FIGURE 4

ADMINISTRATOR,WORKSHOP MODEL

.il

Goals Objectives Content

nr

Program Evaluation Outcomes

--

Racial -Cultural

curriculum

innovation

MN&

Cognitive
4

change

Organitational

patterns

1

COHAInity

involvementDesired.

adminisditor

changes

1.1.14,

time

strategies

I participants

Cognitive and

Affective

changes in

participants

Assessment

tOdUlidVis
riRacial-cultural

understanding,

Affective

change
Improved

interpersonal

relationships
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,standing, and improved interpersonal relationships.

Program implementation (time, strategies, and participants) is

relative to the needs and discretion of the school districti' Workshops

may encompass anything from one-day meetings to monthly sessions to a

,two-week"inatitute at a local college or university. Thp time sequence
./

must be sufficient to carry out the goals of, the workshop (Mosley and

/Flaxman, 1272). Participation may range, from only teachers_to teachers

,'with principals, vice-principals, counselOrs, supeintendents, school

.board members, students attScommunity people. Relative to the 'strategies

used, the most frequently used learning activities are lecture and.

group diOCussions. A review of the literature indicated a myriad of

techniques was being used, e.g., speakers, small'and" large group dis

cussions, films, reading materials, 'field trips, encounter groupswand

.role - playing.

The last two steps in both models are,evaluation and outcomes. In,

those workshop. reports expressing the use of evaluation techniques,

behavioral outcomes may be divided into two categories, cognitive and

affectiVe, the same as the two categories in the objectives and. content

steps. Three methods of evaluation are used to assess cognitive behavior:

1) paper and pencil test, 2) interview, and 3) direct observation. In

terms of affective behavior changes, the following evaluation techniques

are recommended 1) attitude scales,2) observation with narrative

report, 3) dem stration teaching with group evaluation, and 4) video-
,

taping of the workshop. The major problem, though, is he,unavailability

of a systematicjlan of feedback and modification in,the "real world"

teaching or administratiVe situation.' Unless the school supports and

reinforces the workshop learning, sending individuals to workshops for a

t*
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period ,of time simply bring about the desired behavior change--

the school as well as the.learner'has to be willing to change.

Workshop Topics
.

S

Chesler (1971) has i tified several topic areas that need to becbags

addressed.in workshop Setting to further enhance a schoOl. district's

desegregation, efforts:

. Teachers' knowledge' of students through-review-of dif,cerent

cultural styles in students' families' and the accumulation

of data regarding the current attitudes-and values of,stu-
.1

dents toward self, school, peers4teachers, racial issues,

/ etc.

Teachers' personal feelings through./self-examination .of each

individual's values about racially potent matters.

4 Teaching, practices by trans sting theoretical propositions,

research findings, or new in ights about oneself into behav-

ioralimplications.relevant fa the classroom.,

Relationships with professional peers by providing opportunity

to share creative ideas with fellow teachers.

Roles of principals and superintendents for facilitating and
.-r

supporting teacher changes to improve classroom racial rela-

tions.

C unity ?elations by teachers knowing how Oungsters,can

'change,apart from related change in their social surroundings,

These topics can best be implemented by using the following training

strategte6:

The traditional strategy most frequently relied upon for

'..increasikg educators' skills involves new written materials

24
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used as reference guides.

Films, photograph84 and. recordings are used for retraining

teachers and they sho .d be'accomP ied by some kind of dis- ",
,

cussion p tice.
1 N
,

The use of laboratory training methods, particularly,sensi-

tiVity training groups, is another valuable method. (Common

to all such groups is the members' attempts to give and

receive feedback with peers and to considet making changes

in their own interpersonal styles through an analysis of

what they feel and see.occurr g in their small groups.)
t

Role playing and skill practice exercises are among those

techniques used in more comprehensive efforts to help people

achieve change.

Feedback survey results involve collecting data' about the

perfotmance or processes of a client system and then feeding

back those data with interpretations into the client syStem.

(The assUmption with this strategy that perEions,tho see

their own performance data may e able to make changes in a

direction more advantageous to the sylstem.).

Peer sharing or the opportunity for

views and practices may encourage to

A corollary to the encouragement of

is the formation of small groups or

formal'prOfessional responsibility,

zational prOblems,'Making decisions

policies, planning parent-school mee

Another useful training strategy is

roductive sharing of

cher change.

eer-sharing processes

earns that have some

.e., diagnosing organi-

egarding school racial

ings, etc.

he useyof personal or

25
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,

organizational systems of probm-solving usinlyin mpirical-

rational approach /identify classroom problems,Pdia nose,

classroom problems, develop.a-plan, take action, ob

feedback, and provide evaluation).

ain

Chesler indicated that many of the educational change strategies

described have been tri d and reporteclwithout benefit of'clear research

on their actual effects. -

Conclusions

Inservice and preservice workshoPe provide a forum wherein partici-
,

pants can learn new attitudes and behaviors, adapt new organizational

structures, or elaborate neWuurriculuin and teaching methods. When a

school system undergoes desegregation,, most likely all of these changes

will be found necessary. While a good deal of literature exists to

describe inservice workshops that have taken place and prescribe models

for the process, little. follow-up), particularly, over the long term, has

been conducted. HoW axe the changes incorporated into schools wheh ,

participants return to LIL:7r classrooms and offices? 'wkile participants

and trainers tend to 'ccil,Lientiously evaluatethe workshoP experience

itself, we know little about whether that experience is bUilt upon or

negated. by other sorts of problems that arise after participants leave

the workshops.

This conclusion from the literature review suggests that there are;
Sl

as yet, no long term and wholistic descriptions of "(ere and how staff

development acttifities'fit into the entire desegregation process. .

Teaching/Learning-Considerations
`*.

When desegregation is implemented with'in'schools and students begin
4r)

to attend classes, teachers confront,a set of problemswhich may seem,
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entirely new and different. A heterogeneous group :of students sit aide

by side awaiting their chance for "equal educational'opporttinity." The

particular makeup of the heterogeneous group varies from region'to

region, from neighborhood to , neighborhood, and from classroom to class-

r.

room. More likely than not, there are more cultural and class differenceS

represented by the students than indicated by their ethnic designations

for desegregation purposes. In a critique Of oversimplified versions or

"Cultural difference," Valentine (1971) points out that there is no'

homogeneous "Negro culture." In one urban community,'he identified some

14 different Afro-American subgroups with more or less distinct cultures,

as well as nine other non-Afro ethnic groups.

Before teachers choose among instructional and organizational'
i

stra
5
egies, they first come to terms with their own understandings of

group,differences. Chesler (1971) calls attention to the most important

point distinguishing interracial teaching assignmehts from other teaching,

assignmenta:

Since the cultural/ heritage and reality of mutual ignorance
and distance--if,not antagonism and fear--between the races'.
probably are-present in the minds and views of all Americans,
the teacher must wrestle with his or her own preconceived

views,Of people of another race'(p. 614).

While many teacher's may _choose to, ignore differences, claiming that

equal treatment means blinding oneself to color; culture, and class,

4.
the case for cultural pluralism in the schools has won acclaim as the

.
.

.
. 4

only humane way a'pluralistic society can educate its y ng. Deplonde

and Flach (1972) have described one case in which reluc ant teachers

were won over to acceptance of cultural pluralism.
tfi

When teachers have examined their own attitudes an behaviors and

checked to see if the type and quantity of their intera tions with
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students, particularly disciplinary and reinforcement practices areinon-

dis8riminatorY they they can begin to develop more formal concepts and

strategies to teach in an ethnically,heterogeneou8 class. C

Concepts

Cultural Difference

Social scientists have described cultural differences in the class-

)room:in terms of different cognitive styles, different nonverbal cOmmuni-

cations, and difierent peer orientations, as well .as the more obvious

differences in language and history. . Lesser et.al. (1965) suggested that

cultures depend differentially on the several learning modes through

which human beings acquire and process information: verbal-auditory,

visual-spatial, and sensory-motor. Such a concept implies the need for.
A

a variety of instructional experiences'provided in a multi-ethnic class-

room.

Cornelius Grove (1976) drew on the abundant theoretical literature-

on non-verbal communication t9 pOint out intercultural communication

A

problems arising froth. desegregation. Since many non- verbal messages'are

both bulturallyunique d unconscious, misunderstandings can occur due

to mistaken assignment of meaning to gestures; looks,'body stance,,con-
c

versational distances, and other non-linguistic communications. While

neither teachers nor students can be expected to change their own non-

verbal behavior to any considerable degree, awareness'o'f the nonverbal

level of interpersonal engagement can at least minimize_misunderstandings.'

Ramirez and Castaneda (1974) suggested that different peer orienta'

tions distinguish"ethnic groups., Some groups expect peer group solidarity

while others are motivated individual competition. In such a class-

,

roomi'a.teacher should consider atvariety,ofmptivational strategies-to
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tap the Oredisposition.of his/her students.

While tbetie theoretical propositions indicate that teachers should

be sensitive to behaviors unique'to Taiticular culturallirouPs, they

also Pose'a dilemma. Reduction of 'cultural differences to a series of

stereotypes whiCh ignore the variability within.an ethnic group and
00,

underestimate-the commonalities. in all human behavior runs the risk.'

of reproducing discriminatory Attitudes-among teachers and students.

Understanding the concept of e hnic boundary Can, counter the tendency

for cultural- differences to be perceived,as simple, stereotypical

contrasta'betWeen groups.

. Eihni* Boundary

Frederick Barth (1969) stressed that inter-ethnic'relation8 were

111

determined less by the exchange and merging of the contents of two

cultural systems than by the frequently distorted perceptions and

attributions one group has of another. Symbols of group identity are

both imposed by an out-group and expressed by the in-group. The symbols

are negotiated and a boundary between the groups is created and main-

tained. The set of symbols which constitute the boundary may have very

little to do with the actual behaviors of people in each group, but they_

function to distinguish "us from them."
4

Gretchen Schafft (1977) used this concept to analyze an urban school

where white children were in the minority and black children in the

majority. She found a number of territorial expressions of ethnic

boundaries: preferred seating arrangements, exclusive hallway turfs,

and dif er ntial control' over areas ,of the school grounds. Sch4h

suggested that both white and black children experience stigmas associated

with their color and act out ways vis-a-vis the other group to avoid or

29
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overcome their sense of insecurity., When the symbols of,grOup identity .

.!:f
.

:' b. and the social defense methanisma'qf boundary drawing become too rigid,
t ..

(

they restrict the social experience of children, preventing the expres-
,

sion,bf individual variety, and recreating segregation within the school.
r,

On the other hand, they will probably continue to funCtion-within schools

as necessary individual adaptations as long as the,larger societv,offers

upward' mobility to white children, while Making it diffiCUlt for;black

children to reap the benefits of education in terms of subsequent economic

and .social rewarar.

Schafft.,suggested that there were several ways a teacher could deal

with ethnic boundaries in a multi-ethnic, school.. ChildretT:can be kept

o-

moving in classrooms and. can begrouped and regrouped many times during

the day. Such a strategy overcomes some of the territorial loundary

marking between ethnic groups. To counter stereotyping, time can be

devoted to exploring the opinions, ideas, and feelings each

child has vis-a-vis children of other ethnic groups.

The key, however, to those aspects of ethnic boundaries

which' differentiate groups in terms of inferidr and superior .traits

to promote equal status contact.

Equal'Status. Contact

At the basis of the political, and social movement of desegregation'
, .

is a quest for equality among'racial.groups in this eountry. The same
9 .

year that the suprethe'Court decision abolished segregated echobls, Gordon

)Allport published his clabsic analysis The Nature of Prejudice (1954)

Much of.the desegregation literature is founded on his.concept ofkqual

statue contact. For a review of this literature, see Carithers 11970).

/
Both cultural difference and ethnic boundary are concepts'attempting_to

,
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or ipize and understand ethnic telationteas they appear, to be empiricallY.

Allport's concept is more of a measuring stick to determine how close

Particular schools haVe come to the ideal. of equal opportunity for all

and elimination of Orejndice towards all He suggested that the elimina-

tion of prejudice required prolonged co44ct'between racial grouiAlinder

nnn..nompetittve conditioni,ao041th the etique positions of each group
p II

being. roughlyequivalen. Many of the 1.4tructional.strategies on the

following pages are attempts to meet this requirement. Individualization

of atudent,,w04:impiies thsenOsingle achievement is the measure of.

others. Cooperative grouping cuts acroseCthe-status lines-created by

ability, Arouping. Multicultural curriculum attempts to recognize the

importance of.all cultural traditions4 rather than teach a skewed

historical record-which affirms the status of one-group in the develop-

ment of the nation and the-world. 'amen relations activities,provideia

forum for all atudents to participate .equallY.

Strategies

A number of teacher,gnides.and manuals erg alienable which ,suggest

strategies for implementing a suotssful.eduCation program, both ip

terms of,athievement and in terms of healthy-social relations. General

.

guides for integrating schools include Bash (1973) and Hagoera and Fore-
..

hand (1076). mnre specific guidesro deVelop multiethnid curriculum and

human relations activities include the works of Cortes (1976), Banks

.(1975), and Nachbar (1974). A few empirical studies ai available which

evaluate specific strategies (Bagley.. and Verma, 1972; Abrahamson, 1975;

DeVries and Edwards, 1972; Patchen, et al. -1977; Blaney, 1974; and

Hawley, 1976)
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'OptaniaitiOnal Ries
.

'tY
Organize ni1 -. tretegiee'fall into several categories, depending

on the goal desired.

. ,

Innovative strat s to improve the quality of
.

education for all students include team teaching and individualized

instruction. Team teaching draws on the expertise of several ieacheis'

who can specialize indifferent areas of the curriculum., It alio:allows

-studenta to experience teachers of diffeignt ethnic backgrounds them-

selVes. .A number of case studies (U. S. Commissiom,on. Civil Rights,

1976) also mentioned individualization, although this method has brought

little evaluative scrutiny l'inceAte inciPtiOn. By individualizing,

'teachers diMinieh.cOmPetftion emonOtudents. Curriculum, teaching

method student tasks, pacing, and student evaluation are tailored to'-

the heeds of, the,individual student. Individualization also meets

needs of schools trying. to serve thelleterogeneous abilities, learning

'styles, and motivations of a desegregated student body without resegre-

gating students intd tracks or ability groups.

To achieve the goal of equal status .interaction and Improved' raCial

attitudes among students, the key strategy is t9 promote cOoperitive

..
, . 4 , . ,

..: :relation.s rather than Competitive reptions among individual students:

In Baltimore, Maryland, DeVries and Edwards (1972) escribed the
. .

.

,
.
,

.

t&structuring of seventh grade math classey means of, interracial teams
.

and4ristructional games. They dAispmeied that biracial task groups,
,"-,': ' (1,,.,,,--7 ," ,'" ..7i!:P':.I!'' ' \-,-;00

promoted significantly greater coq-race helping and friendship This :H.*
. .

finding was confirmed by Patchen, et al (1977), in,.t.ri7.00inig'clatis-

rooms in Austin, Texas, Blaney (L974) studied cooperative learning f

approaches, how to "build" groups, and methods of'trensmitting

tion.throUgh groups so that*),ch student.could, teach a unique piece of
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knowledse'tO his'psers. -Shelduled that peer-liking increased in coop-'

'eratively structured classrooms when compared to traditional tdipetitive

classroome particularly among blacks and Angloa. 'Moreover, in the

. .

experimental clasirodms, selftoriCept 4iprOVed,attitudaitoward schooling

improvrd, SnclachieVimint/avels were commensurate witiCihoge of students

in control:,:Clasirooms. Blaney did not however, feel her data warranted

salringthatrelationsamoriggrOups radically improved.

She believed such a process wobld take longer than the time available

in her studyi-

Willis Hawley (1976) collected data on students self-assessments

to investigate what determines students', commitments to academic

achievement.' He foQ7-that the most important predictor of student,

'classrdom effort was the level of student.interraction, thus supporting

i_

Blaney'scontentionthattooperative group. organization of classrooms is

t..
,,

. ':
certainly not dettimental to student achielbement. Instead, opportunitij

..1

.

.

.

.

. ..
.

.

for students to work together. on common tasks increases atudenc achieve-

ment mainly,rthrough the mechanism of peer pressure.

Instructional Strategies:, Multi-Et nic Curriculum

.

Among the latkorriculum.guides to ethnic studies is James; 1snks'

test entitled Teaching Strategies. for Ethnic Studies, He points out that

unless teachers, curriculum develOpers, and adminietiators conceive

ethnic studies in a broad way, then the go of Vutating students for,

",ethnic liferaty"(paynot be achieved. Cortes (1976) points out the

At
basic concepts and goals of ethnic studies with. suggested;teadh4ng units

and student:isctivities. His'most valuable 'contribution is a list of

do's and don't's.for ethnic still

1. Don't teach about an'individual as belonging to one



do teach about an individual.aerbelonging to .many groups.:,
tr

0

2. ,Don't permit ethnic studies to:become a. process fot.,b4i14inr:
Pfir reinforcing group stereotypes; do use ethnic.stufte0Wa
process' for developing in.students an understanding of ..both
the general unifying threads of ethnic groups and the dynam-

-tc diversity of group cultures and experiences..

3.
. .

n,t. mak . ethnic studies a sop _:104roteattna'groupSiv.do
I

..teach ethnic studies, because it Is intelleptually valid
andeociallYtecessarY.

,.:-..

4. '-lon'ef.makeethnic studies solely the study of a group by
stude4Its of that group;. do ;flake ethnic studies the study
Of all groups by AII.students.: 1.

, ,

. Don't teach about-ethnic groups as a multi-ethnic group7
by-group parade do, teach about :.ethnic groups as,part of
a continuous multi-ethnic protesse,.:

.

6. 'Don't leave the,teaching:about ethnfc groups -to the other
person; 4do it yonytelf. (pp', 13-16)-

/

These suggestions avoid ughettoization".of ethnic studies

rest o f the CUrriculuit '..anc1.- provide crit eri Ek for selecting, mater

Some schools adVteStherS.:ifilloPSe to ,offer spcific courses,

or lessons ,on ethnicity for-0441Y.'006ifia)SOiriala areavailablitlAt

abundance. Others may decide to integrate thpatandard subject: eis
Y,

reviewing general texts for their multi-ethnic perspectiveanCtIJOaing., _

/
accordingly, 011.;i1e social st44es,.,literature, and history are !'aatOral."

areas in which to include multi- ethnic perspectives, all subject areas

can be ethnically integrated with imagination.

While dortes and Banks vi41744 model multi - ethnic programs, several

empirical studiis hnvdesCribed and evaluatedspecific progriams in terms

of specific goals. One study conducted by Verma and Bagley (1972)
, .

tested the effectiveness of a. race relationg),module on changing high

schOol'stUdents' racial attitudes and pointed to small but significant

positive changes among those receiving the class. AbrShamSen (1:975'



described a program in human relations intwo Louisville, Kentucky,

high schools; one all black and the other all white. Students from both

schools met bi-weekly under the auspices -of an urban sociology class",
iv

The class covered topics ranging from "Self-Concept" and "Group Tasks"

to "Poverty," "Racism," and "Blues." Personal involvement andtiter-

action were emphasized by group sensitivity sessions, field trips, and

multi-media presentations. Abrahamson's findings on racial attitude

changes, however, were inconclusive.

Conclusions

The paucity of research literature specifying strategies for teachers

to employ in desegregated classrooms is not surprising. Teachers neces-

sarily have to synthesize educational ideals, concepts of learning and

group dynamics, curricular objectives and materials, pedagogical methods,

and personal style into a professional unity which they present to

students. At the same time, they must sensitively assess their unique

array of stdents in terms of different cultures, classes, and person-

alities, awl adapt their own activities accordingly. Curricular and

organizational strategies must be general enough to be adapted to unique

classroom groupings.

The considerations on multiethnic curriculum, human relations

activities, and cooperative ldarning in this section are.gendral orien-

tations,'teachers can explore the dimensions of a heterogeneous classroom

and deyelop new ways to imaginatively solve problems arising from deseg-

regation in the classroom. But a comprehensive description of this

process in a number of classrooms and a number of schools has yet to be

accomplished.
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Literature Review Process Summary

The WIEDS staff read and annotated over 500 books, *articles, and

papers in compiling the base of information from which this review was

taken. To undertake this. comprehensive Search, several computerized

data bases were utilized: Educational Resources Information Center

44

L

(ERIC),, PsychOlogical Abstracts, *Id Sociological Abstracts. Relevant

titles were selected'from the results of these searches. In addition, a

number of prominent journals in the fields of education and desegregation

were covered. Among the more useful were the Harvard Educational Review,

The Journal of Negro Education, Integrated Education, Phi Delta KaRpan,

Sociology of Education, and School Review.

In addition, this review found a wealth of information in staff

reports of the United States Commission on Civil Rights. Without these

case studies, identification of specific strategies of'desegregation

would be very difficult. The case studies were systematically analyzed

in order to identify strategies actually employed in school districts'

all over the country. A more indepth analysis of these case studies is

proposed in Phase II (June 1978 to November, 1979) of Project WIEDS.
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liation o Data
4
from Central Wfice Interviews

Introduction

Based 'on the initia agreement with the National Institute of Educa-

t'iong(NIE) to research suc =ssful strategies used by seleCted school,

.districts in Texas toward a segregating their schbols, central office

interview data are gresente in' the following outline/format:

Introduction and Demography of. Austin

Historically (Stage I)

A. Court deliberations and decisions

B. Creation of new central office positions

C. Creation of new programs

D. Administrative/governance considerations

E. Staff development

I I . Currently (Stage II)

A. Current court situation

B. Status'of current central offices, programs, and related evalu-

ation

III. Future Implications (Stage III)

A. Suggested alternativgs from interviews

B. Predicted possible court outcomes

The information is presented in narrative form, following the out-

line a much as possible. In addition, a tabulation in the form of

frequency counts of common responses in the interviews,, along with demo-

graphic data on the interviewees, is presented in summary charts at tie

end of the narrative (pp. 52-56). The interviews represent an explora-

51
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tory effort and much' variability and inconsistency among interviewer-.

styles, focus of questioptng, and points raised by interviewees haVe

resulted.: The frequency counts are therefore not intended to substantiate

the validity of the trends as significant or the strategies as success-

ful, but merely to give some indication of commonalities, where they

occurred, injhe data. A strategy mentioned byliveinterViewees

(although perhaps not addressed by .nine'bthers)-is' not necessarily more

ri

.

successful" than a strategy mentioned by one interviewee. The-chart of

frequency.counts itemizes all trends mentioned by at least two inter-

viewees; points'raised byone interviewee or other sources are'so indi-
440

cated in the narrative,.

Persons Interviewed

The central office interviews were conducted with fourteen (14)

individuals: two Anglo females, one Black female, one Spanish surname.

female ,Nseven Anglo males, and three Black males. These 'individuals,

among, others, wereJdentified.bythe Review :Committee as.having.been

active in Austin's initial desegregation efforts. They all'occupied

Ositions in the central office administration building of AISD, except

for one who occupies a district administrator position at one of the

ools and was referred for interviewing because of this person's

experiences/viewpoints on the Mexican-American perspective on desegrega-.

tion in Austin. The current positions of the other interviewees included:

one Assistant Superintendent; five Directors, one Assistant Director, and

siX,1Coordinators. Other demographic data on these individuals are. listed

in the summary chart (see p. 52). To protect the confidentiality of the

persons involved, interviewees -were coded as A through N, rather, than

being identified by.name or position. These individuals were selected to



be interviewed based on recommendaiiOnS from the Review Cpbbittee, the

district's Dese,gregation SpeciatiSt, and some 6f. the ,intcrviewees them-

. selves. Additional central office personnel, active. in desegregation
. .

effOrts, were recommended' for interviewing to' WEDS staff as our involve-

ment into the project progressed; however, time and funding limitations

did not permit lurther interviews during Phase One of,the project..

Interviews at the central office level were'conducted by four members

of the WIEDS: staff:_ 'an Anglo female (AF#1) age 36, conducted three

interviews; 'a second Anglo female (AF#2),.age 29, Conducted four inter-

views; an Anglo bale (AM), age 33, conducted five interviews; and a Black

male (BM), age 44, conducted two interviews. See.submary chart (p. 52)

for information as.to interviewer/interviewee pairings. An attempt was

made to assign the BM interviewer to some Black interviewees, although this

practice was not strictly adhered to as availability of staff members for

interviewing varied. In generale interviewer assignment to interviewee

watarranged at random by the WIEDS secretary.

Additional information, historical facts, and other reported deseg-

re'gation

% .

strategies, although, not neCessarily mentioned in the interviews,

Were gieaneefromivarious source: the 1976-77 AISD Discipline-Report,

handbooks frOn(vaylous central-offices, and.theAistrict's Desegregation

Specialist and another individual active in Austin's desegregation.

Demography of Au's ti n , Texas

Austin is:primarily a tricultural .City approxately 330,000
?

residents. The predominant visible cultures White Anglo-Saxon,

Ilexican-Merican,.Black, and some Orientals, particularly within The

University of Texas,. Supported by light, often highly technical and



.

generally n9n-polluting industry, the city possesses a disproportionately

'high number of professional and skilled workers due to its status as a

governmental and educational center. The two principal minority groups,

Mexican-Americans and Blacks,- corwrise approximately 30% of the popula-

tion of the city. Their share of the minority population of Austin is

ih many respects a socio-economic microCosm,of the situation in Texas.

The city is bisected by an interregional highway with the bulk of

minority residency east of the highway. Despite significant amounts of

/ residential integration in Northeast and South Austin, a large portion of

the majority and minority population lives in distinct separation.

Minorities in Austin are affected in the same manner as in other compara-

ble urban areas; relatively high unemployment, under-education, a lower

average income among the employed, a significantly higher educational

drop-out rate, and higher crime rate.

The Austin Independent School District is larger in geographft area

than the City of Austin, andcurrently encompasses 230+ square miles.

The district currently operates 63 elementary and 22 secondary puses.

As of October1977, the ethnic composition of the district's 58,415

students was 59% Anglo, 24% Mexican - American, and 17% Black.

I. Historical Summary of Desegregation in.AISD (Stage I)

Prior to 1955, AISD operated a "dual school system;" Black children

were required by law to attend all-Black schools and not permitted in

all-Anglo schools. These all-Black schools had, for the most part, all-

Black faculty and administration as well. At this time, there were also

all-Mexican-American schools, staffed predominantly with Anglo and a few

Mexican-American teachers, and Anglo administrations. In these schools,

4 5



Spanish was not permitted to be spoken, and "Mexican Sch ols" (rudimentary

1, precursors to bilingual education) were built, to aid M xican-American

children'who had difficulty with English. However, Mex can-American

children were not restricted by law to attending any these schools;

they were not considered a racially separate group f Anglo children,

and many Mexican-American children did, in fact, atte d all-Anglo schools.

Following the Supreme Court's Brown decision in 954, . Austin did

make some voluntary attempts to dismantle its dual school system.

During the years 1955-1963, beginning with grades 10 12 and systemat-

ically extending the plan to include grades 1-9, al Black students were

given a limited "freedom of choice" to attend an al -Black school or an

adjacent,Anglo school (usually, in actuality, a Me ican-American school)

in their neighborhood. Conjointly, students from y other high school

could choose to attend Anderson High. The 1964 C'vil Rights Act, which

declared unlawful any discrimination on the basis of race, color, or

creed, along with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965)

created regulations to the effect that no federa funds could be expended

without integration in mind. In 1967, the "fre dom of choice" option was

expanded to allow all high school students livi g in the all-Black

Anderson High School area to attend any other igh school in the district.

At this time, the Civil Rights movement was in full swing nationally, and

many Black parents were interested in exertin what they felt to be their

right to integrate their children into the An lo schools. In fact, the

year before court-ordered desegregation (197'), 57.6% of the Black junior

high school enrollment and.56.6% of the Blac high school enrollment was

located in formerly all-Anglo school buildin s (meaning Mexican-American

Anglos in most cases).



The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) survey team

(1968) found AISD to be in non-compliance with the Civil Rights Act for

"failure to eliminate all remaining vestiges of the dual school system,"

(i:e.,, the still predominantly Black St. John's Elementary, Kealing

Junior High, Ind Anderson High Schools). During the next two years, AISD

Made several attempts to improve facilities and programS and also extended

the "freedom of choice" to all Black students, grades 1 -12, living and

attending school in predominantly Black neighborhoods. .This was an effort

'to be in. compliance with HEW concerning the adequacy of their desegrega-

tion status.

Despite AISD's voluntary efforts toward desegregating their schools,

. HEW approved none of the activities and on August 7, 1970 the federal

government filed suit against AISD in Federal District Court. Shortly

after the suitwas filed, the Federal District Court judge issued an oral

order on August 27,-1970 closing St. John's Elementary School and chang-

ing the north-south orientation of the Anderson Higha54chool boundary,

attempting to integrate more Anglos into the predominantly Black school.

A dramatic and massive "white flight" from the Maplewood area occurred

as school opened, and Anglo parents clearly rebelled at the notion of

,sending their children to a "Black school." The judge, on September. 4,

1970, rescinded this order, and restored the originalAnderson High

boundary.

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) and the Mexican-American Legal Defense in Education Fund (MALDEF)

had become interested in the case against AISD from their separate but

similar concerns for the minorities whom they represented. NAACP was

granted a petition to become an intervenor in the case against the dis:-



trict b' the local judge this some judge: an intervention request

by.MALDEF.on,the grounds that there had never been any legal'ruling

requiring Mexican - American children to'attend certain schools, as there

has been for Blacks.

From information in the interviews completed by Project WEDS, 1970

is identified as the year in which Austin's first real desegregation

efforts got underwayOnarked by that first court-ordered realignment of

the Anderson High district. AISD, as mentioned, had made some earlier

attempts to voluntarily desegregate its schools (see Frequency Cdunts,

#1), butdesegregation in_Austin has become equated with court orders.

(see Frequency Couhts, #2) which are followed by institutional and

community responses to that legal action. Depending on the particular

point of view of each central office interviewee, the degree to which

AISD has remained primarily passive in its desegregation efforts as

opposed to actively trying to deal with problems of race varies. In

discussing the content of these central office interviews, two trends

are mentioned: (1) that the desegregation issue is generally used in

reference to Black, Anglo, and Mexican Americans'(see Summary Chart of

Demographic Data on Central Office Interviews, p. 52, "Focus of Desegre-

gation Concern"), which relates to the legal definition of discrimina-

tion being entrenched in segregationist practices articulated by law

(e.g., the dual school system for Anglos and Blacks); and (2) that a dis-

tinction is made between the terms "desegregation" and "integratiofi"--

the former meaning'the mixing of bodies of different ethnic group children

in the classroom to reflect the racial quotas present in the ethnic '

composition of the community, while "integration" embodies the ideas of

mutual concern, cooperation, and respect among members of different ethnic

71-7-J



roups livi g anamorking in one setting (see Frequency Counts, #30).
f . f

Another fOcet of 1940 w ich has characterized it as to first year

of desegregat on in Austin as the recruitment of. Jack Davilson who

had been acti e in desegregation in Florida, as Superintendent for AISD.

He was appointee In I( tobe of 1970. Davidson was frequeptly mentioned

by the interviewee
're-,bard'ng

his commendable imp entation of a deseg-i
. ,

regation.plan for the dis riot (see FreqUency.Counts, #7). Herein lies

the first, and perhapsilo t crucial, desegregation strategy made apparent
,

from the interviews - -that a supportive, creative person in the:top

administrative position n the school district determines thesuccess or

even the existence of desegregation attempts at other levels.., Bythe

Spring of 1971, Davidson' had established several new;departMents within

the central office structure to address needs within the school:system,

4,4

some of which were inherent to problems foreseen with desegregation.

These new departments were: (1) the Office of Human Relations, (2) the-
k:

Office of School-Comm nity Relations,"(3) the Officeof Staff Develop-

)
ment and Student Teaching, and (4) the 'Office-of Student Affairs. The

first two'offices were created specifically with desegregation in mind, to

--'deal wi h problems I

irtween.students of different ethnic groups, parents'

O'concer s, and teacher's means of dealing with both students and teachers of
. ,

different ethnic 'ups. Federal funding was obtained to support these

departments in their desegregation.efforts from the Emergency School Assis-

tance Program (ESAP). The latter two dffices were not established with
\ .

any specific desegregation goals, in mind, but desegregation issues were

addressed in both of them (e.g., the Office of Staff Development and Stu-

dent Teaching dealt with recruitment of minority teachers, reassignment

problems of teachers thin the district, training of staff in communication

8



and listening skills; the Office of Student Affairs provided student

advocacy services, dealt with crisis intervention during and after race-

riot g in the schools, and.handled the high incidenceof discipline

problems of minority students).,

'Another voluntary, pre - court order desegregation effort by AISD,

begun in the mid-60's, involved integrating the teachingstaff (see

Frequency CountS, #3 and. #4). Because Black teachers had been employed

only. for the Black schools, the district's minority percentage of

teachers was about 14% Black, matching the student population of 15-16%

Black at that time. Mexican Americans were not considered a racially

separate group from Anglos and in actuality there were very few Mexican

Americans on the.staff (approximately 3% in 1,071): At present, as a'

result of active rbcruitment of more minorities, the percentage of

Mexican - American teachers is 12 to 13%, which is still significantly less

than. the current Mexican-American student p pulation of 24%. But'by

1970-71 the teaching staff throughout the d. strict, according to ethnic

percentages of Black and Anglo, was considered integrated.. Measures

were then taken to look at the ethnic dis.tribution of teachers on each

campus and the first "crossolir" 'of teachers (reassigning'Blackteachers
T"\

from the predominantly Black schools to predominantly Anglo schools) was

4
employed that year. Anglo teachers were also crossed-over into t.he.

_ .

predominantly Black schools. A similar attempt was made.t011iace minor-

ity members in central office positions. Two ,lacks were hired to head

the two "desegregation-related" offices created by :Davidson. The only

Mexican-American campus administrator ihthe district tt that time was

at an, elementary school, but Mexican-American community groups such as

the Concerded Parents for Equa1 Education were organizing. The subsequent

9
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years witnessed the hiring of both Blacks and Mexican Americans into

administrative positionseNfipme central office interviewees. viewed these

'measures.as indicative of Austin's successful voluAary integration of

its staff and management} Isee Frequency Counts, #5), while others contend

that the efforts have not been active (recruitment), continuousApromd-

tions in salary and/or position)', or comprehensive (disproportionate

representation), while reflecting. tokenism and denyingl minorities'

positions of real authority or responsibility. .

By June of 1971, the non-compliance Suit was on trial in Federal

District Court. The court ruled that AISD was not discriminating against

Mexican-American students, but, on July 19, ordered the closing of the

three predominantly all-BMck, schools -- Anderson High, Kealing Junior

High, and St. John's Elementary. Feeder patterns were to be drawn up

and busing of the' Black students who had attended thes
/'
schools was to

begin when school opened the following month. Many interviewees con,

tend that this short notice to implement a court-ordered plan proved to

be counter- productive toward developing responsive,.coping methods of

,desegregating (see Frequency Counts, #6) as energies were absorbed

primarily in working out the mechanics of the busing with little time

available for staff training, curriculum changes, or human relations con-

cerns. Such a contention, then, implies that another "successfuljstrategyu,

of paramount concern for improving education in desegregated schools

involves the adequateplanning and preparation ofstaff and students for

the changes they will be experiencing (see Frequency Counts, #12).

From the time AISD was found in non-coMM-t 4nce until the present,

many desegregation plans have been researched for heir suitability to

Austin's needs and racial housing patterns. Onq'of these was the David-'
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son Plan (conceived by the superintendent Mich required the establish7,

ment of Elementary Learning Centers. , According tO the plan, children of

all ethnic groups would have been bused daily to a particular area center

and work on'a spectfic instructional-task for a deterMined number of days,

and then would have returned to their home base school when the unit was --

completed. The ide'a would have had children ofdifferent ethnic groups'

4111 introduced to working with'each other while in an academic (classroom)

setting rather than a social (cafeterias, playgrounds) one; where more

discipline problems tend to occur. The plan was elaborately developed,

complete with curriculum changes, pairing of schools, to provide the

ethnic mixes of students, the collection of special materials and crea-

tive resources, etc., and,was approved for implementation by the judge

with the-July, 1971 busing order. However, in August, 1971, the federal

government appealed the decision to implement the Davidson Plan'on the

grounds that it did not provide for complete integration of students,

as the majority of the year they would 'have still been attending schools

in segregated settings.,

During the next year (1972), the case was deliberate in the Fifth

Circuit Court of ApPts. Several elementary school plans were sub-

mitted to the court at this time, including a plan to establish fifth

and sixth grade centers, isolated from the other elementary levels, with

minority students being bused in daily to achieve racial balance within

the school. In August of 1972, the case was remanded to the federal

District Court for retrial.

At the same time that the Austin desegregation Case was being delib-

erated in the courts, the repercUssions of the buting order were being

felt in the community and the schools. The initial busing of Blacks in
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1971 brought angry responses froM those B14* students and their parents
y

who resented having their schools closed, as well as hostility from the

Anglo students who did not want their schools "infiltrated" by Blacks

(see Frequency Counts, #13), Violence, disruption, and dissension marked

the firSt years of court`- ordered desegregation in Austin; A, ad'hoc

crisis intervention team; informally tagged the "Mod Squad," was estab-

lished to' Idle such strife (seesfrequenty Counts, #15). The teamwasl

comprised of the Coordinators of the Offices of School Community Rela-

tions and of Student Affairs\together with the Director of Counseling,

and Guidance,'assisted by the Coordinator of Human Relations",and the

Assistant Superintekdent for Administrative Services. The team members
rtix

existed as the4pnly intervenors for" the first semester of the 1971-72

school year; in January of'1972, they wrote'a proposal for federal funds

from the Emergency SchoofiTAid Act (ESAA) to create.the School-COmmunfty

Liaison Representative Program (SCLRP). The proposal wa'Pr9mOti5'

approved, and in March 1972, a nine-member, tri-ethnic team of SCLR's

was trained to go into the schools and deal with racial. strife.. The

SCLR's took over arylAxpanded the duties of the "Mod Squad." The greatest

racial problems during this time occurred at the high school level (see

Frequency Counts, #14); consequently, this is where the SCLR's concen-

trated their early efforts. They sponsored student retreats, discussion

groups, "Partners Club" (pairitigs of students of different ethnic groups

to develop friendships), as well as the establishment of boel-fludent

and Face: Human Relations Committees. They also responded to-community

requests for meetings to discuss parents' concerns; conducted workshops,

and provided follow-up on referrals from the Office of Student Affairs
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Some teChniques or strategies of crisis intervention (Stage I)

mentioned as effective in the central office interviews'' included:

a) gettingacquainted activities - e.g., students who were
involved in extracurricular activities at theClosed
Black Schools were ,greeted by the.students-in the same
activities at the desegregated school; dual Student
Council Presidents and Other such positions were i9
effect for that first year,, of busing.

C

b) community awareness - meetings with angry parents to edu-
cate them as to the reasons why their child's school was
closed.

c) time out - if a fight occurred, students were allowed tiMe7
out to loosen up" or ventilate some of their emotional
steam, e.g., the Mod Squad member who, in a stalemate
situation between Anglo and Black students, picked up a
basketball and started shooting baskets; pretty soon the
-kids were involved ,in the physical activity, releasing
tension and playing together, and later were able to sit
down and talk about their differences.

P

) getting to know the names of students - intervenors used
this personal approach, along with touching to gain the
trust of students.

targeting of student leaders - intervenors, worked with.
those students identified as group,"leaders," and attempted
to change their hostile attitudes, which, in turn, afected
the attitudes of the group followers.

using a form of Reality Therapy`- intervenors, rather than
dictating'. to students, allowed them ,to take responsibility
for their own choices, behavior, etc. and to establish
their own goals and commitmgnts to change.

What kinds of-staff preparation, albeit a limited amount due to the

lack of time and resources, were implemented with the onset of court-

ordered desegregation in Austin (see Frequency Counts, #8)? The first

year some discussion occurred at prcipals' meetings on how to handle

race problems, and every secondary teacher went through TED -TAG (Texas

Educational Desegregation and Technical Assistance tenter) human rela-

tions training program. By the next yar (1972-73)i other human rela-

tions workshops were offered for school personnel through the Office of



Human Relations, and were led by some of the same irldividuals..identified.

as'aCtive,members'of the 'Mod Squad."' These workShoPs consisted of two,

weekend, retreats and centered around aSensitivity.Training model

.(National Trolling Laboratories); communication skills (e.g., papaOhrasing,

perception -checking, giving And:Teceiving feedback, sharing of feelings)

were taught, practiced, and applied (through roleplaying),to prohlem7

solving modes of-dealing:With-actual'Situations occurrini.in the schools..

Olginally designed for training counselors, these workshops were'Attended

by 200 teachers, counselbrs, and administrators (about 10% of the total

faculty) who volunteered to participate. A point worth mentioning here,

as expressed by several central office interviewees, is that the staff

members perceived to most need human relations training ( those

holding racist attitudes) were not the ones who volunteer to participate

in staff development workshops (see. Frequency Counts, #10); those who

did participate were typically individuals who consistently sought out

means of expanding both their personal and professional growth. Hence,

staff development in the schools was limited to the extent that it failed

to impact a target group. The aforementioned strategy of having a

supportive leader occupying the top administrative positio(was mentioned

A.

frequently in the interviews as being operant at the campus level as well

in "successfully desegregating" schools.' Many offices received requests

to conduct additional training at specific schools.from their respective .

principals: Adminis.trators, on other campuses, historically initiated

and modeled Very little in the way of growth experiences for their staffs.

Schools which had fostered extensive human relations training and multi-

ethnic awareness activities were repeatedly mentioned'as exemplary models

in the central office interviews. A belief expressed by several inter-
:,
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viewees was that the degree to which .such pract ces,were employed deter-,
)(

mined,the facility with .which .a: given school'successfullideteregaiedli-

,(determined by decreased incidence of discipline,problems, increased

achiev,ement in academics, expanded inVolveMent in school activities by

all `ethnic members, etc.) (see-FrequeAcYHCounts, #1,6 and #17).

In addition to the'SCLRP, other-ESAA-federallY funded programs were

initiated through the al office to deal with problems inherent in

desegregation. The..Secondary R ading and Staff Development;' Program

(SRSDP) the largest ESAA funded p ogram, supported a reading teacher in

almost all secgodary schools to p ovide an individualized tutoring program

in reading and other basic conte t skills for students in need of academic

assistance (mostly minority memtJers). Staff training for these teachers

4

in human relations skills and u se of special multidOitural reading

materials was provided by the'Coordinatorze4weNtaff Development

Specialists (Ohose salaries were incremented through some local funds).

The program made use of both parent and peer tutors within some schools

and more than 2,500 students received services. As one interviewee

attested, students in SRSDP benefited directly(as evidenced 'by improved

basic academic skills), and indirectly (as evidenced by reducpd ibsenses.

and disciplinary problems).

While the high hools traditionally have offered a summer school

program for students ling short of promotion to the next grade, no

similar program had,-been provided at the junior high level. The fore-

runner to the Sumner Enrichment Program (SEP) was conceived and developed

by three individuals who had been active in the crisis intervention work

in the early years of Austin desegregation. First designed to.impact

30-50 junior high students exhibiting severe behavior problems in the
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schools,(m6Stly'minorities,.particularly Blacks),, the 'program provided

social:and academic skill development, with the main emphasis at that

time on helping the students develop coping skills in order to survive

within the educatiOnal system. Initially supported by ESAA funding only,

teachers, counselors, SCLR's, and others worked with this target group

during the summer' using Reality Therapy teChniqUes within-a."Jesse.

._.Jackson approach" (i.e.,, identifying specific behaviors that had "blown _

Ns.

it" for these kids, exploring:alternate means of solving racial problems,

contracting behavioral commitments to change certain behaviors, etc.) in

an attempt to reduce their long term suspensions and to increase their

.chances _of promotion to the next grade.. According to those individuals

interviewed who were associated with the SEP in its early years, approxi-

mately 50% of the -targeted students made positive changes (i.e., an

inference based on their not being referred to the program the following

year), which for this particular groupy rally hostile toward the

system in all respects) reflected a significant success rate.

It was evident during the first years of court-ordered desegregation

in AISD that minorities were typically ne,t involved in extracurricular

activities, other than sports, and a task force was created to examine

this problep and to make recommendations to the Board of Trustees.

Mino ity discipline problems were disproportionately high, and it was

po tulated that if minorities felt a greater sense of involvement in

their schools, er, through participation in activities and clubs,

'their discipline problems might decrease and their academic achievement

might increase (see Frequency Counts, #32): In short, they would be more

likely to stay in school. The efforts of this task force resulted in the

following consequences: (1) an intentional change from the use of the
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term '''extracurr olcr," connotincf'fr ills,and incidentals, to "student

Activities,?...connoting integral components of the educational process;

,(2)JoliCY changes, such as loweringth.e 85% grade cutoff in order to

hold student offices,, which, in effet, would no longer serve as a

blocking meaStift:to.mthritiet;.(i) Plans to work'With principal's to

Actively recruit minorities into actiVities;4nd (4) the creation of'aN.

central office position of 3pordinatdr-of Student Activities. The task

foree Assisted each schbol in idevelopt4 its own recruitment plan.and

P policy changes. Some examples of the ,l!succeSsful strategies" along

these Tines included the practice of hAving the student populatiorOvote

on six cheerleaders and selecting the top eight (increasing minority

,member prospects for being selected); other campuses employed'an elaborate

system for increasing the probability of minority participatibn in student

gmTrnment calledthe,Hare System (named'after the professor from The"

University of Texas Civics Department who.developed it).

Local funds were limited'at the time, so the Coordinator of Student

Activities position was written into the ESAA proposal for the following

year (1'973 -74) since it was to be directly focused on the desegregation

effort of minority involvement in activities. The Student Activity

Program (SAP) provided money'to students (mostly minorities) who could

not otherwise afford the fees to compete in' University Interscholastic

League events, 'to buy the equipment (e.g., tennis racquet) necessary to

be in pa ttcular club, or to pay for bus fare to a special event, in

addition t ',s'upporting all clubs And organizations in all secondary

schools. Tilecoordinator also organized faculty workshops on techniques
A

to fosZermi'pority participation in activities (e.g., promoting the

idea of multiethnicity on recruitment bulletin boards as opposed to

17



displaying the faces of members of one ethnicity only), provided tr'air

ing'for activity sponsors within the schools, recruited parents to assist

activity sponsors, and coordinated special projects (e.g., Alex Haley's

visit to Austin). Twenty teachers within the schools served as student

activities contact persons for their particular campuses. The SAP

received the least amount of E&AA funding, and was primarily supported'

through local funds. The extent of minority participation in activities

has been increasing since its inception, as evidenced'by minorities

occupying student government offices, being More visible in cheerleadin9

and pep squads, aswell as organizing their own special interest' clubs

(e.g., Black Studies, Ethnic Clubs) (tee Frequency Counts, #28). One

interviewee and another source indicated the controversial nature of the

debatable value ofsuch cultural heritage clubs (i.e., they may foster

either awareness an
td

/or clustering of minorities).

Coinciding with the first desegregation %busing order in 1971 was

Senate Bill 738, rescinding the use of urban transportation facilities:

all students who lived more than two miles from urban transportation,

routes could use school buses, which,eceived state supOrt; those who

lived less than two miles from the route were not eligible for any

trtsportation. Bet.ween the court busing order of July 1971, and the

opening of school in late August, 31.additional vehicles and drivers were

obtained. As many incidences of racial hostilities were experienced on,

or 'directed at, these "desegregation" buses, a rudimentary human rela-

tions traintng program consis.ting of a slide show and tape presentation

followed by a discussion of how to handle potential problems, was

I

*

incor-

porated nto the driver 'raining program. An adjunct to the regular

bus program, designed to assist in the desegregation process, was the



Special Late Bus - Transportation for SperCi 1-Activitfes'(SCB). This

locally funded program was added as suppoi t to the regular trOsporta-:

tion program for students who resided in (the court-ordered feeder areas.

Five late buses make two trips into the ast Austin neighborhoods, one

.
at 4:30-4:50 to serve students in activity programs, and the second at

.6:15-6:40, to serve athletic programs, hese buses were/Used by approx-

imately 106 highs school and 145 junior igh school students dailfr.

Despite the assistance offered by the S B, many interviewees indicated

that minority participation in school a tivities was limited due to the

strident bus schedules and late hour at which the students wpuld arrive

home if they stayed after school (see Frequency Counts, #27/5. In addition,

the bused students missed out on early

"sociali'zing time" at school as the bu

morning or late afternoon

/C

es did not arrive until late in

the morning and departed right. on time n the afternoon. Hence, a sense

of school identity, pride, and intere4 failed to develop in many of

these bused students.

As desegregation was affecting the schools, AISD was-undergoing some

policy revisions related to discipline, the Use of corporal punishment,

dress codes, etc. It was a time whew students were reacting against

"the System" and, the, authority which represented it. Superintendent

Davidson had the foresight to establish the Office of Student Affairs.

(OSA) out of a general need for central office to pay attention to

student concerns. With the existence of racial conflicts and misinter-

pretation of culturally-specific behaviors (see Frequency Counts, #34)

(e.g.,Anglo teacher punishing Black body language as inappropriate in

the classroom), a disproportionately' large number of minority students

(particularly Blacks) were being short- and long-term suspended. The



coordinator of the OSA served as student orffbudsman to provide appeal

procedures, ensure due process, assist in problem-s lving, and make

referrals for all students having discipline proll/lems. The OSA has

evolved to become a source of policy interpretation and modification

(e.g., changes in suspension po.licies). The number of long-term

suspensions (Which tended to be mostAy minority students) has been reduced

recently, along with the longevity of those suspensions, which is

evidence of the effectiveness of the efforts of the OSA as a desegregation

strategy (see Frequency Counts, #29).

The other Davidson-designed department, which coincided with court-

ordered desegregation in AISD, was the Office of Staff Development and

Student Teaching (OSD). It was created out of a need to coordinate,

though not necessarily direct, (1) the various training programs being

offered to staff district-wide and (2) the large student teaching program

operant in AISD. Initially, through the use of ESAA and later state

and local funds, the Coordinator of OSC developed a series of training

models called Leader Effectiveness Training (LET). Later it became the

Teacher Effectiveness Training (TET) Program, and most recently incor-

porated some Transactional Analysis theory and was identified as Interacting

Skills for Educators (ISE). Usually offered two or three times a year

-
For 30-40 hours, theselMirkshops have Combined insights about human

relationships with practice of interpersonal communication skills, The

LET originally trained 200-administrators in 1972.; it is estimated by

certain interviewees that most principals in the district have under-

gone either the LET or the ISE or both. Testimonials of principals

included comments such as, "these workshops have' been One of the most

valuable training experiences that they've ever received, both profes-
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sionally as well as personally," (see Frequency Counts, #21). Beginning

in 1973,,TET was
ow

conducted for several small groups of teachers, but the

.
OSC lacked the funds to implement the training on a more extensive scale.

Currently, segments of ISE are being offered to teachers who work with

student teachers. These interacting skills workshops have been identified

as a consistent, long-term attempt, on the part of OSD, to provide specific

training for desegregation purposes, and they appear to encapsulate many

"sutcessful desegregation strategies," (e.g., active listening, giving

and receiving feedback,. stroking, leveling, problem-solving) that fall

under the aforementioned rubric of human relations.

By 1972, the Fifth Circuit Court Appeals had granted MALDEF's

request to enter into the AISD suit as intervenors with NAACP. In May

of 1973, the retrial was ard in Federal District Court. The Davidson.

Plan was rejected in its entiretyand a compromise plan; developed from

aspects of the former, was submitted for approval. On August 1, 1973,

the Federal District Court judge approved the AISD plan and ordered the

creation of sixth-grade centers to extend desegregation into that grade:

Six elementary schools were converted into centers for sixth grade

students only, and busing was extended to the Eas Austin Black children.

In addition, two other Sixth Grade Centers were located in the predom-

inantly Mexican-American Martin and Allen Junior High schools, also in

East Austin. Supplemental to the Sixth Grade Center Plan, AISD agreed

to a number of program commitments:

(1) The implementation of many Innovative programs designed to

aid minority students, including bilingua' and bicultural

education.

(2) The employment of five Elementary Assistant Directors who

would, amoral other things, supervise and e aluate these

programs.
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(3) The employment of a Black and a Mexican-Ameridan Assistant
Superintendent to asflst in the development of programs
for Black andMexican-Americab students.

(4) The establishment of a majority-to-minority transfer policy
with free transportation for Black and Mexican,American
students.

(5) Inter-district transfers to be done on a non-discriminatory
basis except for those which would 'have a negative effect
on integration.

(6) The continued desegregation of classrooms, eXtracurricular
and student activities. ff

In addition, Austin committed itself to recruit additional.Mexican-

American faculty, to select sites for new school' construction which

would maximize desegregation, and to alter and lraw attendance zones t

promote desegregation.

On August 15, 1973, the Justice Department and the intervenors

(MALDEF and NAACP) appehed.the order creating the Sixth ,de Centers,

and the case rested in

Another strate

Fifth Circuit Court for three yeors.

successful desegregation implemented by

Superintendent David 'en ws,the appointment of a Committee of 15, com-

prised of seven BlackS, seven Mexican Americans, and one Anglo (Assistant

Superintendent for Instruction). The committee met regularly for over a

year with the purpose of investigating desegregation strategies other

school districts and communities had devised in regard to curriculum,

recruiting minority teachers and principals, etc. One of the conclusions

was that the ALSO curriculum was not meeting the needs of many minority

children at that time. Concerns and differences of problems in both

Black dialect and Spanish were addressed.

There were some East Austin schools ("Mexican schools") where

rudimentary versions of a bilingual program had been in operationan

LL



improved and expanded bilingUal/multicultural prog was impleMented in

1973 in' all. elementary schools where there existed childrenrwhose predom-
ft,

inant langt.tage was Spanish. The emphasis of this program was (1)

transition, providing teaching in Spanish in basic subjects for the

Spanish-dominant child, while he/she made the shift into English, and

(2) maintenance, enabling'the child to sustain competence in both

languages. There was also' an ESAA bilingual oral language development

program at the preschool, elementary, and secondary levels, for children

from families that qualified as migrants., Six pre-kindergarten units

were operational at elementary school sites where high densities of

migrant children had been identified. Those not residing in those

geographical areas were bused to the site closest in proximity to their

homes. Although Mexican-American interest groups such as MALDEF clearly

supported and demanded extensive bilingual education iri AISD for their

children, several interviewees pointed out that a bilipgua rogram as

a desegregation-strategy is only "successful" in relation to the manner

in which it is implemented, i.e., if .all Spanish- speaking children were

taken out of the regular classroom for bilingual instruction, they, in

fact, were purposely segregated from the other students (see Frequency

Counts, #19 and #20); wfteree" other sources contended that whether

the students were in fact segregated or not was of lesser importance

than the quality outcomes of programs such as the bilingual ones. And

the bilingual programs have proven to be beneficial (in terms of improved

performance, increased achievement, and greater sense of school identity)

(see Frequency Counts, #18), particularly in schools where there were a

large number of Mexican-American students.

Other programs developed to address the Mexican-American student's



needs as part of the 1973 commitments included: the formation of aux-

iliary computer studies through the mathoiatics department at Johnston

High School (predominantly Mexican-American) Project Self at Martin

Junior High (predominantly' Mexican-American), funded by Southwest

Educational Development Laboratory, and which emphasized self motivation

and self managem7t skillS in working with students, parents, and staff;

and the Outdoor Study Area pilot project provided for studying social

studies and science at Govalle Elementary School (predominantly Mexican-

American).

As indicated previously, most of the central office interviewees

discussed desegregation in Austin in its context, i.e.,

limiting their discussions to Blacks rather than to Blacks and Mexican

Americans., The minority population, particularly Mexican Americans, has.

been steadily increasing in Austin at a faster rate than the Anglo

population. The unintentional misrepresentation (and consequent inherent

bias of the central office data) of focusing almost exclusively on the

Blackperspective risks obscuring the problems, needs, and successful

4\ strategies of desegregating the Mexican-American populace in Austin.

This increasingly more vocal minority has been forcefully consistent in

their attempts to expunge both covert and overt segregation practices

against them. The one Mexican - American interviewee indicated that the

"attachment" of the two sixth grade centers to Martin and Allen Junior

Highs was strongly resented by many in the Mexican-American community.

These sixth grinders not only lacked their own separate facilities (e.g.,

library, school grounds, cafeteria) but exclusive access to staff (e.g.,

principals, counselors, aides, helping,teachers) as well. Hence, Acording

to the interviewee, many of these children received the message that they
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were somehow "under-privileged," "inferior," Or "different" from their

peers elsewhere in the district.

An additional programmatic effort over the past.four years which

was also aimed at this particular minority group involved the School

Board's allOcation of funds to lower the pupil/teacher ratio (ptr) in

high minority impacted areas. In 16,predominantly.minority (Black and/ ,

or Mexican-American) elementary schools, the ptr.Was reduced from 26/1

to 22/1. The program is less costly than busing and has been highly

effective for students in terms of achievement. Acain, depending on

personal viewpoints, one interviewee and another source pointed out the

controversial nature of this tactic being viewed as either a complacency

offering by AISD to appease the intentionally segregated minorities,. or

as a solution to quality education and integration through minority

!;7 impaCting.

During the three years (1973-76) that the Austin case was resting in

Fifth Circuit Court for an appeal trial, several hearings regarding new

site construction for Austin schools occurred:

In February, 1974, a hearing in local Federal District Cur regarding

the construction of Sanchez, Houston, and Williams Elementary S ools

was denied at the request of the Governments and the intervenors on the

grounds that these proposed new school sites were located on the fringes

of Angl'o'neighborhoods and would further encourage "white flight" into

other areas. 41

In June, 1974, a hearing washOd in Federal District Court concerning.

the boundaries of L.B.J. High School.

In April, 1975, a request was submitted for the construction of South-

west Senior High School. On May 6, 1975, MALDEF submitted a letter

saying the proposed new high school was unacceptable for integration;

on May 25, NAACP objected as well.

In June, 1975, a request for a boundary change for McCallum High and

Lamar Junior High was made with no objections.

In Jul', 1975, requests for approval of csonstruction.of Northeast

25
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, to proposed new school site con*

struction in areas that would only foster continued segregation reflects

the attitude expressed by many central office interviewees that desegre-

gation in Austin cannot be accomplished in the schools apart from moves

toward integration in other institutions (e.g., churches, politics,

marriage, and family) and the overall housing patterns which determine

community representation and involvement in these institutions (see

Frequency Counts, #39). One generalization implied in the interviews

was successful school desegregation is directly proportional to conti exi

community desegregation, and the extent to which the patter can be

successfully accomplished will determine and assist the former. Some

"successful strategies" which were mentioned or implied by these Con-

tention,i included the idea of the Scool Board working directly with real

estate agents to break down segregation tactics (e.g., encouraging pro-

spective home buyers to purchase houses in neighborhoods consistent with

their race and socio-economic level) and increasing community education

to eliminate ethnic prejudices and stereotypes. Unfortunately, the

schools tend to make contact with only those members of the community

who have children but the responsibility for implementing such strategies

must be shared by local government and commiinity organizations as well,

Some sources indicated that the /judicial spokesmen for the courts

(typically upper socio-economic level Angld males), out of fear of "white



flight" and other majority -rul reactions, to legal mandates, tend to

defer to the racial prejudices that create these "realistic limitations"

to comprehensive integration in Austin. They place the burden of

od responsibility for desegregation on the minorities rather than on the

majority who "own the problems" of racism (see Frequency Counts, #33).

Although, many interviewees spoke out against busing, they recognized it

as a "necessary evil" which would not be so objectionable if it were

equally executed for Anglos (i.e., majority into minority school busing)

(see Frequency Counts, #38). Some interviewees stated that busing,

despite its being controversial, has had 0i)sitive long-term effects on

thg students (see Frequency Counts, #26). The interviewees cited, as

d ce, the stu ents' increased understanding and appreciation of
..

different ethnic groups as well as the decrease in reported hostilities

relating to race in the schools.

Continued efforts to foster parent involvement and education in

`parenting skills were mentioned several times as needs which might
)

improve the perceptions of parents and stud6nts regarding racial beliefs

(see Frequency Counts, #36 and #37).

On May 13,'1976, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals again remanded

the case to the local Federal District Court,/in effect calling for

further desegregation (to include Mexican-American as well as Black

students) and possible abolition of the Sixth Grade Centers (on the

grounds that they did not constitute adequate desegregation at the

elementary level). This decision was appealed by AISD to the U. S.

Supreme Court in August 1976, after a petition for a rehearing in the

Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals had been denied in June.

In October 1976, the Justice Department likewise petitioned the U. S.



Court of AppealS to review t4 case. Two months Tatter, the Supreme Court

annulled the May 1976 remand order by Tohe Fifth,Circuit Court and ordered

that court to review the case again. The former court contended that the

Fifth Circuit Court's remedy,was too broad and had not specified how

Mexican-Americ2n students' nights had been violated; furthermore, the

amount of biising required if Mexican Ame ns were to be included in a

court-ordered desegregation plan was not wanted by the degree of

discrimination attested to against thisgroup.
-A.k4

Since the 1970 court order, rasa has been under mandate to achieve

an ethnic balance in its teaching staff. This ie.Ouirement was reiterated

as part of the 1973 order, emphasizing the need to recruit additional

Mexican-American faculty. A progress report on staff recruitment and

overall AISD ethnic balance is forwarded to the judge evesry six months.

In addition, and apart from the courts' ordeq, AISD has had to submit

each year tie current faculty and staff ethnic distributions of each

school to HEW's Office of Human Rights. These reports 'stand as evidence

of AISD's attempts to establish compliance on racial ratios of teachers

for each campus. One such compliance attempt was made during the summer

of 1975, with a second major "crossover" of teachers in the district.

Since the teacher percentages and the community percentages are different,

76 teachers (half Anglo/half Black) were reassigned prior to the beginning

of the 1975-76 school year. This action was taken as a precautionary

measure against another non-compliance suit being filed against the

district, as well as a necessary prerequisite for the approval of tNat4K

year's ESAA proposal. Although many teachers and their families resented

the crossover (see Frequency Counts, #24), once the reasons behineit

were adequately explained, only two teachers appealed their transfers.
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It was reported in the interviews that the reassignment of teachers to

,achieve ethnic balance within the schools, though initially resented and

questioned by both principals and teachers,tas been accepted by the

school staff through the years, and has convinced them of the pay -offs

of achieving an ethnic balance in the'schools even though no court has

ordered it,(see Frequency Counts, #25). The turnover rate and requests

for transfers have dropped tremendously East Austin Schools, benefiting

the students as well as providing continuity of programs and greater

feelings of security.

While the secondary. schools have the SRSDP, the sixth grade'tenters

began receiving State Compensatory Education (SCE) money in 1976 to pro-

vide for the development of reading and mathematics skills to students

achieving below grade level (many of 'whom are minorities). 'SCE also

proVided transition curriculum development for grades 7-12 and served

to coordinate federal program planning for minority students including

the development of competencies, models, and project designs. A bilin-

gual component to SCE provided additional resources to four elementary

schools for substitutes and supplies for their bilingual programs.

It was implied in the central office interviews that the ease/

success with which AIS9 has desegregated was related to the extent and

content of programs developed to increase student (particularly minorities)

involvement in both the academic and social aspects of their edUdation.

Other programs which have been effective, although not mentioned in the

interviews as successful strategies toward desegregation per se included:

Title I Reading Improvement Program since 1973 has emphasized
t ree modems Individualized Skills, Expanded

Laboratory, and Psychotechnics in20 targeted (many predom4nantly
minority) elementary schools and seven private institutions.



Title I - Parental Involvement Program - since1976, parental
involvement activities have been provided on 20 Title I elemehtary
campuses (K-5 only) with Title 1 Community Representatives.
These persons (currently there are 18 of them) act as liaisons
between home and school to involve parents more in the planning,
developing, and evaluation of the program and provide for a local
Parent Advisory Committee and district-wide Parent Advisory
Council to give this input.

Student and Faculty Advisory Committees - again designed and
implemented by Superintendent Davidson, were created out of a

need for the central office administration to keep in close
contact with what was happening on local campuses and to get
direct input from the students and teachers on the educational
system. The i es are both tri-ethnically composed for
the purpose provi ng theSuperintendent with concerns
relative to bo he majority and minority school populations.
Overt, as well as covert, student leaders are identified and
recruited to serve on the committee in qrder to represent both
the students who are "making it" in the system as well as those
who are not.

Indochinese Program - has provided for English language
improvement through the use of materials and tutors in all
schools(K-12) who have enrollments of Vietnamese or Cambodian
students.

Project "ZAP" - a continuing effort at Crockett High School
( currently 80% A, 13% MA, 7% B) designed to help ninth graders
adjust to Crockett, become successful students, 'and remain in
school until graduation. Upper classroom students conduct
orientation, activity recruitment, and tutoring in the advisory
period once a week.

Creative Consumer's World - a program at Rosedale Elementary
School designed to increase math skills in practical consumer
situations.

The Diagnostic Intervention Program created in 1971-72 under
the Office of Counseling, and Guidance because many minority
students in grad9S K-5 were having difficulty in developing
coping skills in/the classroom but did not seem to be appro-
priate candidates for Special Education. The staff members are
on-call to help students having classroom adjustment problems
and to work with the teachers as well in developing alternate
means of coping with the child, setting up the classroom, etc.

Managing_classr oms Positively created in 1976-77 ender
the Office of Stud nt Development (formerly Counseling and
Guidance) has supported 13 staff who provide inservice training,
consultation, and demonstration teaching to more effectively
manage classroom behavior and reduce the high incidence of
punishment given minority students in school. Funded by the
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Aationalinstitute Of Mental Health, the program uses Reality
Therapy Ad'Beha0or Modification principles to help teachers
and admihltritOrs deyelop means of helping students change
their beha00 other than through corporal punishment and
shOrt- and'long-term suspensions.

,

VisitinciTeAchers - also under the Office of Student Develop-
ment has:aSsigned 12-15 "floating social workers (with teacher
cerWi'alion).to clusters of schools to work with students who
are aking problems at home '(e.g., child abuse, divorce). Many
of theSechildren tend to be from minority or loW socio-economic
status

4 Local Pilot Projects - since 1973, funds (this Year approxi-
mately $50,000) have been set aside by AISD'to encourage the
development of innovative programs at the local campus level.
Principdls..and their staffs apply for these funds and a commit-
teeselects thehighest quality projects as-recipients each
year.-_fr 'ffently, pilot. projects wist in about 20 schools,
most,i Wing the use of some cTnsroom teaching technique.

4

. LearniV Institute - a'summer training program first imple
mented:i '0977, conducted at St. EdwarCs University for teachers
ofminori: y students. To be held again. June 27-July 1, 1978.

There are more programs in existence which either directly or indirectly

No:
suppqrt AISD's desegregation efforts. According to AISD's Desegregation

Speciali,,,st, there are approximately 100 such efforts which he recently

compiled'and inventoried. As one central office interviewee stated,

"AISD took advantage.of 'court-ordered desegregation and reviewed and

changed policies here needed as well as developed new programs as off- 4..

shoots to(the issues desegregation raised" (i.e., achievenient, coping,

human refeions, classroom management, discipline, etc.).

In the Spring of 1977, supplemental briefs were filed by.the litigants'

with the fifth Circuit Court of AppeaAs. On NOvember 21, 1977, this court

ruled for- the third time that AISD intentionally segregates iits Mexidon-

American students, again objected to the single-grade (sixth) integration

plan for the elementary le el, and once more remanded the case to Federal
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District Court for a rehearing. AISD, in January 1978, asked the FiftW

Circuit Court to reconsider its Novemiler 1977 ruling charging intentional
,

segregation of Mexican-American st40ents, blit to date no further court

action has been taken. 'Thus, the Austin desegregation case is currently

more than seven years old.
dir

II. Current Summary of Desegregation in AISD (Stage II)

,Each ,Octotier the current school Vopulations an.d ethnilF distributioq
,

are.reported by campus to reflect quotas which are consistent with chang-

ing houStng patterns in each neighborhidd. The Aementaridistricts
.

'serve as the 'lowest common denominator. in AISD's organizati.ona4l scheme

for determining which students attend which school at all_evels (K-12).

Feederpatterns for court-ordered tused.students, (Blacks) are based on

elementary districts as well, but busing plans do not change with the

flux in hoUsing.' ABDois still pperating under the same feeder plans

approved by the court in 1973.

tAt present, the following high. schools 1-114e satellite zones estab-

lisped in'East Austin from Which Black students are bused daily: Ander-

son, Crockett, Mier, and,Travis. In addition, two high schools (Austin ,

4

and Reagan)
o
have,,contiguous zones which were part_of the old Anderson

zone. Concyrrent4 fy,, the following junior high schools have satellite

zones in Eat Austin: Bedichek0Ournet, Dobie, Fulmore Murchison; and

m;11Porter.. Bot Henry and Pearce,have contiguous zones which were. part

of the Kea Ingione When St. John's Elementary Schlpl was closed, its
# J

'students were a5signed to two contiguous schoOls, BroWIN and AndreWs.

"When the sixth grade centers were established, new zones were

drawn and the sixth grade school ethnic mixmaS_achieved through a com-

bination fet4ic and geographic assignment. The WIEDS Project intii-
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views were conduced at/Austin, Anderson, and Reagan High Schools; at

'Bedichek, Dobie, and urchison Junior High Schools;, and at Baker,

Blanton, and Webb Si th Grade Centers.

AISD is expected to present semi-annual reports to Fifth Circuit

Court Judge Roberts on the status of their desegregation efforts.' All

planit which have been, approved by the courts have been primarily based

on numbers (ethnic percentages) of students and faculty, with lesser

attention given to'curriculum development. According to the district's

Desegregation Specialist, AISD is currently within the compliance guide-

lines for its ethnic distribution of staff, despite the difference between

the current pumberof Mexican-American teachers (12%) and students (24%).

Three separate written order§ have ensued from the Federal District

4:- Court (Septembei. 4, 1970; June -July, 1971; August 1, 1973) concerning the

AISD desegregation case. .A third trial is now pending in District Court

on remand from the Fffth Circuit Court of Appeals., The-district*'

reque'St to the Fifth Circuit Court for a rehe ring On its rule of inten-

\tional segregation of Mexican - American student is currently pending. Jn

addition, AISD is. appealing the Fifth Circuit's' decision'to the. U. S.

SOpreme Court.

r

While the 'case is still pending, minority intervenors a erloping

point-by-point cOtice&sions they want in return for a possible out -of-

court settlement of the seven year dispute: The intervenors have recently

"indicated that they may be willing to settle for less than total desegre-

gation of the entire school system. According to the Austin American-

Statesman,.MALDEF will probabl'y, seek the following concessions:

Construction ofn new Johnston High School. in Eat Austin.

Retention of neighborhood elementary schools.

33
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Balanced, two-way busing of students in grades 7-12.

"Heavy" enrichment, particularly in the areas of reading and
bilingual programs.

6

Although NAACP has not specified demands, issues that concern them include:

Emphasis on "Quality education and ascertain amount of desegre-.
gation" in grades K-3.

Desegregation in grades 4-5.

Shared desegregation burden (i.e., balanced, two-way busing).

Establishment of a junior high school to serve the Black popu-
lation in East Austin.

Some action to offset the current busing of many Black students
out of East Austin.

Of :the initial offices and programs developed to address desegrega-

tion, some have expanded to meet increasirfg needs while others have become

less active as the crisis intervention stage of Austin integration has

passed. The evolutiO$ of offices and programs within AISD is addressed

in the following paragraphs.

f
The Office of Human Relations was initially active in human rela-

tions,training for staff (see Frequency Counts, #9). As the'demand for

district-wide staff training became less pressing, personnel on,individ-

ual campuses were developing and conducting their own workshops, or

engaging consultants from manO,differen sources to work with them.

Today, the Coordinator of Human \Relations provides more individualized

services, e.g.helpS an individual teacher who has a grievance to solve

the,particular problem, works with principals on request (see Frequency

Counts, #11). According:to one interviewee, the onset of desegregation

was the first time AISD addressed the issue of human relations in the

Schools; now it is as integral to their operation as the academic work.

The Of of StAff Development and Student Teaching continues to
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offer ISE Workshops which provide many principals with the necessary

stimulatfon to develop their own staff development at the campus level

(see Frequency Counts.) #22 and #23).

In addition to its many intervention and prevention components (OSA,

DiagnostieIntervention Program, Managing Classrooms Positively Visiting

Teachers); the Office of Student Development (formerly Counseling and

Guidance) is also in charge of Psychological Associates, who adminjster

thorough individualized testing batteries to students, and the Local

Support Team (LST) of sixth grade counselors. The Office of Student,

Affairs, which wairinvolved more in crisis intervention and direct

counseling services during the initial years of desegregation, now

operates more as'a referral and problem-solving (agent to assist students

who are hailing social adjustment problems in school.

The 1976- 77 .OSA annual discipline report demonstrates fewer appeals

on disciplinary decisions and a reduction in number and longevity of

long-term suspensidps district-wide despite slight increases in disci-

plinar0 actions throughOut the year at all levels. An 18% increase in

short-term suspension has occurred at the junior high level. Minority.

students continue to receive the majority of disciplinary actions at all

levels. Male students continue to receive substantially more disciplinary

actions in all categories at all levels. Female students are increasingly

visible in district statistics, especially at the junior high school

level. Significant differences exist among AISD schools between the rate

of disciplinary incidences and the numbers of dis'ciplifiary actions admi

istered. District-wide figures indicate that for 1976-77:

111' or 1.18% of Black students were long-tetm supended.

98 or .28% of Anglo students were long-term suspenftd.
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107 or .78% of Mexican-American students were lo term suspended.

48 or 16.16% of those students recommended for long-term suspen-
sion had been identified as eligible for special education services.

The following statements regardi9 ng ethnicity are 'Summarized from the

-1976-77 discipline report:

Elementary Level: ,

Althougivthere was no significant difference in the number of
reasonsstated for minority and, majority students, majority
students received fewer disciplinary actions. Anglos received

micorporal punishm nt more frequently ratio) for the same
behaviors that re ulted in,short-term sdipensions for Blacks.
Only Black studnt yvceived long-term suspensions. Of all the
reasons'for disciplinary action reported, 14% were descriptive
of Mexican-American students' behavior.

Sixth trade Level:
Of the total number of incidents reported for misbehavior, 57%
were descriptive of Black students, 21% of Mexican-Americans,
and 22% of Anglos.. Only Black males received long-term sus-
pensions:

Junior High Level:
Of the incidents reported for misbehavior, 79% were for minority
students, with minority males being more freqdertly disciplined
than any other group. Black males had the highest incident rate
for long-term suspensions.

High School Level:
Corporal punishment was rarely used as a disciplinary method at
this level, with short-term suspension being the major disci-
plinary measure employed. Of the total number of reasons reported
for long-term suspensions, 38.5% were descriptive of Anglos, 30.7%
of Blacks, and 30.6% of° Mexican-Americans. Even though Anglo
students had more reasons stated for long-term suspensions, 'they
received fewer long-term suspensions. Mexican-American males
received we long -term suspensions due to drug-related incidents
than any 'other group of students. Of the total number of
behavioral incidls reported, minorit students were reported
for 68.8% of them Anglo females were the only females that

received corporal punishment. Black ma es were suspended more
frequently than any other group. Mexican:American males were ../

more frequently long-term suspended for dhig/alcohol/smoking
behavior than any oth4rgroup.

l .
.

.

The current discipline policy, and its 4plementation, facilitates

broader discretionary possibilities for principals in determininig mores

reasonable alternatives f6r handling unmanageab behavior. For example,
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the 1975 policy mandated long-term suspension for the duratio of the

school year for some behaviors (drug abuse), even if it was .the student's

first offense. Generally, this resulted in a duration of approximately

3-6 months for suspensions. The existing policy allows the principal to

recommend long-term suspension for a lesser duration of 4-10 days for 6e

same offense. The obvious benefit is a shorter interruption of the

student's educational progress. In addition, appropriate, supportive

follow-up services related to.the student's discipline problem can be

applied through the educational setting rather than while completing the

suspension.

In all 'of the 1976-77 long -term suspensions, specific folloW-up

services were provided to assist each studentlip finding more acceptable
4

ways to cope with individual problems. These recommendations developed

only after careful study of what apparent needs existed, what alternatives

had been applied previously, and their respective success or failure, which

additional strategies existed that night be applied, and.what options

other than AISD support services might also be available.. The student,

parents, and schbol personnel were all involved in determining these

recommendations.

AlT alternative to suspension ( "successful strategy" for desegre-

gation since so many minorities are involved in disciplinary problems)

.

is the On Campus Suspension Center (OCSC) program introduced into the

district in the summer of 1974. Twenty schools haveTsome fOrm of OCSC,

isolated from on-going campus activities, where the student has an

opportunity to reflect on his/her behavior and develop a plan for avoiding

such behavior in the future. The OSA su gested implementing the OCSC's

with,a RealiynTherapy approach (asking students to assume responsibility

4 '
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for their behavior and its consequence), but, in actuality, the schools

vary in the consistency and manner' in which their OCSC's are regulated.

The overall purposeiof the OCSC's was to (1) help teachers deal with

students' misbehavior in a more honest, effect6e,ashion, and (2) reduce*

the number of suspensions from school. A comprehensive study conducted

by the AISD Office of Research and Evaluation (ORE) .in May 1977 delineated
xar

implementation problems .an& recommendations for the OCSC's. In this
4,-7

report, administrators commented that the OCSC provided an additional

40
strategy to detention, corporal punishment, and suspension. It.was gen-

-

erally used after detention and prior to suspension. ,Other cited.

strengths of the OCSC included: , providi elief to teachers and aiding
o

classroom management; isolating students frog their peers while giving

them a quiet place to work on assignMents; and, reinforcing contractual

commitments between students and staff.

An interesting observation made by one of the central office inter-
-

viewees regarding discipline was that the schools that have warm, support-
ti

4, ive administrations and which fostered a lOt of human relations work in

the early years of desegregation, have ironically witnessed a greater

number of discipline problems .i-Oktolving minorities through the later

years than the schools governed by traditional, authoritarian-type

administrations. finding contradicted the overwhelming consensus'

that the development, Of interpersonal skills on the part of educators

enhanced "sucdhssful desegregation."

Today, the Office of School - Community Relations subsum responsi-

bility for Community Education, 'supervising 8-10 community schools, the

Summer Enrichment Program, the Community Liaison Representative'Program;

and the Student Activity PrograM: The last two, along with the Secondary
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Reading and Staff Development Program, continue to be,supported all or

partially., by ESAA funding.

The Summer Enrichment Program operated the first year for 1 1/2

months, the second year for 2 months, not at all the followijo year due

to lack of funds, and last year for one month. Originally funded by

ESAA, last year the SEP was supported b other federal and local sources.

The program has been, in this sense, rather unstable. LA yearthere

were 130 students enrolled in the SEP which was conducted in, four loca-

tions. A positive composite evaluation from each SEP teacher, including

pre/post Cal.fornia Achievement Test scores and evidence of increased

coping skills, has often prompted principals to prom4e,SEP students to

the next grade (although completion of. the SEP is not an automatic

guarantee of promoti.on). Fo0 1978, the SEP will be more academically-

oriented, focusing extensively on reading and math skills, with some

survival and coping skills.

ESAA has traditionally been designed for direct services to.students,

and, therefore, has provided its grantees' with little money for evalua-

tion. In the past, AISD has contracted with a third ptftrto conduct

evaluation of its ESAA programs. The most recent assessment consists 'of.

attitudinal questionnaires, social situation frequency surveys, etc.

administered to studerNs. and staff, as well as inventories ankpre/post

tests in academic skills and enrollment figures for students. Due to the

limitations inherent in some methods, AISD is planning to conduct its own

evaluation, for the 1977-78 project year.

The SCLRP continues.to support the nine-member tri-ethnic team which

Works in .grades 6-12 to improve the relationships among ethnic groups.and

serves as an interface between the" school system and the community at large,
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stressing curriculum development and human relations activities (Partners

Club, retreats, assemblies). The program is active at the

junior high level. Currently, they sponsor Trilogy, a tri-ethnic dramatic

group whose performances highlight community ion problems'across cultural

,lines in the school setting. One interviewee felt that Trilogy is an

effective measure toward increased desegregatipn. The SCLRP' intends to

move, in the future, into the community via neighborhood centers which

would function for clusters..of.schools and coordinate with other ESAA

programs in providing consultative services.

The data -collected for 1976-77 indicated .that for those students

sampled, there was evidence that instructional principles of positive

human relations were taught in the workshops and retreats. It was

difficult to conclude the extent of students' increased knowledge about

hnic groupS #s a result of Trilogy. Strictly speaking,, the objective

wa t met since half of the students Weise not able to state in their

own ds two goals of Trilogy. More than 50% of the parents contacted,

rewarding the parental assistance part of the program, were receiving

Ar

immediate,Airective and effective service.

It appears that the Student Activ 14ram will be phaed out

from ESAA funding and become'100% locally supported. The SAP continues

to recruit and support'minority involvement in activities. A currently

successful project involves the Summer Band Program, provided free of

charge to all junior high school students. In effect, this provides

minority students with the similar musical instruction their Anglo

counterparts .o receive in private lessons.

Judging from the data supplied to the evaluator in 1976-77, minority

enrollment'in student activities increased by more than 10%. In addition,
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40% of minority students who were new to)student activities, indicated a

positive reaction to their experienCe, although these results were not

generalizable since random samples of students were not obtained. The

extent of knowledge, by students of activities, could' not be evaluated

because no pre-Measure was administered. However, the results of a

questionnaire administered in March indicated that the specified number

(60%) of sixth graders in this sample could name at least one.student

activity, although only 42% could-cite the purpose of at least one student

activity.

The largest ESAA-funded program, the'tecondary Reading and Staff

Development Program, continues its staff development work ittreading

skills in all secondary schools and its reading program in all secondary

schools except Murchison and 0. Henry Junior Highs (these two schools

ranked last in need) due to funding shortages this year. The program is

varied in its method of implementation at each school; some Reading

Resource Specialists use a lab approach, pulling students out of the

classroom to work on their reading skills, while other use the team

,approach, working within the classroom with the teache either presenting

a special lesson that day or giVing xtra attention to the targeted

students. Currently 3,u000 studen re served by the SRSDP.

Of
AL

SRSDP st' evalUatedVist year; 74%,decreaed their

word attack errors on the ;onformal Reading Inventory by 30.74 or more,

exceeding by 24% the percentage of decrease specified in the assessment

objectives. In like manner, 78% decreased their comprehension errors by

30%, exceeding the percentage criterion by 39%. The'6al, of 35 of the

tutoring program students receiving a higher grade in one content area

for one grading period,was exceeded by 40%.
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Teachers and principals i dicated that they received useful training

in the staff developient part of the, program. Over 96% of the teachers

and all of the principals s ed that they thbught the program should be

funded next Year.

In addition to these continuing programs. ESAA has also been funding

pilot projects within the schools. One pilot that has been in operation
4

for the past three years, involved the use of well-trained aides to assist

the teachers in minority-isolated schools. The teacher's time could-be

more evenly dispersed in the flassroom while the aide assisted students

wholkeeded individualized attention. The program was evaluated positively

by the teachers, but since no improvement in student achievement was demon-

strated by the target population, it was discontinued this,year.

A new ESAA Pilot Project for Writing Skills Development this.year

involves working with Black children in six predominantly minority schools

(K-5) to use their idiosyncratic "Black dialect" as a basis for lerning

to read and. rite standard English. Rather than attempting to "correct"

the vernacular rules employed by these children in their speech patterns,

the teacher recognize them'as sensible and makes use of them in teaching '

these students how to read. At the nintf grade level, which-is lowest in

the district for students' mastery in written comprehension, similar

strategies ar4 being used to assist Black students in the developMent f,

writing skills. This project currently serves over 900 students.

Also new to AISD-this year are other programs which can be viewed as

"desegregation strategies" to the extent that they affect many minority

students. They included:

Elementary Level:

Happy Talk, Program t a home-based instrpctional program for
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young children (1-3 years old). Community ,representatives,
using toys and books, demonstrate oral language patterns and
essential concepts to...the mothers of the particiPatingchildren
during weekly home viiits. Serves 80 families from six school
areas.

Essential Student Competency Development - to assist-education-
ally disadvantaged students, student competencies, in-terms of
concepts and skills to be mastered at different school levels,
were identified. Materials are being evaluated at existing
Title,I schools to see which ones address the'skills recognized
by the competencies.

Children's Literature =. a series of tapes of children's ..,

stories-provide opportunities to enhance children's apprecia-
tion of literature in Title I schools.

e Program - conducted in 8 Title I sch4Ols to involve
parents in teeucatigne process of their children. Each child
receives a kit, stressing reading skills at hii/her assessed
level, from the schools to complete and maiT iO the At-Home
address in Baltimore, Md. Corrected tests are returned to the
students each week. t.

(Title I) Reading Improvement Program with the emphaSis on
improvement of basic skills in reading/oral language developme'nt,
20'schools are recipients of Title I funds for the school year
1977-78.. Three different-strUctural models are being implemebted:
1) Expanded Laboratory Approach - emphasizes an increase in the
----number of professional -staff for direct instructional pur=

poses, and a 'reduction of aides. Employing a variety of
reading programs in a small group setting, schools using
this model have requested the-employment of a children's
literature curriculum.

2) Vocabulary in Action -designed by PSychotechnics Inc., of
Illinois, reading skills are taught in both the classroom
and the reading laboratory through "multisensory experi-:'
ences," i.e., educational activities that involve more
than just.the-iraditional skills of reading and,speaking.
inclUdet listening to,tapes, use of projectors with various
kinds of media, and exercises involving motor activities.

3) Individualized Skills Approach - through tKe use of an
informal reading inventory, a teacher diagnoses reading
AifficUlties.and subsequently "prescribes a remedial plan.

Architecture in. the Schools -'a matching grant from district
pilot project with Arts and Humanities providgisfor an environ7
Mental designer to work with students .and teaffers or improving
the environment. :

4

Box of Readirrg Ideas - a parental involvement reading prograM
now being Aeveloped- for distribution in 1978 -79 to Title I

,primary and intermediate level children; Once a week, the
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will take home a reading activity card with suggestions for
° cooperative parent/child activities. Also, a booklet designed
to help parents understand school programs and their child's
development will be distributed monthly'.

Kindergarten Aides(CETA) - ten aides, in classrooms at diA
ferent campuses where there are substantial percentages of 11
educationally disadvantaged children, free the teacher to spend
more time with such children in direct instruction. Upon 6om-
pletjonof training, the aides will be qualjfied.to serve in
this capacity in early childhood settings Within Austin,

.-

I Extended Day - early mooing program that provides structurld.
enrichment to students while parents deliver them early to the

0 campus.

Mathews Gifted Program"- a local pilot project designed to
encourage minority students who are.gifted in the arts through
after school instruction in arts, dance, and music by local
artists.

Library Teaching Modules - a local pilot project'at.Read
Sixth Grade Center designed to encourage students to read
through special:activities in the library.

Non-Graded Individualtzed Instruction - funded through a local
pilot projeCt and designed to ease the transition of minority
Kindergarten' students into first grade at Allison Elementary
School

Culinary Curriculum - a local 'pilot project at Govalle,Ele-
mentary School (predominantly Mexican-American) 4esigned"to
teach mathematics and science through cooking activities.

#

City Games Project - social stliti*s activities of "things to
do around Austin," cooperatively daVe.loped by AISD and Laguna
Gloria as supplements to the "City Unit" being piloted at each
sixth grade center. To be revised this Spring and new packets
distributed in the Fall of 1978.,

r.I
Elementary and Secondary Levels:

Special Counseling Materials - provided to Title-1 and locally
.funded.counselors working with educationally disadvantaged
children. Emphasis is on small group sessions, with the goal
of enhancing self-concept as well as academic and social skills
through various techniques.

Secondary Level:

Students With it All Together (SWAT) - a program at. Allan
Junior High Scholl (predominantly Mexican-American) designed
to alleviate discipline problems, by reinforcing desirable
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behavioral patterns through a,rewards/recognition System.

Texas Alliance for Minorities,inAnql erinq (TAME) - sponsored
by AISD And several national and St siness organizations,
this program is designed to motivae's he minority student at the

'high school level to enter the enginekilng field. Serves 300 ,

students through scholarships and summer jobs.

Guidance Center located in the Martin ,tlyniiir High (predom7
inantly Mexican-American) area, this prpgr6al is designed to
'reach potential dropouts throughout thelqppl district. Has
a' strong parental component and involvemenfrof various city and
county agencies.

The Special Late Bus Transportation for Activities continues

to provide late buses tcitranspOrt East Austin students who have to remain

at school to rehearse or participate in activities. The SLB tries to meet
4

individual needs as they' arise (e.g., an additional bus might 90 out,if

a special late night activity is scheduled). As mentioned earlier, the

SLB provides an invaluable service asla desegregation strategy, but is
- .

I

7 '.. -It .

also conversely viewed as a segregatio*strategy (i.e., the participa-:

--.1'

tion of the'students is limited by the bus schedule)-(see Frequency

Counts, #27). Several interviewees llso indicated that the SLB could

offer improved service by being tailored to each individual school's

' needs.

AISD is continuing to develop curricultp plans geared toward its

Mexical-American student population even though no court order has

mandated that Mexican Americans be considered a statistically separate

group. The Mexican-American interviewee,felt that the.bilingual program-
-.

was not "u0 to date" and needed to be infused more into the entire'

district curriculum, as opposed to remaining solely in predominantly,

,Mexican-American schools.

.is th

Ot r ways in which multiethnicfty is being addresSed in the schools

lture Fairs lebrating peoples and customs of, many dif-

IL

1
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ferent cultures), Black History Mor h (7ormerlyBlack History Week),

celebration of Cinco,de Mayo;,ind on individual.caMpusesia tremendous . ,

/

growth in bdth 'Black andChicatio Heritage Clubs: Again, the yalue of
,

such Clubs as desegregation strategies is open_to debate; tne.intervtewee

indicated that he knew of two principal's who would not allow thelegeause

they, in effect, segregate the minority groups who almost excl(sively

comprisi the clubs' memberships--even'so, as otfiers,contemd,tne clUbs
. -

'foster awareness and'acceptance of divers cu3fure. Other special

ethnic' and minority days given atterition 1 n he sc dOls:.include Mexlcan

ependence Day, Rosh NashanahOom Kippur, American Indi.an Day,
/-

Eman ipation Procliamatlon, JapAese Era New Year, Martin Luther King,- Jr.'s'

birthdliyi Chinese New Year:Susan B: Anthony Day, and others.

'III. Summary of Future clans for Desegregation in AISD (Stage'III)
-

While the AISD desegregation case has been resting in the courts;
_

.thanges in housig patterns Htive been occurring in theAustin community.

East Austin has long been recognized at having a heavy minority ,and low

sooioeconomeic status (SES) concentration. In ensuing years., some \I
minorit ovement into ad,joining areas has occurred as supported by

dropping en, olTiffe-nts in East Austin schools. Brown, Dawson, Maplewood,

Ridgetop,, and Rosedale Elementary Schools have betome Titlb IreciPients

as low SES students have moved into these areas (see map on following

page for locations of ethnic m vement): e emerging pattern, as docu-

mented by a recent study entit ed Ethnic Movement Within Austin by the

ComOensatot; Planner for-AI SD indicates a "white flight"out ofith

'Title I zones. Although unable to folloW t4s'"white flight, " the:study

docum4ted the movement of minority and low ES students into other

,

,formerly Anglo areas (including St. Ilmo, Pleasant Hill', Pecan Sprngs,
#,
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Reilly, and,BrentWood_districts).'

As indiciited on-`,the map, Mexican4Merican students are movimg.intO . .

South Austin and Northwest Austin, whiledBla k students are ihavIng into

Northeast Austin. Anglos are moving from the areas,in increasing

numbers'. A further AISD studyis being prop d to de ermine what types

of,stressei are being created'in these neighborhoods

pOpUlatfir redistributesritseff:

the Austin

_

-A common trend,lhentioned by the interviewees, involved the riqbd for

'other community and civic organizations to share the responsibility for

historically been placed on the WI60s (see

Organizhtions, such hs the Autin kiltance for

ddiegregation which,has

frequency, Counts, #39).
, .

Smoop Transition (AAST), are rallying.supportto encourage real-estate

agents and develbpers, who often, sell° homes on the basis Ofthe,school

dfstrict in which they are located,' to integrate mcinoracial,beighbor-

hoods. 'Their im is toteliminaIe the need for busing by attatn-14 /,
. . .

relatively stable, integrated housing patterns. The AAST is also solic-

iting the City Council, City Administration'', and AISD School Board to
. t

cooperate in fostering-"rbal integratide in their determination of

growth patterns, development permiV,.and new school- Ote construction.

Andther frequently.mentioneditrend from the interviewees invIved the

issue of AISD's lack of planning,,for future integration (particularjy at

the elementary level) short of court-mandited decisions (see Frequency--
- ) ,

'Counts, #31). Although many of the central office personnel. madelitate-

Ments like "virtuall thing is beim _done ISD to prepare for future

integration," some wept on to indicate alterhative approaches or future

plans that ether they themselves or their respective offices yrts`

researching. Te the extent,that these interviewees are currenf AISD

. I
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administ personnel implementing decisiont within the district,

future integration plans Ore being enacted. The many developmental

'409rims.already mentioned as operan'tat the elementary leyel to assist

minority students with acaderft development and to assist all stWents

in social development Attest to the integration strategies being imple-

',mented apart from a'direct court order,. The "Magic Circle," developed by

Uvalo Padlo Morris of the Institute for Personal Effectiveness in Children,

is' a strategy mentioned by one interviewee and two other sources as

successful. Keyed to youger children, the technique. involved the develop-,

ment of social and academic skills by means of presenting sequential. .items,

for discussion within a group-procesS setting:

What Use interviewees may be indicating is that final approval and

lack of action on the part of the School Board on any pre-court-ordered

*.decisions regarding. future integration is counter-productive to the pro-
.

4gressive develo pment of a true sense of cultural pluralism within the

schools.

Additional future plans mentioned by the interviewees, as'currently

being, researched and considered fol.-their adaptability to Austin's demo-

graphic needs, included:

Educational Park a centrally- located learning complex which
all students would attend.

9 ternatiVe Schools - for students with special needs (mainly
min rides at present),not being met by traditional schools.
Would involve individualized curricula, particularly at the
junior and senior high school levels:

Magnet Schools - a quality program.in some special interest
area (e.g.,11ne arts) designed to:attract multiethnic groups
of students'to-t-PartiCular school. A proposal had. been sub-

mitted to convert Johnston `High School (predominantly Mexican-
, American) ,nto a cooperative business university magnet'school,

but'it was not funded. The intention was to increa%e theexpec-:
tation of the minoritr students\at Johnston who have had little



exposure to professions, while at'the same time attracting
Anglo students withsimilar interests into the area.

'These and other proposed plans were mentioned in the interviews. not as

"cure -ails" for the problems of desegregation, but as potential, resources'

which might fill some of the'needs for Aust {n.

'Conclusions

It appears, from
.

the AISD central office interviews, that specific

"successful desegregation strategies" fall into four major arias:
. .

'(l) Support - of top-level and central office administrators,
campus administrators, faculty, parents, and community.'
members is directly related to the ease and success of
desegregation implementation. Support fosters a4equate
planning.

, *4

(2) Human Relations Training - to increase interpersonal
communication and acceptance across ethnic groups, it is'
suggested for all levels of indivIduals involved in the

k
educational system--students, teachers, admin trators,
parents and community members. Human relatio work
fosters understanding_and support for desegrega ion while
eliminating theracism and divisiveness which hinder it.

(3) Academic Skill Development - through special programs
aimed at the needs pf educationally disadvantaged students
(typically minorities), who might otherwise not be able:
to function as viable members of.the student body. site

Increased opportunities provide them with increased pos-
sibilities fn their later'adult roles.

__I

e

(4) - Social Skill Developmeqt - thqygh specia programs aimed
iat-the needs of students bOving adjustme t problems both .

atischool and home,. helping students d.velop productive
means of :Coping and prdblemrsolving frees them to develop
their aca'tiemic potentials.

-Schbols will be limited in their
,

successful desegregation strategies:-,. fc---- ,

based on the extent to which society-zat-large has' ,racially integrated and'

evolved inother ways (see Frequency Counts, #39). ,A Consistent theme of
,

the ,central office" interviews isthe need-for parental involvement and

concern fdr their children's development.in and out of school. informed,

healthy parenting appears' to I5e as integral to society's unctional



stability as is quality childhOod'ed0Catio

The.issue of race involves social any economfC concerns .as well.

Habitually, minority groups have held 1 er SES positions on the social .

ladder. The fact that they are in the mtnoriY. means-that .decisions

.concerning their welfare are often made by the rul ing class. majority.

The interviews point - to the need /for community education to "promotOthot

idea of the desirability and benefits of a eultUrallipluraliWc stoie.

(see Frequency Counts, #35). Accomplishing this Woulti entiil increased".

support-and commitment on, the part of the Anglo ptipulationito achieve a

more balanced economic distribution of society members of 01 ethnic

0

groups.
-

, -*

*".

The goal of multiethnicity does not imply a melting pot where the

differences -along conic 'groups become indistinguishable, but, rather Where

,they .retain thJel'Ar; talitias essehtialicomponepts of the pluralistic, ,:-.

,

. .. , - 2,
, . .. .

whole. Several inte vieWees indicated evidences that this type-of:-,
.

1

. ,

:..progression may be occurring inthesAustin schools (e.g. observattiOns,of

students' using the terms lionky!! or

acceptande of fri9ds of dlf

slurs).
N°

. ,

*rigger" as ,terms of famtliarity-and\m

rent ethnicities rather than as racial

To what additional extent students and staff of dtfferent ethnic

groups have learned to accept and value ethnic diversity within the

ustin schoql 'will-be discussed in the following sections Ofthis report.

t.
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SUMMARiCHART OF PTOGRAFSIC,DATA ON CENTRAL OFFICE INTERVIEWS.

fnteiviewee

A B C D E .F .0

A AA S S BA A A

Sex

Age

J N

A A B

MF F MM F M M M

40s 508.30s 30s 30s 408 50s 40s 20s 308508 30s 40s 40s

P6sition2. D D C C C CA 'AS D C Cr C D AD C

, ),,

Experience'

, .

Years in
present
position

Years in
Central
Office

Years in
AISD

.

2 4 2 4

7, X. 7 6 7

8 X 7 6 11 19 fV9

8 4 1 .. 7

4

8 4 5 7 8 16. 11

Interviewer4 AM1 AM1 AF2 AF2 AF1'AM1 BM1 AF1 AF2 AF1 BM1 AM1 AM1 AF2.

O Focus of
dpsegregation
concern's

3

3' 5 5 4 1 3 3 3

A=Anglo, B=Black, SS- Spanish Surname

2 D=Director, C=Coordinator, CA=Campus Admintstrator, S=Superintendent,
A=Assistant

3
X=did.not address in interview

A
AM1=Anglo mAlec (33.years BM1=Black male (44 years old),'
AF1=Anglo,femaie (36 years old), A1'2=Anglo female (29 years old)

5 .1=Anglp/B1ck only 2=Anglo/Black primarily,'3=Anglo/Black/Mexican-
.rericn, 4=Anglo/Mexican=American primarily, 5=not specified'
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SUMMARY CHART OF FREQUENCY COUNTS.
ON.ISSUES ADDRESSED IN THE CENTRAL OFICE INTERVIEWS

,

-

I.

HISTORICAL CONCERNS

1. AISD has tried voluntary (without court order)
desegregation.

--4,
2. AISD waits for a court order before acting on

desegregation issues.
.

3. The AISD desegregation of the teaching staff
was voluntary (*.bcboutcourt Order).

.AISD voluntarily.rdcruited Mexica$:-American
teachero during'the initial years of
regation.

A

5. AISD made an effort Volulitarily to place
minorities in rnon-token n administratiVd
and:C'entra1 office.-positions: 1

6: The shorenotice between,the'July, 1971 order
to bus and the AUgusti 1971 school opening
hinc%red the'development of adequate'deseg-
regation strategies:

. Sup intendent/Davidson was seen as an -
imp ementer of school desegregation.

. her was some preparation of the staff with
the first busing

. There was formal sensitivity training of the
teachers, principals, or counselors out of
the Office of Human Relations in the first one
or two years after the first busing order.

10. Those staff members most needing human relations
training were not the ones who volunteered.

11. The various central offices (e.g., Student
Affairs, Staff Development) received requests
to c duct additional training at specific
scho ls.

)1 1
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DID NOT
YES NO ADDRESS

4

6

2 10

2 12

2 11

0 11

7

7

8

2 0 12

0 7
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FREQUENCY COUNTS_ (Medi
4

,12. During the initial years of 'desegregation there
was adequate planning and preparation of the
staff and students for the changes, being :
experienced. 1

13. There were degative repenoussions of busing:

14. The greatest *Imbber of desegregati4=reiate4
problems occurred at the high'school level,. '

. 15. Crisis intervention strategies were used in

DID NOT
S NO `ADDRESS

4
Y

0 7

7.

3 11

the early years of court-ordered desegregation. 7

16. It is important, in order to facilitate!'
desegregation, to have a supportide, heManistic
administration at. the campus level. - 2 0 12

. The degree to whiCh a school had an.actiVe
'human relations/multi-ethnic awareness program
determined its success indesegregation. 3 0 11

CURRENT 9R"RECENT PROGRAMS

18. The bilingual program is successful.

'19. The bilingual program is only successful as
a dedegregation strategy in relation to the
manner in which it is implemented, i.e.,
there's a,chance of resegregation.

20. A basic skills development program is only,
successful as a desegregation strategy'in
relation to the manner In which it is
implemented, i.e., it can lead to resegregation.

3 11

2

21. The interviewee believes, or-has heard
principals state, that LET or ISE provides,
valuable training. . 2

22. ISE continues to offer an impetus for local -

principals and administrators to develop and
offer their own workshops.

23. There-continues to be staff training provided.
by the various central offices.

b ( 1 ',
li. bi.

a
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24.

,25.

'26.

28.

'29-

.Many teachers And their° fkliesoreaented

itS" NO
° DID NO

the teacher crossovers. - 3 0 11

.

Theteacher'crossovers, though tese*ited at
first; have been accepted by,. teachers and
are

e
now4enefiting theighools-and the

communities'.
,

12

Busing has positive long term efSedte on
ehe children in the area'of desegregation,
including a'promotion of acceptance among
the.racesiand ettecreasing of hobtilities, 11

Extracurricular participation of the students
who use the Special, Late Bus is limited by
the rigid. bus,schedele. 1 6 ; 1

There As_active recruitment ofminorities
into' school activities (e.g.*ias initiated
by the SAP). . / ' 10

The Office of Student Afraira has.been 4?0'

successful in dieinishing-students' race-
related disciplinary problems. 6

CURRENT. TRENDS

30. The interviewee differentiates between the
concepts Of "desegregation" (the mixing of
bodies) and "integration",(the-develppment
of cultural pluralism).

'3l. AIS0:has demonstrated a,lack of planning for
future (elementary) desegregation.

32.. If 'minority students felt a greater-sense of
pride or involvement in'their'school they'
might experience feWer discipline problems
or greAteraCedemIcperformence.

33. The bur en of desegregation has been placed
fan the norities.

4

34. Teachers have had problems dealing irith the
culturally77qpecific.behl.riors &other-7race
atudenta.
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I.
0""-j

'r

'
),

"-*

UF.M. dUN )

5

IFUTURE NEEDS.

35. There-is a need for community edUcation to,
pr to the, idea of ASA)enefits of cultural
pluralism: '.

* - ' 5 -,,

36.- There is ,d need for parental involvement in
,--

the schools.'

DID,' NOT

...YES kr ADDRESS

37. There it; a need for ,parenting awns, and
,parent education.

38. Two -̀way 'hUsing would be ,more equitable .`
or tolerated 4y, the minorities.

39. cannotCannot b accoMplished in the
achoOls'apare'from other" institutions (e.g:

'churches, housing patterns); i.e.., there. is
need for other commUnity aid ciyiapr,gan-

izaionsto share'the.resPonsibiliii for
desegregation.

sI-

or'

is
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- ,

oppllation of-Data' frOm. A1SD Pri nici pal arid Teacher Interviews,
. .

. r .

Introduction °

'addition to the 14 interviews with .individualslh AISD's Cen-

tral Office, Project -WIEDS was referred' to 9, schools for further inter- .

,,i'vleving of ;Pi;intipals'end teachers:, 4 high schools, 34,juhior..6igh

schooli, and 3 sixtgrad6 centers: No elenientary (grades 1,-5) sites

. were chosen a-s`,,orily,grades 6-12 have been affected., by court- ordered

-.desigregati6n in Auttin. The.-schboW,' where interviews..wire CondOcted,, . , . 1... .

were ,,ilosert on the basis 9,f the receptivity to a project iycfr as WIEDS. ,
- 4nd'recommenstgitions. from selected AISD personnel,;' NO East Austin schools

\T-.,1, :

.f (prOdorninantiy' nil nori ti es)- were- selected:. In general , four tntermiews:_..
-were conducted at each school to .include the

teachers,- and SpMetimes a thunselor.or . other

Opals were interviewed first and they
.
in turn referred to,WIEDS staff

the.-teachers, counselors-, etc. who had been particularly active in deSeg-

.regation efforts and-conCernS,at,their respective-schools.

Because e ath . sthool 'had its own particular. demography (average daily

prfncip-al trioor' three

,admihtstrator. The prin-

attendaice, 'SES of neighborhoOd residents ; feeder areas for bused stuaents )

as well. as soci ol (Ai cal climate and staff ',ideology,- the-dat( were compiled- . .
, . .

i Finarrati ve 'form- for each school , col lyaPsing across, al-I.-professional iJ . , ,-..
, .

"levels of persons' interviewed. In addition, ot _the end of each:set of:.,
.-

,.

three schools per grade(s) level; a Summarchart was given, .delineating
. , .

Successful, strategieS'-airoon to each level according to the.type of

strategy z(Administrative/GOveimance, Staff Development, 'Teaching/Learning)
A

a.

and the historical perspeCtive of, is. implementatiOn. The following o\t-.., \
. .4

- I

i r
, 6

,

-4,
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line was used: 4'

Outline - 5chcol Site Interviews

I. Sixth Grade Centers
A.' Baker

Blanton

D. Summary Chart: 'Strategies for Sixth Grade Centers

II. .Junior High Schools 0

A. Bedichek
B. Dobie
C. Murchison
D. Summary chart:. Strategies for Junior High Schools

III. High Schools
A. Anderson
B. Austin
C. Reagan

. D. Summary chart: .Strategies for High Schools

A total of 36 individuals were interviewed, at the nine campuses by

,seven members of the WIEDS staff: AF#2-conducted eight interviews, AF#3

one interview, AF44 three interviews, AM#1 three interviews, AM#2 eleven

interviews,'BMW4 one i view, and BM#2 nine interviews. The one inter-'

view by BM#1 did not re&Qrd properly and was repeated by AF#4 (this

second interview was not included in the tally above as the interviewee

was the same for both interviews). Two other interviews (one -drone by ,\N

AM#2, the other-by BM#2) did not record and were not repeated. They were

deleted, thereforp, from the data analysis. Some attempt was,made'to

assignthe Black jnterviewers to the Black interviewees, a,l though this

pr'actice,w45'not stritly adhered to as availability of staff members

for interviewing varied.. In general, interviewer assignment to inter-

viewee was arranged at random by. the WIEDS sevetary.

At thesixth grade level, twelve interviews were,c4aducted, including

onq,wftich was/deleted-due to equipment malfunction. The remaining eleven

f Jr
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interviewees inc ded eight Anglo females, one Anglo male, and two Black

females. At junior high level, twelve'in4rviews were conducted to

inclvde three Anglo females, five Anglo males, one Black female, one
r.

Black.male, one Spanish surname female, and one Spanishsurnamq male.

At the high school leV'el, twelve interviews were conducted including one

which was deleted due to equipment malfunction. The remaining eleven

included four Anglo females, four Black males, two Spanish surname

females, and onel6ipanish surname male.

The total of 34 interviews for which school site data has been

compiled included informatitn from the following: fifteen Anglo females, c

six Anglo males, three Black females, five Black.males, three:Spanish

surname females, and two Spanish surname males. Further information on

interviewees, as well as interviewer-interviewee -pairings,. is.presented

in the summary charts for each grade level.
40,
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SIXTH GRADE CENTERS

Baker

ThO Baker, School, centrally located in Austin,.had:previouslY

operated both as an el6nentary and as a Junior high school. At the

time of the 1973 court order, establishing the Sixth Grade Centers,

Raker was.6"Ong used for storage purposes only. The school reopened

in August, 1973 with approximately 500 students In attendance and 75-

85% of the students were bused for deSegregation purposes.

.

The current enrollment at Baker is 465'students. About 60 of

these are majority to minority transfers (see Program 'Commitments 1973

,under Central Off ice narrative pp. 21-22) consisting mostly of Mexican-
. .. _

.
. .

American children who would normally not be assigned to Baker. The

ethnic represontat of the school is'64% Anglo,,10% Black, and 26%

Mexican-American which closely reflects the overall ethnic ratios of

Alsa. Due to its central location, Baker serves the
*

largest geographic

area of sixth grade jenters, and has studetits from all social and

economical backgroulds in attendance. c-

More than 50% of the Mexican-American students are bused, while

75% of the Black s udents are bus,ed. There are, at present, 29

facU41nembers, including several Blacks and one vIlexican-American.

Four of these staff members, from various professional levels,

were interviewed by three members of the WIEDS team (see Summary Chart

p. '74): An interview with one teacher did not record ,properlynd

has, therefore, been deleted from this discussion.

The Raker Sixth Grade Center was mentioned by -,everal C Itral

60
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Office interviewees as one of the "warm, fuzzy schools," characterized

by a humanitarian, supportiVe administration and employing extensive

human relations work. The school staff members, who were interviewed,

supported this contention. The strategies, tmplemented for desegrega-

tion purposes at Baker, relied heavily on group 'processes, verb
,

resolution of conflicts, and support aril trust between faculty and

students. The three interviewees conceded that he init al h of

court-ordered desegregation exposed racial hostjiities and violence

which was abated by (1) the school's and community's continued exposure

to and acceptance of desegregation, and (2) the positive pay-offs of

.the extensive human relations work done at Baker.

Some of the strategies mentioned as having been successful in

dealing,with desegregation at Baker Sixth Grade Center irgude:

A warm, supportive principal fosters the humanistic development
of students and staff.

Homerooms have been set up heterogeneously'to reflect a cross
section of the entire school, regarding sex, race, academi4
level, and feeder school representation.

The homeroom teachers are in four instructional teams and each
team has d special education. teacher working with it. the
students receive social studies and sciehce instruction from
their homeroom teacher, which provides them a single teacher
to identify with as being "theirs." The children are then
assignqp to one of the remaining team teachers for language
arts and math instruction. Wi(thin each room, a teacher may be
teaching different sub-groups bf children based on grade level,
but no room is ever comprised of all children of the same L
ability: Stigmatization of belonging in the "dummy room" is
therefore avoided for lower achievers (typically° many minorities).
Pupil contact witW4iffeVent teachers- (including ethnicity) is
increased and teachers work cooperatively.: The focus, then,
for teachers'is on teaching children, not,a certain subject.

- Teacher reass nment to meet ctopliance regulatioris for H,E.W.,
though resont d at first, has had positive long -term effects
relative to Integrating the teaching staff.

II ;
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The counseling program makes active use of group processes,
both in the classroom and the counselor's office. -In-the early

ars (1973, 1974), the' counselor conducted many crisis inter-

vention activities toward. appeasing.racial conflicts. Some

'Methods employed here invglemodeling and teaching self-
disclosure toward_ 01113011n9gfear of other ethnic groups; gain

ing the trust of the covert mtiority leaders by inviting them
to participate tm some activity (such as piecing together a rug);

andoworking with the childron who were reflecting neighborhood
conflicts brought into the §hocil -(e.g. "Mary's Mom said your
MOM:s a bitch"). Uvalo Pabld*Morris' Magic Circle technique to
foster group discussion and develop communicitTOTskills, was
intrOduced into the scho-ols, and is. mentioned by the Baker
int&viewees as highly' successful., Along with the ci.eation'of
the Qa Campus Suspension Center in 1974, Reality Therapy
techniques (getting children to fodus an behaviors which get
them in trouble and to take respqnsibility for changing them)
were added to Baker's grft.pCounseling program. ,

- The.Baker Code, an outgrowth of all of.the above, was formulated
to let students know what expectations and limitations they are
to abide by.

- Various staff development workshops taught ihe.staff alternate
means for dealing with stud5nts and united the faculty as"well

in the process. Sample workshops incladef

1973 - S.C.L.R.s, together with the principal, conducted
a one day workshop (using Paolo Morris' human development

program).

1974 Inservice training for 3 weekson Reality Thera
involving reviewing films and tapes as well as rea ing

books School Without F ure, Reality. Therapy, andidentitY
Society by Glasser'.

1975-76 - Staff development, for using new State Compensa-
tory Education materials in basic, skills, conducted by
consultants.

Various other workshops were initiated by the principal to
discuss ideas/techniques ide ified as orthwhile.

A helping teacher was employed da-in( e 1974-75 school year

to assist in disciplinary matters,.par nt,contacts, inservice

training, etc.

- Parental involvement and concern for their child

Other strategies mentioned as particular to individual teachers:
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Takin adVanfage of st ents ethnic backgrounds tcrenhance
content of somelesSbn ( g., ask4ifany student is half.
French or whose parents can cook french ,foods, Mexican fpodS,
'soul foods, etc.). ' !

Modeling equal interaction among members of different rac
by touching and showing affection from time to time'to al

a students.

s.

Establishing an integrated homeroom seating arrangement for
the first 6 weeks of school and thereafter allowing students..
to pick their,Own seats, form groups, etc. This teacher
noted, that in the classroom, the students tended to
voluntarily integrate when given the opportunity.

Another teacher actually played down-integration in her
classroom because'that contributes to'the children's viewi
one another as group members rather than as unique'individ-
uals.

Baker Sixth Grade Cent& continues to rely on humahrelafion

training and group counseling to foster integration. However,

-Several interviewees pointed'ouf. these strategies are no longer

necessarily isolated by occurring in a separate setting, but have been

-infused into the daily routine of classroom business: As one teacher
. ,

ii

noted, certain ehaviors are typically displayed by certain racial

groups (e.g. BlaCks acting out or threatening bepaviors - -"Gimme money,

or I'll beat you up in the restroom!"; Mexican Americans wrying

kniVes, etc.)f and members of Other groups way feel uncomfortable or

generalize their fear to negative feelings about allmembers of that

group. Teachers are sensitive to these problems and try to recognize

their symptomatic undercurrents in the classroom and deal with them

there. The interviewees indicated that racial tensionk still exist at

,_ Baker, although they are not as pronounced. Fights. St'll occur; but

the interviewees' conceded that these seemto bemore f an interpersonal

than an int rethnic nature: A.resegregating effect o busing was ,

%
mentioned he e because children from different neighbo hoods who ride
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the bus together tend to.bond getiier and bring neighborhood rivalries

into the schoo). By virtue,of t e segregated tousIng patterns, these

division& of students appear to manifest themselves racially.

( Baker's curriculum content has remained virtually unchanged

garding integration. Several Wther§ mentioned their concern in deal-

ing with grammatical differences between Black dialeCt and standard 4,

English; one pointed out her own inconsistency by emending grammaticallx

"correct" English in written but not in spoken wo k.

ti Due to the majority of students being bUse0Baker,..'as a sixth

gradecenter,'has.,no extra- curricular activities. Special interest

courses, such as rocketry-and square dancing, are offered, and are

reported as haying pOsitive impact on ,t6 stddents as well)as,the

parents'. 'SOme interviewees pointed out that, altholIgh the children d
,

/ °

integrate in thecla'ssroom, they tend to cluster by race op the ?lay-

--grotd or in the cafeteria. Depending on6e interviewee's ?ersonal

viewpoint, this same race clustering exemplified the need for _creased.

integration, or was a natural phenomenon Of peoples' tendencies to

group with those who are similar to themselves. :Interethniyiating is

coMmon; however, some parents have called the school objecting to such

behavior.

Baker relies very little on the programs'and,perspnel at Central

Office. The teachers utilize resources within their campus to dehl

with their own protilems and provide for their own development. _The

heavy focus on human relations work, according to those interviewed,

appears to haye provided Baker with the impetus for success in their

desegregation efforts. This humanistic psychology approach is limited,

Owever,,6 the exte rt. itt minorities, as well as many low SES Anglos,.
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have not regarde4fthemser1ves as having much control over their fates or

valued the idea of accepting responsibility for their behavior. Baker's

staff is attempting to'i%ach such valfues as Inherent rights ony individ-
.

ual can choose to exercise.

Blanton

L
An elementary school. for grade's 6 before the 1973 court order;

Blanttla is currentlx a sixth grade center where thLmInorities are ih

slight majprity (52%).' It is locatedan northeast.Austin where the

Black influx int6.the neighbol"hood attendance zone has resulted in no

need to bus or integration purposes (refer to map at end of Central

Office narr'tive p. A7).: At present, the only students bused-to Blanton

are rose who live ire than)MI:les from st.hool but Within'the'

attendance zone. The ethnic repr44ntationof.9the'present enrollment

of 485 students is 48% Anglo, 43% Black, and 9% Rican-American. Of

22 fadulty members, 4 are Black and 2 Mexican-American.

Th ts attending Blanton are, for the most part,Ifrom

middle-class families of all races. There are few low SES children'in

attendance, and therefore, few conflicts across racial/econoMic lines.

-As one interviewee stated, we see purselves as having virtually no

race problems at.B.lantonkconseguently, we are not searching for some-
.

,

thing to take care o> a problem." The only -exterpally funded "program"

operating at Bla.ton is State CompenSatory Education which provides for

an S.C.E. teacher iiho regularly visits each classroom) and special

su lies fon the mid-range achievers (many minorities, but Anglos as

well) in reading and math

Four. individual staff members were interviewed by WIEDS personnel.
4

The interviewees descrlibed Blanton as a strict, authOritarian-type



school with high standards in both academic and disciplinary concerns.

The principal was mentioned as being a'supportive person who encouraged

individual teachers to discover-and develop their'own individual styles

fimteachfng,'but at the same time, expected and 'fostered consistency .

among:staff in Offering to school policies and standard's oficonduct. . ...

,. ,

Staff harmony was repeatedly mentioned.is,a,strong4mint at Blanton.

r'-'
Altkough not all interviewees at Blanton recognfZed desegregation

. .

l

,
or racial problems a7;4 existent there,,the.follOwing strategies' were

mentioned:

,-,Funding for special ro ramscsuch as E.S.A.A. in the past for,
library:materials, and S.C.Ei.--now for a rdhding teachersand.

. supplies'(books, videotape equipment;' etc.). Students -receiving
S.C.E_assistance at B.lanton:have shown the greatest improvement
in skill developntntof all sixth grade renters.

. A portive, consistent principal, wh supports,the.deCisions
of s aff Members.

.

'44k

4._

St entsef different ethnic.groups are heterog neously assigned
to classrooA, although the.interviewees did n t Mention whether

_specific seating arrangementithin classrooms were assigned
for integration purposes.

, , .

itA ti'team teaching approach and enrichment coursee A Blanton
student has the same teacher all day /year except for one..
hour of daily enrichMent which stresses basic skills development j
in some special. interest area (e.g. journalism, gebmetry) for 6,-{
weeks at a time. Interaction among different students in
smaller groups was mentioned as a b efit of enrichment.
Teachers teach'in pairs in separa .quadrants of the building.
Every Black teacher now teams wit an Anglo,, and rooms and
teaching partners are changed eac year, fosiering'(interethnic)
harmony among staff.

During some previous years (depenng on enrollment and avail-
ability Of funds) and the present one, a helping teacher assists
the principal in discipline,.some counseling, etc71PFWe is 'no
formalized O.C.S.C. at Blanton; however, they do make use of
"time-out" from ,the classroom if ,a student is disruptive. The
discipline policies for various offenses are adhered.to strictly
and consistently.

Parental involvement in their child's education through:
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pastmaster's Club.- whereby the).children give short
speediesOkweaTi meetings to which parents are invited.

t.

Curriculum Coffees - to explain to parents what the, sixth
grade math program, for example, entails.

Culminatin ,activit4es of certain. enrichment courses to
. lc parents are invited ,(e.g., band cofert-by music'
enrichmelt students during nom? hour).

Use of videotape equipment to present evid4ce,ofChild's
.. development to parents,

-') - A Multiculturalitimrd-of students from various classrooms who
$ work-on community serviceligrojects, present programs, 'etc.

/
Since there ar,.,no extracurricular activities at Blanton, in
adelion to wrichMent, social parties are held during the',
to foster student interaction4

,.
,

,
.

- A Faculty Human RelationsIDAmittee wo ks on speciA pro ts,

spOnsors

tei

as, etc.
4 .

A summer programlfor incoming fifth wil Odd this
er and its .year to orientA

procedures.

- Cultural Awareness thf-ough sectApns in text dtroks nccia1

NeriWe,-act vities during Black History week (videbtaped
-programs on such minority "stars" as Willie Mays, bulletin
board displays, classroal discussions).

- -Some staff development training, such as:

to the BlaiTaTsixth Grade

Inservice workshops conducted by principal during the early
years of Blanton Sixth Grade Center, including human
relations training.

(

S.C.E, workshops to train teachers in the use of ew
materials:

A recenNalues clarification workshop.

Other Strategies mentioned particular to individual teachers:

Using behavior modifica *Ion principlesito r nforce
.

4sirable,behaviors and ignore undesirable ones in. children,

Establishing an int ated classroom seating arrangeme nt. '

The teacher describe
* "p

an incident where an Anglo boy'refUse
to sit beside a Black boy "because everybody knew that they!
smelled".. Her method of handling it was to not make,a big
issue of it; she told the child if he was that Upset he could
move. By the end of the year,hese,two children were
relating with no problem.

.
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Taking ady ntage of students' ethniC backgrounds to eilhande
content of cl ssroom work (e.g., asking if any Mexican-
American st ents can help with the pronunciation of a
Spanish wor ).

Dealing With stereotype's or racist miscOnceptions children
bring "Irom their parente into the. classroom, as they come
up. (as oppOSed to doing an isolated unit on curfural.stereo-
typing).

Using racial labels on children in the classroom to (1) get
them used to. hearing.lacCepting.them,. andj2) fostering pride,
in their" ethnicity. The teacher, at the fi.rst.of the year,
hid all .students sit in a circle, then. called all the:,Blacks
to the center and then,exclafmed, "Beautiful little Black..
children;": Then she did the.ame with all other races.. She

( reported that the children Were reluctant at first to enter
° the center, as if."admitting" their ddlortlbut often go back

to their original places beaming with pr#de.

Another exercise in getting A touch with one's racial
:identity involvedihaving the children paint their self-
portraits)aitt the teacher-offering suggestions'on how to
mix,paint pigilents to match skin color - "Now you,iren't
that Black - go jack and puttome yeJlow in there.'

inc many Black students seem to admire the Black teachers
as role models, some.Angloteachers reported using Black
,teachers to assist them in.qoMmUnicatjng with their, Black

dents.

oducing neW ilessons or activitieat the simplest level,
so as not,,t0 lose the attention/interest of the lower
achieving student.

Patterning poems or'rhymes, incorporating cultural awareness
or human. -relations, for the children to complete.

a

One teacher reported doing a lot of outside reading and then
vapOlying-what she read in the.classrdOm,

TeachinmasSertivenesOldeS; and standardS to foster-in-
dependent thinking4nd:retpect for others. in children (e.p, .

a bulletin boardmodellng such phrases' as; '"If you think,.
you're beaten, yo-6:arer "I am importantEvery.persOn,
regardless of differences, is of value. I must treat him
with. dignity, understanding, and brotherly love," etc.).

Interviewees seemed to agree that there were few problems, relating

tb race, at Blanton. biscipline problems appeared to result from' e;

personality, rather than racial conflicts. Parents expreS6ed concerns
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over academic work and conduct,, but rarely one of a racial nature. One

interviewee felt that the stalf at Blanton had little use for human

relations workshops Anymore 'cause we all get On'so well". Another

felt a similar lack of need for programs or strategies to address

desegregation; "YoU±can be'over-prograMmed and over- piloted to where

you end up not teaching.children. And, "The dayS'and weeks aren't

long enough to put too many new things'into the Curriculum."

,Sevei-al interviewees pointed out that the children do integrate on

the-kr own in the cl.assroom, and yet cluster by race ift,the:playground

or.cafeteria. Others said that it depended on the individual children--

some seem to congregate or feel more comfortablewith same race peers,

while. others choose friends from all ethnic groups, This. same cluster.-,

ing phenomenon was also observed of the Black teachers in the faculty

lounge.'

All interviewees expressed positive feelings for their school.

Their esteem for the quality education offered at Blahton was also

.apparent., The "naturally' integrated neighbOrhood .setting, together

with the. unified staff and structured routine, stood out as the reasons

for their, "sUCC'esSfur,dsegrogation,

Webb

Built in 1968 asa junior high, Webb became sixth grade c6A.-t;:;;T:

folloWing the :1,971,court order. Due to this conversion, the majority

of the staff (none of whom were Mexican American) was newly as,signed'o.

to Webb in'August, 1973. The,cUrrent*nroilme.nt is 765 students

'10 feeder areas; the ethnic representation is 58% Anglo, 26% Black ,and

16% Mexican-American. Webb is located in north central Austin Where

.increasing Mexican-American population growth has been occurring (refor-



r.

to map atem4.of Central' Office'narrative,p. 474At present, 75% of

the Black students and less than 3% of'the MexiCan=Amertcan students

are bilsed. Webb Sixth. Grade CepterhAs always had a feW-moreBlack
kv,

teachers than reqUired by compliance:figures, Ind currently has two

Mexicaq-American teachers. \-
a

Four Webb staff memberS were Interviewed by WIEDS:'porsonnel.

.
.

of theintervjewees agreed that there. was'no race problem at Webb,:

because students do not think of effcb.other as one color or iftther.

There'is widespread SES diversity among the backgrounds of students: 7

Many,6f-the,bused Blacks come from five Elst Austin housing projects

where the SES is much lower than that of'the Webb neighborhood faMilies.

Two interviewees expressed the view that Mexicanr-AMerftan students

"are accepted a little bit-.Aore"than,Blacks since (historically) they,

All

were cons tiered as Anglo. Several intervieweeVmentioned that boys..

tend to mix better_acrbss ethnic groups'than do girls. The negative

effects of busing were rtfterated ,fith,statements like, "racial mis-

understandings startron the bus and come into §cbool from there" and

"the buses that come from the,:projects bring neighborhood quarrels to

.school" These misunderstandipqs takethe form of problems with

vernacular, orA)laying,the dozens" game'(elg.', "Your mama ."), and

are reported as ulually being handled in the classroom in a problem-

solving manner with'the.teacher facilitating. One interviewee alS'o

mentioned some cultural differenCes in the way in which:students handle

problems (e.g., fighting vs. talking it out).

Strategies mentioned as usefuL'in-dealing with cieegregation -con-

cerns at Webb included:



U.

- During the, early years, S.C.L:R.'s worked with teathers,
parents; and students in helping breakdown rkial stereotypes,
myths, etc. through group discussions and human relations work.

.,,

Heterogeneous as0Onment of students to homerooms by ethnicity,
sex, And achieyeMentlevel. During the loIrSt weelts of the
school year' a lot of emphasis/time Was put into getting the
stUtents. to learn each other's names,(this preveht5 their
referring, to one another as kid," etc.).

- Late in the school year, telchers.were grouped into teams of 4
so that-Social Studies and Science were taught in the homerooms,
and ath, Reading, and Language Arts in S'eparate gr6ups/periods.
Each 44ay teacher team wasdlocated in rooms close or adjacent
to each other and students experienced sevetal_teachers and
groups of other Students 'with this approach.

- S.C.E.,provides for 2 reading resource teachersowho work in a
Readfng Lab with children in the lowest achieveMent level.
Some interviewees questioned the successfulness of.this strategy,
as eligible students (many minorities) are ..often re-segregated
by 'feeling stigmatized as "thedummies" who go to :remedial
reading.,

- A voluntary group and individual counseling program
students from each team,. meet once a week with the counSelor to
explore peer relations;q6ffimunication skills, and probleM!-
solving methods. Magic Circle was mentioned as .a useful group
process technique for dealing of multi-ethnicity
(e.g.:-;Anglo- children who express curicisity. about Black .children's
hairA,get"tO feel it and discuss their. differences)..

AnA.C.S.C.is in operation and students must write behavioral
cOntractsregar4ing their discipline problem in Order to re-

, :enter the ClassrooM. One interviewee thinks that the 0.C.SX.
is effective for some S;tudentsWhile not for others.

--.:AfaiUlty Human Relations CoMniittee, comprised of a teacher
representative from each team, works on classroom problems

;collectively, previews films, and meets socially,. fostering
interethnic harmony among staff.

- Staff development was mentioned as plentiful by some interviewees
and as scarce by others. Some .counseling workshops that were
conducted by Kealing Learning:tentbr werementioned, as well as
"desegregation" workshops to assist with the creationjiMoJemen7
tation of the sixth grade centers during their. early years.
The current Workshops offered to Webb staff.membersIocus on a
sharing of ideas,' problems, and support among staff, members.:

- A he in 'Apacher.acts.in-therole of disciplinarian, working
wftA,stucentsasSigned to the 0.C.S.C/...nd with teachers in

.0Nolorfig the reapdS/for students'beComing behavior problems.:
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- parent contig is frequen and their concern for their children's
academic and social welfa is consistent. However, involvement

, of East Austin Black par s is minimal, according-to one inter-
viewee (who alit indicated .a discrepancy between low and middle
SES parents since the former tend to reprimand their child and
suPpor i,teacher's authority, while the latter are concerned
with t"elsthey can do to help in the situation without necessarily
punt hing their thild).,AParent tutors have been used successfully
in the past, but curren ?y no siMaTiTprbgrams, involving parent
volunteers, are operating at Webb

.

.-
,

Some curriculum content promotes cultural awareness as in Social
Studies units which discuss the three ethnic groups in Austin as
well as other cultures throughout the world. February is devoted
to Black History while May'to MexicantAmerican heritage.

- Social functions, such as ValentinesDay and Christmas parties
,

are conducted to-foster interaction among the students. Most
interviewees mentioned the Friday Mountain Camp trips.,Aesigned
to develop outdoor survival skills and provide recreation/inter-

, action for the students. Typically parents volunteer to wok
with the teachers in these activities.' 7

- A "borrowed" teacher from a local senior high comes to Webbj;)
during the Language Arts bloCk to work with the teachers in,jach
team by presenting a very "fast, fun oral _Latin," studying rocs
stems, derivations, etc. of words.

- An orientation for incoming fifth graders is conducted each year
to familiarize the students 05the school facilities, routine,
integrated' setting, etc.

- The Local Suppbrt team make5active use of administrators, psy-
chological associates, special education personnel, and parents '-
in meeting specjal needs of children.

Individual teacLer techniques:

One interviewee has done extensive independeht study in
Black and Spanish history and states that this has incrAed
her understanding children of different ethnic groups.

Another interviewee voluntarily greets the child ;,the

halls before school in order to get to know as many 'Of them
as possible.

Some teachers contact the parents during the first few weeks
of school to foster open school-community relations.

One interviewee, upon hearing of the impending court order
to desegregate at the elementary level,? met with a former
sixth grade administrator to discuss whet kinds of situations/
problems'were to be expected from children o'f that age:
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One interviewee pu6msely mixed different students together
for, certain tasks.where incr ased interaction mdght be
fostered.

Another' interviewee attempted deal with racial tensions
(e.g.,,playing "the dozens" game.) in the claproom as they
occurred, by helping students talk out their differences
before they developed into more serious, hostilities.

Tese interviewees, like those fYoM the other sixth grade centers,

reported the same race cluster g as well as "natural" integration

among students in extra - curricular situations. Again, these tendencies

appear to be dependent on the individual personalities involved. One

teacher reported that other teachers have come to her regarding incidents

involving racial overtones of staff members (e.g., another teacher's

discriminatory treatment of a student).

To the degree that certain areas of town are becoming more

"naturally" integrated through changes in housing pat terns, the schools

are witnessing less racial problems. One interviewee reported a "good

healthy sprinkling" of Blacks now traveling to school on previously

all-Anglo bUses. Other interviewees contended that the schools have

accepted the idea they are desegregated and are now lax about taking

further, more comprehensive steps toward integration (i.e., cultural

pluralism). .or example, one interviewee reported an underlying

resistance at Webb toward having the drama group Trilogy perform at

that school, as though certain staff members preferred not tobe faced
9

with, any real intense issues of racism which ma9 be still prevalent in

these "desegregated" schools.
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SUMMARY CHART OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON 6TH GRADE CENTER INTERVIEWS

ABCDE,FGH
Interviewee

Race1
A A A A R A

Sex FMFFFFFFF-FF
Awe 50 40s 40d. 50 30s 50 400 SO

Position P P P C C T T T

Experience ( "

,Years in

present,
position3 5 5 5 5 5 5 X 5

Yedrs in
AISD X . 22 16 X 5 36 13 16

Years in
schools X 22 1,6 X 12 43 22 18

3ntery4ewer4 AM1 AM1 AM1 AM2 AM2 AM2 BM2 AM2

Focus of
desegregation
concern 3 3 5 2 3

A J K. L6

A B A

20s 40s 30s

,T T ST

5,

5 3

5 7 X

BM2 AM2 AF2

2

1 AAnglo, 11-Black

2
P- Principal, C- Counselor, TTeacher, ST -SCE Teacher

3
X-not addressed in interview

4 AM1Angio male (33-years old), AM2 -Anglo male (29 years old),
BM2 -Black male,(29 years old), AF2...Anglo female (29 years, old)

5
1 -Anglo /Black only, 2...Anglo/Blackprimarily, 3- Anglo /Black/Mexican-
American, 4Anslo/Mexican-Aterican primarily, 5...not'apecified

Information from thia,interview was not reported due to equipment
malfunction.
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Stage I ..g

RUMAT CHART!
STRATEGID POW SIXTH ORA= CENTERS

Stags II Stage III ...

3
3

a

I

jandomisima homeroom sesignmente
According to race. lea. IQ.
andLnelahborhood

Wing counselor

'grins a hall monitor
k,

below -level text, and
library book,

Wine s Asinine teacher

;atebliahing faculty human relations
coOmittes

tetsblishina 40 On Csmpus Suspensloq
Center

getabliehinks codeir student
behavior

Conducting human r lotion
workshop

Conducting inservice training on
Reality Therapy

Conducting 0.C.B4 workshop on use 01
new materiels

Conducting values clarifica ion
workshop

Instructional teaming (four tsechers)

Centering instruction on child *Centering inmtruction on sublect

Teaching aPeciglised enrichment
Classes (6 weeks)

Fostering cultural awareness through
clasp activities and ethnic we ks

%
Recotnisina and affirming differs

physical identities and color.

Teacher assigning seats to m 00 Students selecting own seats

students

Destiematizine Special Education and
remedial instruction

Crisis intervention counseling

Counseling groups -----------00Megic Circle

Reality Therapy

Gaining trust of student
leaders

Teacher modelingof
communication skills

Including parents as tutors

u.

Fusion of successful
Counseling techniques
and affective learning

Including parents in social
functions,: field trips, and
students performances

k Stages represent a sequencing of strategies to two senses: on the one hand, the sequence covers

developments over a span of years starting with the first year of desegregation; on the other hand.
each school year beginning in September sees a replication of initial desegregation strategies and

progresses through later strategies. Stage I strategies attempt to mix students of different ethnic

groups and deal with short-run problems resulting from adjustment. Stage II ltrategies attempt to

reintegrate students under a guiding ideology of cultural pluralism. Stage III identifies emergent

trends or problems as yet unsolved.
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS > ,

11
Bedichek

(

Located in far South Austin, Bedichek was built in 1972 in response

to the,need created by the population growth in that area (and, there-

fore,,was not in existence when the firtt court order to desegregate

,occurred in 1971). The school neighborhood is fairly well integrated

by both Mexican-Americins and Blacks of-middle-class SES(refer to map

aiend of Central Office narrative p. 47). From a school enrollment

of 730 students, 73% are Anglo, 7% are Black, and 241 are Mexican-

American. Relativeto the Black students in attendance, 50% are bused

from East Austin feeder areas. In regard to the faculty-of 50, Bedichek

tlas 8 Black and 4 Mexican-American teachers. Four here staff mem-

bers, from various professional levels, were interviewed by two members

of the WIEDS team (see Summary Chart p. 92).

The emphasis at Bedichek is on teachers teaching students rather

than sub ects, according to one interviewee. "Quality education"-was

stressed- by three of the four sources.

An active, and fairly extensive, human relations program provided

the main thrust for desegregation efforts at Bedichek. Most interviewees

contended that racial hostilities have diminished through the years,

although tensions do manifest themselves between sub-factions of the

various ethnic student groups. The "kickers" vs. the Blks, the

"hippies" vs. the "kickers", and the neighborhood-Blacks (middle class

SES) vs. the bused Blacks (lower class_SES) typify rivalries that were

mentioned. Although "no real, race problems have occurred over the past `N\
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thr rs," at Bedichek, several 'interviewees reported that students

of thi§ age typically play "the dozens" gaMe (e.g "Your mama ,. . ."),

sometimes jokingly, sometimes with hostile intent. The same observation

was made about name-calling (e.g., "honky," "nigger") and rumor-spreading

by various persons. All of these)phenomena often take on, acial over-s
r

tones,- Peer group pressure is strong among students of this age; one

interviewee cited the example of the neighborhood Black girl caught

between the loyalties of her neighborhood Anglo friends and the bused,

Blacks (who 'Called her a "honky7loVer"). On the other hand, as one

interviewee pointed out; students "pick up cues as to when it's cool

not to say those things." Another pointed out that fights brought on

by racist comments do occur, but he saw them as manifestations of con-

c
flict,between_lndividual persons as opposed to different ethnic groups.

Interethnic dating was reported by several sources;. however, some

parents object to such practices. One interviewee, stated that the

female students mixed among races more readily than did the male

students.

Strategies and needs toward successful deskgregation that were

/- mentioned in the Bedichek interviews included:

- A need for adequate planning was discussed by one interviewee
in terms of t e disruption and violence which characterized
the early years of desegregation.

Crisis intervention strategies such as trouble-shooting to
prevent fights from materializing, conducting group discussions
of rumors mid stereotypes, working with overt and covert student
leaders, etc. The S.C.L.R.P. was effective in the early years
though not at present, atcOrdiqg to several sources.

Having quality teachers on the staff was mentioned as providing
an impetus for desegregation. Furthermore, ualit minority
teachers served as ,successful role models for t e students,

1 2"
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- Low acted vinOudents' (many minorities) aeade91c,courses are S
schedUAe n9g the mOrling,_hOurs when they are moti-ifiR and.
responsive to nilTation. . .

. ..

- An active' student hUMan relations or/3014am, based on VOW
counseling techniiiiiThelped keep talc-lel undercurrents at an
ebb through two approaches: (1) schoolWide'distustion groups
aimed at getting students to know one anothe7757517:n 4 .

comm4p4cation skills, to share problems, and to explore problem-
solvIng methods; And (2) the human relations committee, of 12
students, who showed either niTalViOFTaZillive leadership,
geared toward activities in the classroom (role- playing', dis-
cussion of offensive name=callingerc.). Students frbm all

--) ethnicities-comprised both groups. The'counselors,.along with
teachers trained in group leadership, facilitated this preven7
tative,approach to counseling.'

- During the first year that Bedichek was in operation, the
teachers were taken on bus tours of the areas comprising the
school attendance zone, including the East Austin feeder areas,
which was "a real eye-opene for some teachers.

( ..: ).

- ..

- Partners Club, which paired students from different ethnic
,groups primarily for social interaction, has had extensive ,

'involvement (200 - 300 student's). Partners dinner rovided
interaction for the parents of these s tudents as 1.. This
program'was not in operation this year at Bediche .

- The S.R.S.D.P. was the only federally-funded program geared
towards minorities that Bedichek had at the present time.

- The S.L.B. allowed bused Blacks to participate in activities
afteiiChTiol. Also, some staff members freely provided trans-
portatign or helped to make arrangements for students who might
otherwise not,be able to have participated.

- Supervised Optional Study (S.O.S.), similar to an 0.C.S.C.,
provided an intermediate discipline measure prior to suspension
of a student. School work was conducted in the S.O.S. and a
commitment with the counselors was required before release.

- An orientation program for incoming sixth graders has been
implementedin some yearsh,to prepare students for what they
can expect,at Bedichek.

- Some curriculum content was geared toward multiethnicity (e.g.,
Art classes made masks and saw slides and had discussions on the
custom of African mask-making). Also, Black History Month
activities were reported. Two interviewees stated that
frequency or degree to which multiethnicity was promoted through
curriculum content could be 'eater.

)
*
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Parental involvement, despite the limitations imposad by both,
aren s working, was nsiderable according to some interviewees..
The difficulty in ge ting the East4Ausgn Black parents involved
has been dealt with the pastlly Providtng buses for them to
attend school events. e interviewee-identified the lack of
parental involvement as "our biggest weakness."

- Social activities such as parties, dances, movies, camp-outs
were sponsored to foster interaction among students.

Staff development activities:

Texas Educational Desegregation and Technical Assistance
Center (TED -TAC,) workshops in early years.

Reality Therapy workshops several years ago.'

The principal'encouraged'the teachers to "promote" the
studenti in the classroom through recognition and,out of
the classroom bystaff attendance at athletic events,
drama productions, etc. t-

Early in the,year,.the principal met with staff to get their
input on priorities for inservice training desired through-
out the year,

During the year, certain "C-days" were set aside for staff
development to see films, to organize students for improving
school grounds, etc.

- Individual' teacher techniques:.,,,

One individual had personally consulted With a former
educator concerning humanistic approaches to education.

One interviewee made a point-to learn as many students names
as possible, greet them in the halls, etc. Another did the
same by playiqp sports with the students, taking themon
outings, etc.

One teacher-watched television shows on parenting skills,
conferred with psychologist friends, and applied this know-
ledge to classroom situations..

One interviewee established one rule for behavior in the
classroom at the beginning of the year, "No put-downs," and .

stuck to it.

In addition to the curriculum content, one interviewee taught
ialues, fostered mutual respect for persons of all races, and
explained the emotional impact some labels have on individuals.



4

One interviettee gave an eXaltplie of how. a student had been
1-0t-woriCbeing displayed in the hallway.

sed behavior modification techniques ,

ibility (e.g., "Eaely.moening iim
less, the trash in the courtyard

"promote-

e Anon
to tea
wi 11 be

is ?clean

One interviewee stressed the idea o humanilation,

there were no.real needs for special programs to address the issues of "),

multiethniity.in the schoOls, but rather for persons, staff, and

students alike, to ,treat each other as indiVidUals deserving respect.

Another:respondent indicated that the varying home lives of students

sometimes contradicted the efforts of the school (e.g., some students'

parentsstrestehe importance of grades in certain.subjects, while

others were ambivalent). The various SES backgrounds of students

seemed to create more pressures than did racial difTences per, se.

One interviewee stated that thermore anglicized the minority members

were (e.g., neighborhood Blacks), the less tensions were created by

their integration. into the school environment. Busing (one-way) was

Criticized for its effect-on resegregating, reinfoicing-kolation, and
interfering with consistent discipline of East Austin Black students.

Same-race clustering, 'outside of the classroom, was reported by' some'

interviewees, while not apparent to others.

Three of the interviewees expressed a need for improved faculty

relations. Is Some reported that teachers were reluctant to allow students

out of the classroom for human relations or special activitAes. Another
I.

respondent contended that identifiable groups worked for their own

interests (e.g., Black teachers energize activities during Black History

Month), but on a regular daily basis there was a lackof staff unity.

There was no faculty Human Relations Comhittee currently at Bedichek,
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and one intervieWee expressed the need-for a Parent Human Relatio s

Comaitttee, too

While the!atmosphere at Bedichek appeared to be conduciveto

..successful integration, according to those interviewed,, other areas

were still in need of development.

Dobte-

4
Constructed in 1971r(after court ordered-buSng had already been°,

. (7

in effect), Dobie'Junior High Schoolis located in a far northeast

area of town which was described by one interviewee as a "fairlyAgell

integrated neighbOrhood.'" Relative to the 1,070 students currently,

enrPlled.64% are Anglo,.20%*e Black, and 16% are MextCan American.
,

The Mexican-American populationjs residential, and less thaW50%

the Black students are bused for desegregation purpOsesl. However, due..

to the school's isolated Vocation, 85-90% of all students live

than two miles from school and are, therefore, bused.
)

Currently Dobie has a teaching staff of 54, with members of both
1 ea

minorities represented. Four individuals, from various professional

levels, were interviewed by four members of the WIEDS staff (see

Summary Chart p. 92).

The interviewees praised Dobie as having an open administration

which "g ts involved and cares aboutits students." An overriding

concern was expressed for the lack'of good school/Community relations

due to the majority of students riding buses. One interviewee reported

that it was "difficult to deveTep a sense'of school-community when this

community is so fragmented." A4ditional problems mentioned by the

interviewees.regarding the fragmented community were poor parenta).__,

initolvement and support, distrust between the community and the schoOl,,

I
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d a wide range of SES and academic ability amongstuElerits.

All of the interviewees noted that there.,had been many interethnic

cOnflkts in the early years at Dobie but Anterethnlc relations wre.
f

generally very good now. The percentageof.discipline proOlemp has

declined each of,the last twq years at Dobie and one interviewee;
_

attribqtedthiedecline to the st'aff's_ttonsistently commdnicating the

school's expectations to the students.. This person felt that, while

more work needs to-be done on coordinating and streamlining prockures

and ironing out communications, Robie's staff was wtlling to put out

the extra effort.

Harmonious velations among faculty members were mentioned by

several interviewees. One reported ame-race clustering by Mexican -.
_ ..

Atherican hftll monitors, but noted,pat the teachers mixed well inter-

raciallyracially and shared information and techniques on working with4Oferent:i

cultural groups.

Strategies mentioned by the interviewees as aiding successful'

desegregatiop

The school was organized around eight "learning communities,"
each composed,of'four teachers and 135-150 students. Students
received instruction in various subjects from different members
of their teaching. team. Teachers within each community ''shared
conference-and planning, time, which fostered "built in" inter-
action.

- -An advisory teadher program, whereby classroom teachers served
as advisors( to stddents, helped students and, teachers get to
know each other better. This program was limited by incqmplete
staff development and kgradual loss of interest on the part of
thestudents and is no,longer in effect.

- Rap sessions were used frequently when Dobie first opened so
that Bladcond Anglo Students could,get to know what each other
was like.

AISD-hired hall monitors patrolled the restrooms,where there
had been fig E and extortion. ,
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ggg in .operation` years, ago, OCk'was discontinued'because
the' vuweAtudentAtire,repeatedly%referred, and were eventually
:.suspended from school. jt.dtd AlOC,--Aherefore, serve to keep
students in ,school. One intervieWementi ned that the students

j,,"learned the right words to say in the be oral commitment
without internalizing the sentiment.

A Reality Thera Clini4 for students with behaliior.problemS
was a group session aiifein students talked about whet was get-
-ting them into trouble,IMede,plans to change their behavior,
and'were reinforced by teir peers.,

- Use of Central Office programs, inclyding:

Since 1974, the StISDP Has targeted lower level students in
reading, sponsoria77Make-and-jake"'workshops fOrIleethers,

% and made use of parent, peer, and.hired'tutors

SAP has'providedJfundsfor))00oPe0a1:-eVents.

SCLRP-hasJProVided.4sitanaeAinclUding'flinds). in organizing
TifFTaintaintn011ubs, sponsored Trilogy' presentations, etc.

, .

SEP has teen used by Dobje students (mostly bused Black
studebts). Its Value was qaestfoned.by one interviewee as. .

failing students sonnetimet misinterpret participation in SEP-
to mean guaranteed prOmotion,-and:did not always shoW any,:
aeademiC or social skills improvement.

Local Support Team'(LST) of teachers, admintitrators, and
support sery {ce people (e.g., visiting teachers) met't6

-: brainstorm ideas of addressing the needs Of individual

students. , S.

- The school-wide discipline policy, called the, "Step frocess,"

involved.specific procedures and lines of communicafT5TWF
;discipline referrals. One interviewee felt that the surety of
suspension, for things like fighting, gave students a "grace7lil
exit" from a potential fight, and thus reduced the number of
fights. While there was currently 'no OCSC (one interviewee
claimed that the lack of physical -space was the reason), there
was A short term "Waiting Room,"Aere,problem students were
sent to do assignments WiThsOmoudents, behavioral cow'
ments'based on Reality THerapy weeputed,

- Cultural differences, in disciplinds roblems, were addressedAn
order-to foster ethnic pride.

- The counseling' program made use of'stndtvidual counseling,
gf6up discussions (e.g.-, on divorce),'ra0, sessions (where students
learn communication and:copsultatfons (among:Aeachers,
parents, counselor), "Students'.-counseling needs. and interests''
were determined,through the uS'eef an open.-endedguotionnailre
requesting topits to bediscuSsed in groups...:
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VarioOs staff development activit1eSinclu4ed:

Inservice training on interethnic relationships, including
discussion, of; Black dialect. One nterViewee noted a certain
leader Calng,for-group participZtion in a song abOut being
pre0d,tO be:Black,'%Whfc*zlienated some the non-Blacks,

OAdditional...Works'b s mentioned include humane" self-
,,-c6ncept,teac ng:,ethnic Studies_in. all'conten -areas, and
.RealitV Thera .:Nii717terviewee noted that such workshops'
nOt.Only helped teacher/student relationships but teacher/.
teacher relationships as noted that "a' good
perCentage"'tf the Dobje,staff,tiad been trained in Reality
.Therapy.

schoOl-wide and department'-wide objective-settin061dentify
the desirablegoZ1s,Of teaching at Dobie.

Input on hiring new teachers, Tether's, in each lea rning_
community, helped to decide whom to hire fors.open teaching
positions in that community.,

-. Parental involvement was aided by:

Teacher. contact with parents by Means of mail,. phone, and
meetings.

Provision of buses for East Austin residents for special
events. This program was mentioned' as being gore successful..
with the students, than with the parents.

PTA; was well attended by parents from the local neighborhood
but poorly attended by the parents from East Austin, who ,

lived approximately 14 miles away.

Parent cOunseling roe's `had been offered but received. no
response.

- Curriculum content to address multiethnicity:

o Ethnic studies, including units lacks, Mexican-Americani,
women, ITITSIlie Spanish, Mexican d Indian 'influen6es in
the Southwest, stressed the positive cultural contributions
'of members of each group..

('
aller

Infusion4f Cultural_awareness into.itructional programs,
such as-soc-ial.Stocif.osre4ding,- science, music, art, speech';
and EngliO4 Teachers Were fteg.tO try new,topiCs and
techniques'and-were.encouraged to explor different topics
from different points of view. 4'4

- Social activities, including danceS after school (where kids-of
different races mixed well, according:Co one interviewee), and
faculty parties.
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-;,:Orientation for incoming sixth radei-s and their parents,
WttemOed .toTscount "thiTia repu a iiTor NW has acquired.

Various cldbs whichfosteredtri-ethni interaction:

o.All'tolors Club, composed of overt and covert leaders of
WfiniirlifETCA worked'oh5ethnic problems through

retreats, disOssil groups, and school-w140,,activities:.

o 'Student Human.Relattont. Committee involved students Of
different et groups in.continuous1ctivities to pro-
mote positive,interactiOn.: Membership Was dependent on
good ,grades and,,Cohd4ct.

I

.

,,*,

IDLY-teensClub, was associated with the YWCA and involved'a
TWiTicuMbet.of students.

4' MUStular D stro h . Club fostered interethnic harmony through
setv ce act v t es. .,,;

,
- Intermission Program, a series'of mini;courses.intopics such as
baton twirling and macrame, whith met twice a week during school
hours, ,,,.ClubsA0 met during the intetmission time.

'/, Roadrunner of t e th Award, was given to both a boy and a,

( ' girl student ba ed on cooperatioh, human relations skills, and
good attitude, withith -n:o concern for academic or athletic ability.
One interviewee saw this award, and the final Roadrunners. of the
Year Award, as m ans 0,recognfzing anPeinforcing the average
student.

- Strateges particular, to individual teachers:

Class meetings, held .by individuallteacheri% to talk abou

prejudices and,clear-up bad feelings.

1

Teachers, coming 'across A teachers, rather than-as members

of a particular race; thereby helping to minimize the role
of, race in dealing with,problems.

...

ereachersgiving students a choice iif adtiviiies iW the

/classroom,, to prevent a studeht f m being frustrated by
'working on something in which-hOs 'had no interest..'

. .
,

The general feeling, implitd:6 the intervieweet,'was'that Dobie
,

was currently not a culturally pluralistic school, .but that progress, w

being made tdward, that end. Several "interviewees noted incidences of

racism thatContinuedio Occur. Although there were not as inanyjiuMan

A

relations..activities as there were several :years ago, one interviewee



noted that some of these activities may have been "overdo " in the

past; i.e., a potential problem existed with junior high school students

incthat, if "something was overdone they started to take it as a joke."

Another interviewee indicated that issues of race took the form of

rivalries among various sub-culturAl groups (e.g., the "kicker" Anglos)

within each race as well as across races. An inordinate number of

Blacks got into discipline trouble at Dobie, believed one interviewee,

because certain Anglo teachers were offended by the culturally-based

behaviors of Blacks. Another stated that the 4arge number of minority

studentsbeing affected by the counseling program may be seen as a

reflection of the minority students' losing their hesitancy to approach

the Anglo counselors.

The main thrust at Dobie, during recent years, has been to improve

achievement scores througn$C .concentration on basic skills such as

reading and math. Other new directions mentioned in'the interviews

included:

a different approach in teaching reading next year, particularly
targeting minority students and their unique needs.

- a suggestion box to allow students to voice their opinions on
discipline and education policies

coordination with the news media to "promote" Dobie to arents
and communitly

'grchison

Located in 'far Northwest. Austin in an upper SES neighborhood,

Murchison Junior High School had no Byei< students in alpdance prior

to 1971. With coin -ordered desegrego :ion in 1971-7?, Murchison

Deceived 10341ack,student,; from Eost Austin'(lower SES) neighborhoods,

Currently, there are /65 students in attendance; /8t are Anglo, 191". are
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Black, arid 3% are Mexican American. The bused-in Black students (80%)

come from a neighborhood of single family homes and duplexes (as

.opposed to housing projects) in which both parents work, though the

total family income remains modest.

In regard to the 39 total staff members at Murchison, there are

two Blacks' and four Mexican-American teachers. Four of these staff

members, at various professional levels, were interviewed by three

members of the WIEDS staff (see Summary Chart p. 92). None of the

interviewees were teachers at Murchison at the time of court ordered

_desegregation, but several had previously worked in other schools and

were familiar with deS'egregation in Austin. Most respondents reported

that Murchison provided a more effective learning environment and had

fewer problems than other schools where they had worked. Several

interviewees expressed appreciation for the affluence of the community

they served and characterized their,student body as highly motivated

and college-bound. It was reported that bused Blacks generally had a

more difficult time competing academically than majority students,

were more likely to,be placed in remedial classes and special education

classes, and were more likely to he involved in discipline-related

situations.

Interviewees stated that, in the last three years, vert racial

conflicts between the upper SES majority and the lower SES minority

students were uncommon. Nevertheless, few students,Mixed outside

their ethnic groups when in the halls or cafeteria,.-TWo incidents

mentioned in the interviews suggested a latent tension in)interethnic

relations:



- An Anglo irl had written a note complaining that three 'Black

girl sm lled bad. ,One.of the Black girls found the note,-
cohpont d the Anglo girl, and ,"put the little girl in orbit."
The confl ct was resolved by sending the two students to the
office and helping them talk out their differences verbally.

- An Anglo boy persistently refer to a Black boy as. "nigger,"

despite the teacher's reprima Finally, the teacher told :4,

the Blac student, in the Angla s presence-;that, the next time
that h pened "to turn around a d puhch him out," but to make
sure that the teacher was not loOking.. The Anglo student

.
ceased the behavior after this interchange of words.

Murchison tended to have fewer discipline problems than other junior

high schools in the district.* Only two or three student§ have been long-

term suspended this past year, while a large number of adjustment-trans-

fers from other schools, mostly minority students, have been accepted by

Murchison (e.g., the Black student who is a high achiever, but is

ridiculed as being an Horeo" by.hi§ Black peers in his neighborhood

school). -.

Strategies toward successful desegregation whichrwere mentioned in

the interviews included:,

Central Office programs:

A strong human relations program, coordinated by. the SCLR's,
was provided for seventh graders. Groups of students met
with a teacher one hour per week for five weeks to get to
know each other and then went on a one-day outing during the
sixth week. Each group was comprised of eight students: four

boys, four girls; four majority, four minority; and, only two
"explosive" students in any group, preferably one majority
and one minority. The school hoped to extend their human
relations program to all students in the next year or two.

I

* As this report was being written, newspapers exploded with the headlines

that an eighth grade student at Murchison'had entered his class and

fatally shot his teacher. He was a student in the .special class, for the

gifted and talented. While some parent's blamed the school for Over-

looking growing violence in the schools, the Austin Teachers' Association

pointed to the high degree of academic pressure which both the parents

and Murchison imposed on students. No determinations have yet been made

as to the boy's motivation In this act of violence.
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The SRSDO was eliminated at Murchison in 1977 ()his was one
of two schools, deeTed,.toneed the program the oreast when
funds became scarce).:1.6cally funded remedial programs in
Math and English were currently available for students who
scoredlow on achievement tests.

Murchison sent five to seven students, all- minorities, to
the SEP. each year. Often, their participation had been a
determining' factor in their proMotion to the next grade
level the following year.

, Murchison had taken advantage of SAP funds to provide trans-
pbrtation for students o. field tripS (e:g., the inauguratfon,
of the governor, speech by Alex Haley, etc.).

A special tri-ethnic class for the gifted and talented had been
in operation at Murchi-S74717**

'-.1 special education reading program was developed at MurChison'
and is now being piloted in several other.schools in Austin.

Several interviewees mentioned the school sorts program as the
most effective student activity promoting integrati6h.

- An 0.C.S.C. was operated by trained monitors mentioned .

by several interviewees as effective, particulaily with first
time offenders,- and less so with students who had been referred;
repeatedly. The counselor worked with the students in drawfng
up a suitable contract for exiting the OCSC.

Staff development strategies included:

A weeklong workshop discussing .interactional and linguistic
differences between BlackS and Anglos was held in the past.

Training in Realiy Therapy.

Training conducted by the SCLR's for teachers working in the
human relations program.

A fifteen day institute fpr developing multicultural curric-
ulum in'Six subject areas was planned for this coming summer. ,

An active Faculty Human Relations Committee had been in operation
at Murchison.

An orientation session was held each year for all incomin students
from the sixth grade centers. Murchison s-Eiff'stresse that no
students Should intimidate or be intimidated by ahy other student,
that extortion would be severely punished, and that each. student
would be responsible for their own possessions and not carelessly
allow them to be stolen.

** Refer to footnote on preceeding page.
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- Strategies mentioned as particular to individual teachers includetl:

One teacher developed'a social studies unit on the contd-
butions of different ethnic groups to Texas history.

One interviewee maintained strict expectations for all
students ant "played no favorites," insisting to his
minority students that "you will berespected'betause of
how smart yoU are, no how tough you are or how loud you
scream or how.fast yo run or whether you carry a basket-
ball."

One teacher assigned students to groups for'work on projects'
by randomly d awin names.

Ano er teacher refusedto assign homework to minority
s dents who lacked the free time, uncrowded space, and

rental supp rt.in their homes to do school work.

0 = er confonte all students with "derogatory" labels
(e.g., "You suc er," "You greaser") and accepted similar
responses ("Hey, teacher, you've flipped your tacos") from
students in order to establish a groundwork of informality,
honesty, and respect, similar to street interactions that

t many minority students were familiar with.

problems of integrating lower income bused minority students

into an affluent majority school have yet to be fully resolvedat

Murchison. One interviewee stated that further training on dialectical

differeles between Blacks and Anglos would be'useful for Anglo teachers,

and another interviewee confirmed that interracialCommunication problems

continued to `cause difficulties in classrooms. It was suggested, by one

individual, that_Pie human relations approach to solving ethnic conflicts

was superficial and that "students saw through it;" i.e. students should

not be forced to like each other and might expand their experience of

one another through, interactions unmediated by school personnel.

Another interviewee indicated that achievement grouping had created

resegregation under a desegregated roof. The suggestion was pacrE-to

revise the method of assigning students to classes in a manner that

would assure a wider range of achievement levels in each class.



Atthe level of/parental involvement; integration'appeared to be

even further away. .Minority parentsfexpressed thesame concerns about

their children's education as majoritiparents,'butdid not contact the

teachers as frequently asmijority parents. One reason for this may

have been that both parents of the minority students usually worked..

One interviewee had gone to places of employment of minority parents

in order to talk to them, over lunch or on(a coffee break, about their

children. For a variety of reasons, few parents of bused students

participated in formal parent organizations (such as the PTA) and

activities connected with their children's school. Their need to work,

the distance between Murchison and their homes, the lack of transportation,

as well as social nd economic
differencesa

'were mentioned as impediments

to parentQl invlvement,in school affairs by minorities.

I
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SUMMARY CHART OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON JUNIOR HIGH'SCHOUL INTER%IEWS

,,. Interviewee

A B C D F . G

ce1 A A A
0,

A A SS

Sex M .M M FMFM
Age 20s 40s 50 20s 30s 40s 30s 20s 20s '20s 20s 30s

.Position2 P -P P C C CT T T T

Experience3

F

J K L'1
B SS

Years in
present
position 1 6 X 4 X 5 X 2

Years in
AISD X , 11 X 6 18 X 5 4. 2 4

Years in
schools X X X 8 X 25 X 5 4 2 7 7

Interviewer4 AF2 AF2- AF2 ,AM2 AF2 AM2 AF3 BM2 AM2 BM2 AF2 AF4

Focus of
desegreption
concerns 3 2 2 3 3 5 3 3 3

1 A.AngiO, ILTBlack, SSSpanish Surname

2 P,.Principal, 0- Counselor, T=Teacher

3 X-mot addressed in interview ,
.ga0P

4 AF2Anglo female 29 years old), AF4=Anglo female (30 years old),
AM2.Anglo male ( years old), BM2..Black male (29 years old),
AF3Anglo female (38 years old)

5.1...Anglo/Black only, 2-.Anglo/Black primarily, 3...Anglo/Black/Mexican-
American, 4===Ang1o/Mexican-American primarily,,5not specified



SUMNARY CHART: g
$TRATECIIS FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL:I

Stags I ... Stag? II ... Stage III ...

m

.0.
.0

Adetuats planning for desesrelation

11411411hint,--airlallaSMAlanit

likkins hall monitor'

lchedulingmornina &sedate courses
for low achiever'

Birina)gualified teachers.
especially minorities'

Establishing faculty human relations

Sommittee

',stabil:shine local Support team

Giving social activities
for students 00.

Providing trengoOLIttien for students,
and parents for special events 00.

0

a

0

ilittiltY input on hiring nay
teachers

attsimiknat
Conducting TED-TAC workshop,

Conducting human reletioni workshop, p*Tr.ininst teachers to conduct Jxisag
relations activities for students

Conducting bus tours of neighborhoods

- of students for teaching staff

Congooting workshop, on cultural and
linguistic difforencm, in different
ethnic groups

Conducting Reality 7.v.Trsining

Developing solticultors curriculum

Conducting needs assessment for
other inservice training

Instructional teeming l
Providing SRSDP remedial inetruction. 1/10'

SEP program for low-achieving
atudente

Recoanizine ethnic heritage through
the obserVence of Black History
month. etc.

Crate intereentVn coUnoeltql

Rap seell0111 *(lroun discussion!

Peritonea ecoueintance with
all new tV.4_,'"
(advisory le*Oleri)

Orientations for incoming sixth
grade studentg

Ethnic studies and multicultural
curriculum

I"
aRTopical groups

OmIndtvidinll counseling

Student human relations committee

Partnere Club) --

t

Su:11444_0ntional Sil1(1511_st:rOCEl

for discipl ne of Students

________*Egtracurricttear stub, fostering
lnterethntc relations

SCLRP rriloggliligmggroup

* Stages represent a sequencing otistracegiee in two genes.: on the one hand, the mequ'ene'e

development. over span of veer. starting with the first year of desegregation; on the wtherIlind.

each school year beginning in September seas a replication of initial desegregation strategies and

progr oo oo through later strategies. Stage I etrategies attempt to mix students of different 'ethnic

groups and deal with short-run problems resulting from adjustment. Stage II strategies attempt to

reintegrate students under guiding ideology of cultural pluraliim. Stage III identifies emergent

trends or problems as yet,unfolved.
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HIGH SCHOOLS

Anderson

Anderson High School was one of the `free all-Black schools in East

Austin which were closed by the court desegregation order, in 1971, Feeder

patterns based on,contiguOus and satellite attendance zones were estab-

jished for the students who lived in the old Anderson High neighborhood.

The new Anderson High School, loCated in far Northwest Austin, an area

of tipper -SES (predominantly Anglo) families was built in 1973 in response

to populatioh- groWth in that area, and Black students from East Austin

were bused in for desegregation purp es. Austin. had been experiencing

its most critical period of disruption which characterized court-Ordered

busing during the time this high school was being built. The scheol

board decided to name the new high schOol L. C. Anderson (after the Black

educator for whom the old facility was named) and to appoint Austin's

first Black drincipal (other than'at the all - Black schoOls) to head its

administration in art attempt to reconcile some of the dissensions Con-

sequently, the new Anderson High was thought by many persons to owe its

exist, rice to the closing of the old AnderSon High and to symbolize the

community's desegregation concern more than any other eVent. However,
5

the closing of the old Anderson and the opening of thechew were resented

by many members of both the Black and, Anglo populatiohfor;vk'ous

reasons. The Blacks resented the closing of their old high school, which

had been an institution in the Black community for many years. The

busing of Black students to the predominantly Angl northwest hills area

was seen as another instance of Blacks having to bear,tI brunt,of
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1(lesegregation by having to accommodate themselves to Anglo resistance.

The Anglo community, on the other hand, resented. naming the new school

"Anderson" which had its historical roots in the development of the

Black community. There was doubt among many Anglo parents regarding the

c mpetency of the administration.; Both Anglo and Black parents were

ncerhed for their children's safety. And the administration and 4

central officemere apprehensive over student harmony and parent

cooperation.

.
Relative to the current enrollment of.2,400 students at Anderson,

88%,are Anglo, 10% are Black,'and 2% ale Mexican American. Less than

50% of'the Black students are bused in from East Austin feeder areas. Of

the 102 teachers, 20 counselors and other support personnel on the staff,

10% are minority members. Four of these individuals, from various

professional levels, were interviewed by five members of the WIEDS team

(two different WIEDS staff mbees_interviewed One person twice becausl,/,4p

Some of the first interri w was due to an equipment malfunction).

Strategies that were implicitly mentioned in the interviews as

in'dealing with the problems of desegregation included:

- Planning measures were implementedto ensure that the new

.Anderson would open.with as little conflict as possible:

. The principal met with students from the feeder schools
from.which.the new Anderson student body would be com-
prised and formulated a steering committee of student

representatives chosen by student vote.. The steering
committee resolved issues such as school colors, school
mascot and sChOol song, and established a by-law ensuring:

minority. representation on the-school cheerleading squad.

It was decided, with the' assistance iyrthe SCLR's

facilitating group discus'Oons,.that (becatise of the prq-

portion of minority students to the total student body);
&ltwo minorities should always.be included on the deer -.

1#ading squad,

An extensive human relations effort qa4 undertaken with \'



parent groups. Strong leadership in this activity was .

provided by parents from Northwest and astsAustin and

\t
'many ministers. Covered dish dinners, n hborhooa
coffees, and student.'parent meetings wer held'to facil-
Tiiiidiscussions. Transportation...vas provided to ,

parents havi4difficUlty attendinIffunctions held in
either section of town. '

i Initially, extensive articipation of staff in various
types of worighops nd,inservice training-sessions focus-
ing upon top s re vant to desegre4ation wereprov'ded
by central offices,and the Regional Educational Ser ce

Centeq,

- The opencIassroom and team teaching concepts were employed
to facilitate interaction among students and teachers-and to
exposB*udents to.Combination of teaching styles.

- At the begiping of the year, faculty sponsors of clubs and
organizations asked for representatives from each club to be
either selected or appointed tp serve oh the Student.Human
Relations Committee. Members of the committee attended
various workshops and discussion types 'of
activities where students gathered to discuss issues relevant
to the day-to-dy activities of the school in an attempt to .°
improve working relationships,among students. There is also'
a Faculty Human,Relations Committee which promoted activities
designed to improve staff relationt,(e.g., a 'raculty Social';
was sponsored every two monthsto develop staff camaraderie)"
and to deal with common problems.

- Use of Central Office Programs:

A Reading Resource Specialist worked through the SRSDP
to improve reading skills of those students reading
below grade level ( i.e., many minorities).

The SAP was active an . coordinating and develping many
extracurricular activities.

- An elaborate procedure was utilized to enforce b6th short-

and long-term suspensions. The counselors kept a docket
or folder on each student's infractions and informed the
parents ofd student's status in the discipline process in
an attempt to ensure that objective' documentation was used
in making decisions concerning student discipline.

- An Afro-Americans' Club developed and coordinated activities -)k

which appealed to the interest of the school'sTlack students."

Various staff development activities were mentioned in the .
areas of human relations, discipline, and multicultural
education. The interviewees stated that thee types of
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training were utilized more in past years and participation'
" had leveled off in recent years-,

- Curritulum,changes to address the needs of.a multiethnic
Student body'through career development and,job training
included:

General,education'Diploma (GED) - counselors coordinated
GED,examination opportunities for students having diffi-
'culties in completing high school coursework for various.
reasons.

Texas Alliance for Minorities in Engineering (TAME) - Con-
ferences'were set up between.students and representatives
from IBM, Texas Instruments, and other corporations and
on-site visits to these indutries were provided for
students expressing an interest.in this field.

Industrial Commercial Technical (ICT) - A cooperative work
program focusing upon learning skills with the hands, HT.
included activities in which students worked with machines'
or worked in a doctor's office observing and learning to
operate the various types of equipment used in the medical
profession.

i Distributive Education.(DE) - Students were placed in :

various worksites and gained experience in working with ,

the public.

Home Economics. Cooperative Education (HECE) - Students' were
placed in tospitals as dietician aides, as viely as in
nursing homes, kindergartens or other placementS involving
working with foods or health.. problems and thereby gained
skills 'to work -in helping professions.

Vocational Office Education (VOE) - Open only to seniors,
this program provided opportunities for students to gain
experience working in various types of office settings.
Many minorities and students with poor-lgrades took advan-
tage of VOE.

.

,COoperative Vocational Academic Education-(CVAE) - Focused

,upon obtaining jobs in various settings for students having

academic and/or discipline problems. (many minorities).
'CVAEproved to be especially effective foPencouraging
drop-outs and other students having problems to obtain.
'their diplomas.

Executive Management Placements in areas o television,

radio, law 'enforcement and state government re. offered

to interested students.

Minorities Jn Mainstreaming Focused upon the significart
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contributions made by minorities inthe histolly of the
country and prOvecLto be' 'one Hof the more popular courses
in the school.

The "interviewees contended twat desegregation is no lOnger a

primary issue,at Anderson High. This is not to. say that racism does not

still exist, as several persons pointed out, but that it manifestS itself

in less overt forms....The conflicts, that were experienced immediately,

after the-school opened, have been virtually eliminated; It appears that

the staff and the students are making an effort to develop a positive

. . atmosphere in the school.
)

''Areas which still need.improvement

interviews,. included:

- The degree of minority participation in school activities
Could'be 'improved. BuOnginders this need from being
actualized. Belatedly, it was stated that buSed-Blacks. do
not develop the sense of school identity and involvement as
do their neighboMood peers. Participation of minority
parents in school fOnctions is limited.

- Problems of studnt,yernacularl:some_df,whiCh is rooted in
cultural diversity, resujt(frOM-AnglO teachers' lack of ..
understanding and tolerance of such 'expressions of speech
on the part of bdth,Anglo and Black students (i.e.', deter

;:mining certain words to be'"obscenities").

..Several interviewees described parental discrimination, con-
cerning school personnel, as:particUlarly Salient (e.g.,
parents often:address their concerns to staff members of their
same ethnicity rather than consulting with staff-members of
differentethnic backgrounds). These interviewees contended
that problems encountered with parents,dueto cultural differ-
ences far exceed those encountered with the students.

(One interviewee- supported.,he claim that the problems of
having culturally divergent student groups' in the schools
cannot be alleviated:Without a shift in.tactics.employed by
real estateagents, land develOpers, etc. toward desegre-,-
gating housipg patterns in Austin.

Same -race grquping of students outside the clasroom was reported.
0

However,.considering the'vast diversity in SES of students attending

nt...,mentioned in the
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Anderson High,.\problems of ticeappeai- to haye been miniMized.

Austin'

The presentAustfn High SchoolfaCility, locatednjthe south cen

that sector of the city,\wa.s,built in 1975 AW response to the:needs of a

'

growi6g en.rollment,. The previbus,Austin High,located'in the west cen-

tral sector of the city, was Austi,o's original and`'-only high schoOl)Intil

1953 and had acumu,latd years of tradition. Students of predominantly 1

,

upper.SES. had historically attended this school.. When Austin Nigh-was

moved. to.its present location, increased ethnic and social class diversity

resulted from its expanded attendance zone: 'Initially, there-was a clash,

in values and ifestyles betwten-the tradition-oriented students with

upper class backgroUnds from the:old Austin High and theneW students

with loWerAlass backgrounds having no loyalties tOtheold'Austin nigh

nor a concern for its traditions. This relocatTon of school sites,

coupled with the court-ordered busing order of 1971, which had affected

the old school,_antagonized the economic and social. differences awing

racial groups., .

Based on the current student enrollment of 2,000, 60% are Anglo, 27%

Mexican AmericenT, and 13% Black: This ethnic representation refletted'a

'tri7e0nic'balance most like the distridt-wide ratio. Many of these

students wereAfrom affluent hoMes and have high4, edUtated, civiC-minded.

professional parents. On the othor extreMe, there waS an increasing

*- number of students coming from poverty-level homes where eduCation was

not stressed as important, This contrast in pupil aracteristics has

Affected the schOol's cliMate in'two ways; (1) the oils havehad"to.

go through a period_ Ofadjustment among themselves; and (2) the Staff,

. many of whom transferred from the previous AurAinliigh faciljty; had to



adjust to an entirely different type of student. At present, 20% of
.

Black and Mexican-American students are bused, while the, remainder, both

Minority and majority dudents reside in the school attendance zone.

The majority of the school's staff, approximately 86%, is Anglo,

with the remaining 14% being Black or Mexican-American. ,Four of thee 1

staff members, from various professional levels, were, interviewed by

three members of the WIEDS staff (see Summary Chart).

The general feeling, among those inte viewed, was.that during the

initial stages of desegregation at Austin igh, there were problemsIli

involving student/student and teacher/student conflicts which were

attributed to race. However, through a concerted effort among the school's

staff, the students, the parents, and AISD's central office, interracial

conflict has subsided and interpersonal relationships in the school as a

whole have improved. This progress has changed the way cultural differ-

ences are addressed in the school. Crisis intervention techniques and

disciplinary procedures,' as they apply to interracial conflict, are no

longer immediate concerns. Curriculum modifications in the classroom,

policy changes regarding extracurricular activities, and their appropri-

7 ateness for a multi-ethnic student body were-expressed as current con-

cerns of the school's staff.

Several interviewees reported that most probleMs occurred as a

result of social class differences,\which were entrenched in racial

differences kit were not attributable to them per se. There was notice-

able Same-race grouping of students in the halls, cafeterias, and in

extracurricular activities. However, this may have been a manifestation

of previously established friendships from junior high feeder areas

rather than 'an indication of ethnic divisiveness. The feeling expressed
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by the interviewees was that the atmosphere at Austin High was one of

lienuine concern for each individual student and total cooperation among

students, staff, and parents.

Some of the implied successful strategies at Austin High throughout

the years of desegregation included:.

- A warm, supportive principal fostered the humanistic develo
ment of students and staff.

- Establishment ofa school-wide planning procedure which
involved students and teachers. The theme for this t

was "caring" with a motto of "Everybody is somebody at Austin
High." was initiated through a school-wide assembly at/
which the principal outlined the purposes and conducted large
and small group discussions to list activities which. could be
utilized to increase student involvement in academic work as
well as in school activities. The original effort produced a
small StudentgacultyPlanning Committee which has grown until,:
at prestnt, the entire school is involved with student panels
and committees providing input in many administrative decisiont.

Use of Central Office programs:

A series of tri-ethnic student and faculty retreats were
devised by Austin High during the early years of desegre-
gation to provide students and faculty a forum for informal
discussion and planning. These retreats continue to play,
an active part in Austin's integration efforts, and are
now coordinated through'the SCLRP. The SCLR's have also

helped develop other activities to improve student/
student, student/faculty, and parent/faculty relations.

Through the SRSDP, a Reading Resource Specialist has worked
with reading deficiencies of (lower class) students.

Coordination with the SAP to develop ways of increasing:
minority participation7F activities: Sponsors of clubs
and organizations have been encouraged toconduct meetings
and activities in locations easily accessible to minority
students; a special fund was established through the facul-

ty and the PTA in order to enable minority students who
might otherwise lack the resources to participate in Certain
activities; the Hare System (see Central Office narrative)
was instituted to insure minority representation in activi-
ties such as cheerleaders which are chosen largely by student
vote; and some innovative activities have been created to
attract minority students (e.g., a dance team was established
to provide an alternatirve to the already established drill

team which historically had an all-Anglo membership).
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Use of the SLB to take students (minorities) home after
participating in after-school activities.

- Utilization of individual and group counseling by the prin-
cipal to emphasize the importance of meeting the needs of
minority group students.

Staff development activities:

Various training programs and wor s ops provided by AISD
to address the needs of culturally different students.

In the past, staff training in consultation techniques
has been utilized.

Extensive inservice training, through the years, in. the ,

form of small groVpdiscussions concerning peer counselingi
peer tutoring; add retreat activities.

- Parental Involvement has been fostered by the following:

The PTA has -recruited parent volunteers to work in the
school offices, to grade papers, to telephone absentees,
and to deliver class lectures.

A student/parent breakfast was held to allow students,
parents,.and faculty to become acquainted.

Telephone committees were organized to contact minority
students' parents and to urge them to participate in
school activities.

- Curriculum developments which addressed multiethnicity:

The principal worked with teachers on an indiyidual basis
to obtain multicultural materials for classroom use.

Ethnic literature was taught in one classroom by focusing
upon the writing of minority authors, showing movies and
TV programs dealing with minority group issues and analyz-
ing them through group discussions, giving extra-credit
and extra-class assignments focusing upon the literary
works of minority authors.

Special activities were conducted in observance of Black
History Month, Cinco de Mayo, etc.

- A media project entitled "Thumbprints" was developed with
the purpose of encouraging minority students to write cre-

atively. The compositions were published for school dis-

tribution.

- Techniques mentioned as particular to individual teachers
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included:

.1 Some teachers conducted group discussions on topics sucif
as busing and prejudice. ,One interviewee utilized a
technique designed to illugtrate latent prejudices 11
presenting different parts of an identical speech to a
class but attributing them to various different political
leaders (e.g., Malcolm X, John Kennedy). A 'discussion

followed on misinterpretations which often result from the )

students' reactions to the speaker's identity rather than
to the speech's content.

One fvreign languages class addressed cultural differences
indirdotly by conducting skits which incteased class inter-
action and highlighted the Tilqueness of different cultures.

o Another interviewee utilized various audiovisual aids to
catalyze discussifts of cultural differences.

The Fader method was used in one classroom to foster inter-
ethnic friendships. Students were brdken into four member
support teams with each member of the team responsible for
the other members' participation in,class projects and com-
pleting group assignments. The teams.were organized so
that all ethnic groups and both sexes are represented.

As determined frbm the interviewees, strategies specific to desegre-

gation concerns (e.g., crisis intervention techniques and utilization of

Central Office programs) continued to be operant at Austin High. However,

an emergent focus is now being placed upon innovations concerned with

interracial relations in the school in general and developing further

strategies to improve ct-Abral awareness and to increase total involve-

ment in all school activities by all students. It was reported in the

interviews that the principal had made a verbal commitment to illeet the

needs of each student in the school with a particular emphasis upon the

academic and social needs -0-minority students. While no formal require-

ment existed to motivate teachers to modify curriculum and teaching styles

to accommodate cultural differences among students, frl support was

given any efforts toward reaching these ends by the school administration.

The general feeling expressed by the interviewees was that a great



deal of progress has been made in creating an atmosphere free f,rom ten-
,

sion due to racial conflict, although rivalries between sub-cultural

groups (e.g., "kickers" vs. the "hippies") still exist. The main impetus

for Austin High's progress toward integration appears to be-the elicita-

tion and utilization o/ student input in many of the school decision-

making procedures. Furthermore, student, faculty and t camaraderie,

has been improved by a series of activities geared to increase inter-

action and cooperatioLemong all individuals involved with the school.

Some concerns were expressed in the interviews for same-race'

clustering and rivalries between differing. SES groups of students, as

well as a lack of sensitivity to cultural differenCes and an absence of

interest in positive human relations among soine'staff.. However, implicit

in the school motto and the other desegregation strategies mentioned, was

an ongoing concerted'effort to establish a healthy community atmosphere

at Austin High through active involvement and open communication of all

individuals involved.

Reagan

At the time of the 1971 court order,. Reagan High School, in Northeast

Austin, had a fairly well desegregated enrollment and staff (see map of

ethnic movement acc- "ing population growth at end of Central Office,

narrative, p: 47). In addition, the previous year the principal and

assistant principal, who were to head the administration at Reagan during

the early years of desegregation, had been assigned to Reagan and had

begun to establish their policies at the school and generate suppo t for

them. These two circumstances are credited with having.eased the deseg-

regation process at Reagan.

Presently, of the 1,7110 students, 61% are Anglo, 28% are Black, and
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11% are Mexican American: -Almost 75% of the Black and almost 90% of the

Mexican-American students reside in-the Reagan attendance zone. The

staff continues to show-rep4sentation by members oi-lboth minority groyps,

Four staff members, from various professional levels, were interviewed by.

three members of the WIEDS team (see Summary Chart, p. 110).. Due

equipment malfunction, one of these interviews did not record properly

and has been deleted from this discussion.

With the 1971 court order, Reagan received more teachers and students,

primarily Blacks, and, according tO One interviewee*, became "too crowded."

The crowded conditions, compounded with forced busing, provided some

students with an opportunity to'"exert their energies negatively,"

according to. one interviewee. Many reassigned teachers were dissatisfied

and felt threatened, i.e., one interviewee noted that they only approached

bb p

students in classroom situations. Tension and violence characterized

the early years,of desegregation at Reagan.

At the time of court-ordered desegregation, all of the high school.

students in Northeast Austi,a went to Reagan. There was a "sense of total

community" as one interviewee put-it. With the construction of Lyndon.

Baines Johnson High School in 1974, the northeast high school community

was split. This split, coupled with the trend toward natural integration

in the community, has resulted in a reduction in the number of studen0e4 ,

that need to be bused which, in turn, has resulted in increased participa-

tion in.activities by mi4Oritiet.

Strategies stated or implie&as successful in dealing with the

problems of desegregation included:

- A need for adequate' planning was implied by one interviewee

who stated that there was not enough time to implement deseg-

regatiton strategies between the court-order and the opening



of school in 1971, despite the staff's spirit and willing-
ness to do so.

Various crisis-intervention tactics were employee during ,the -

initial stages of desegregation:

Identification of troublemakers was cqnducted by students
and teachers, thereby channeling such indimiduals into
.particular types of assistance.

The conference approach was used to confront agitators in
a polite, proper, and efficient manner, on a one-to-one
basis rather than in front of their peers. Students were
thus given an Opportunity to be heard, and the staff got
a better feeling of what problemS needed to be Addressed.

The school -operated' under "business as Usual" conditions'
as much as possible. Every attempt. was made not to "veer
off schedule" in order-to prevent the agitators from con-
trolling the staff, Itcording to one interviewee.

The administration solicited the cooperation of the parents,
the - students, the counseling office, and the teachers. One

interviewee stated that if it were impossible to relate to
a student, then an attempt was made to relate to the
student's parents..

Another tactic taken when it seemed impossible to relate to .

a student was to seek a counselor of the same race as the,-
student.

When there were many students involved in disruptive activ--
ities, and there was not enough time for conferring and
following the usual suspension procedures, paregts were
asked to keep their kids homeh"pending furthenjnvestiga-
tion." This was sometimes done for 6 to 12 students at a
time, and'allowed the students, pafrents, and school to share
responsibility for the problem.

Three hall monitors tried to prevent racial situations from C)
developing into major conflicts. One interviewee stated
that because the monitors were all young, the students could
relate to them.

- A consistent and supportive administration which developed a
plan of action which was'adhered to with all individuals was

_Atentimed_V_OgjnIgni iewee as aiding desegregation. A,

school-wide discipline policy. that stipulated what the students
could not do rather than what they could do was articulated..
Opinioorrstudents, teachers, and parents are encouraged to

be heard.

- Use of Central Office programs:
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The SRSDP hits provided for a Reading ,Resource Specialist to
assist iTudents reading below grade level.

The SLB has provided transportation to enable bused students
to participate in after-school activities.

- The SCLRP-provided crisis_intervention during the early
yearTig continues to sponsor the active human relations
program which includes Partners. Club, the Student Human
Relatt6ns Commtttee (an active source of student input on
policies and procedures, according to one interviewee),
retreats, and theISAA,advisory board.,

- In-school suspension (ISS), similar to an OCSC, has been
available, but two interviewees stated that many teachers
try, .to resolve their own discipline problems and use the
ISS onay as a last resort.

- Various staff development activities included:

An early-years inservice training on racist terminology to
be avoided by staff.

Human relations inservice workshops.

Ongoing inservice has been available in the form of magazines
and library materials.

:--Parental involvement has been fostered through:

',Students' progress reports were mailed to parents periodi-
cally, requesting parent conferences if desired.

Some teachers wrote letters toparents in an attempt to get
students to sign up for special classes.

Sometimes teachers placed calls to parents of students who
had problems with discipline or school work.

- The curriculum content has undergone "limited changes" to
address multiethnicity, such as-:

s-Vocational programs which affected many minorities.

Audiovisual materials which enhanced regular classroom

instruction.

------=-SOttal'activities such as 'field trips promoted interaction

among students.

- Strategies mentioned as particular to individual teachers

included:
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The teacher who advocated the idea that "all kids are
purple" to'avoid cultural stereotyping. Another irate
viewee mentioned an avoidance of iden ying cultural
dtfferences i n favor of an attempt t instill in st40 n s
an awareness of how individuals may 400.some of the
same experlences.'

Seating arrangements were often considered in thexlass-
roan. One interviewee mentioned a teacher who arranges °

seating so as to mix ethnic groups at the beginning of a

course, but.alloWt them to choose their own seotSlatpr
on. Another effective:strategy mentioned was the teatheti
Tilting the students sit anywhere with the stipulation that
they not totally group by race or.seX.

Students in special programs have been brought into class-
rooms to demonstrate their skills in an attempt to generate
more interest in the programs.

One intervielee told of a teacher whb tried to treat fairly
every-studentin class, in the manner in which the teacher
would want to, in turn, be treated.

Clearly stating the rules and expectations-on the first du
bf class, and consistently adhering to them throughout the
year, was mentioned as one teacher's strategy.

One interviewee thought that it was important to 'give
students the opportunity to express themselves, and'tb let
them -know why a mistake was considered a mistake.

Regarding current interethnic relationships at Reagan, one inter-

viewee stated that students of different ethnic groups respond different-

ly to common human dilemmas. This person also said that most students

get along well with other-race students, but that when open seating or

free choice in grouping for projects was offered, members of the same

ethnic group often gravitated to one another. However; in special

programs, such as band; chorus, athletics, and drama, "there's a

tremendous Id of groups." According to one interviewee, .the reason

for this was the fact that students involved in special programs were

aware of community and national problems. It was stated that there were

still conflicts in clastes that could be considered racial, not in the
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sense that they were caused by racial differences, but in that a studen.r\

might say something_to an other-race adversary which would : not be said

if the-adversary were same-race. It wgs also noted thvit the minorities

often become the majority in human relations activities' at Reagan.

As for the parents of Reagan students, they were'mainlyconcerned

ablaut what the teachers,.were teaching, but one interviewee reported more

difficulty ln contacting Black parents than'Anglo'parents- One person

stated.that activities at Reagan were dictated by the needs of the people.

in the community; top priorities were given to outstanding athletics arid'

band and choral' programs, in addition to academics.

The current trend at. Reagan was to address the rightsof individuals.

This was seen as a progressionpeyond integration by one interviewee.

The general evaluation of Reagan's success in matters related todeseg-

regatjon was considered positive by all interviewees. Since 1972, the

situation has improved because of "the vast number of good and decent

people representing both'sides, the majority and the minority," according

to one source.. Another commented, "I don't consider Reagan as merely

being integrated. I *link that it is real advanced," as measured by

student involvement, and teacher concern.
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SUMMARY CHART OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON SENIOR'HIGH SCHO L INTERVIEWS

Se*.

Age
/

B C

Interviewee

E F G H /I
1

B SS B A SS ; A

F M '4)M

40s 40s 50s

4PositionZ P P

F

30s 50s 50s

F, F. F :,,F

50s30s 30s 20a 20s 50s

CA C T T T T T T T

Experience3

Years in
present
positipn_ 1/2 5 6 2 X 2 4 8

Years in
AISD '26 X 10 14 19 X 2 2 5 25

YearS/in
schOnls 26 X 13 X 19 X .5 7 2 5 '28

Interviewer4 AF4 BM1 AF4 AF2 AM2 AF2 BM2 BM2 BM2 AM2 .BM2

AF4
g

F cus of
/cesegregation
oncerns , 5 3 1 2 , 2 6 3 3 3 1' 1

1,A=Anglo, B=Black, SS=Spanishf.Surname

2 P=Principal, CA=Cempus Administrator,

3 X=Not addressed in interview

C=Counselor, T=Teacher

4

AM2=Anglo male (29 years old), BM1= Black male (4Z' years. ofd),

BM2=BlaCk male (29 years old).
*

5 1 -Anglo /Black only,.2=Anglo/Black primarily, 3=Anglo/Black/Mexican-
American,,4=Anglo/Mexican-American, 5=Not specified

6 Information from this interview was not reported due to equipment

malfunction.
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Step I ...

AMMO! CURTI
11TRAISOIEll FOB HIGH ;moots*

Stage II St Els

to itinimige.-111PDaveltming school -wide Planning --1102eVelOPina student /faculty

comflfit committet planning comeitkem

Nevins a Oossietenk and supportive
adudnistrating

9.240Oin steering comalttti
pl students

iiirenthuman relations

Instituting, a vino ity repreeentation
by-law (e.g.: c leadina squad)

Veinj trial' intervention etrateliee
eat.. identifyIng troublemakers.
hiring hall mon tors) 0

Encouraainkthe,hearing of students,
teachstei and parents

Developing human relation. prove. .

(including Student and. Faculty. Human
Relations Colmittees. ESA& advisory
board)

Instituting curriculum changes (including
GED. TAME; /CT. DE, HECE..B0E. CVAR
Executive Management. Minorities in
Mainatreamins)

Utilising the SLI

Presenting staff workshops on.---40.Presenting human relations workshops
desegregation

Providing inservice training on---10Providing ineervice training on

racist terminology multicultural curriculg

Coordinating of student/faculty retreats
by SCLRP

Providing magazine* and library materials

Using open classroosa 1110'

Providing team teaching O
Seating kidecso as to mix the. Allowina free seating 1110'

racially
Providing Black history and Cinco de Mayo activities 00"

Teaching ethnic literature O
Using special media techniques to foster

cultural awareness 00"

Avoiding cultural stereotyping 111

Providing reading specialist by SRSDP 00"

Providing vocational programs ON'

Counseling individuals and groups by

the principal

Instituting school- wide -*Clarifying ruler and expectations
discipline policy in classroom Il

Partners Club .Afro-American Club 01°

111

Coordinating of extracurricular activities
(including usa ofthe Hare System) by SAP

Providing of activities by the PTA to
increase minority participation in
extracurricular activities

2sCgluimifield trips

Contacting parents by lettere, calls.

and progress ieport

Using parents as tutors. telephone
callers. and lecturers

Stages represent a sequencing of strategies in two senses! on the one hands-the sequence covers

dvelopments over a spasa'of years starting with the first year of desegregation; on the other hands
each school year beginning in September sees a replication of initial desegregation strategies and

prop hrough later.atrategies. Stage I strategies attempt to mix students of different ethnic

groups and deal with short-run problem resulting from adjustment. Stage Il strategies attempt to

reintegrate students under a guiding ideology of cultural pluralism. Stag. III identifies emergent

trend+ or problems as yet uneolved.
111
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Conclusions

'An regard to the interviews CondUcted at the ninc'sChoolslihree

sixth grade centers, *ripe junior highS, and three senior highs), the

f011owinOtatements are made:.,

The number and,Oeroent of strategies identifiel by category
Were as follows:

1.. leeching/Learning : 57 - 53%

2. Administrative/Governance : 31 - 29%

3. Staff Development : 20 - 18%

Within the,teaching/learning category, the following areas
of emphasis were identified most often by the Wterviewees:

1. Teacher teaming technillues
)

I--

2. Counseling techniques " (-4

Parent involvement techniques

4. Remedial instruction techniques

: Within the administrative/governance category, the following
areas of emphasis'were identified most often by the itnter
viewees:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Student/stiff assignment. techniques

.Employment of resource/support personnel.

Esta4p4shment of committees (student/faculty)

CristA intervention techniques

Establishment of new policies

Within the staff development category, the following areas of
emphasis were identified most often by the interviewees:

fiuman--m lations--training.

2. Multicultural curricula training

Based on the schools represented in the WISES interviews, Austin ISD

40°
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Administrators §nds teachers' have. learned to 'accept and, to a degree,

value ethn,lq,di'versiV amo githe students and are attempting to provide

Loci al and instructiOnal) pportunittes for 'Students to acquire this

it
atcdptance and valuetif: .

7
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